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THE WESTERN BALKANS IN 2010/11:
DEPARTURES IN DEMOCRATISATION AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION IN

EUROPE’S SOUTHEAST

INTRODUCTION

OGNYAN MINCHEV

Dear Reader,

You are holding the second annual study of the Western Balkans’ democratic development and
progress towards European Union membership prepared by the Institute for Regional and
International Studies. The years 2010-2011 are considered in the study, focusing on
comprehensive situation analyses country by country in the following major area: elections, party
politics, institutions, media, progress of reforms, the state of corruption and organised crime,
international aspect of development and specific processes, problems and setbacks related to EU
integration. The researchers who have conducted this study as a policy overview of Western
Balkans countries’ development have identified several major tendencies shaping regional
environment of the last 12 to 18 months.

First, the term "Western Balkans" may have started to lose its relevance after the developments
in the region in 2010/11. The countries which comprise the region have conspicuously diverged
in their level of democratisation and EU integration processes. The term was invented by the
international community on the turn of the century (late 1990s – early 2000s) in order to define
the scope of policies needed in the fields of post-conflict development, economic and
institutional reforms of most ex-Yugoslav countries and Albania vis-à-vis the opportunities of
inclusion of this region into the perspectives of EU and NATO enlargement. The ‘Western
Balkans’ concept allowed policy makers in Brussels to handle the region more compactly and as a
single priority - both within the EU Thessaloniki Summit commitment of 2003 and the NATO
plans for further enlargement. A decade later the ‘Western Balkans’ concept seems to be less and
less relevant. With Croatia becoming an EU member in 2013, things will get no simpler. We
could vaguely group the remaining countries into more prospective (Montenegro and Serbia) and
less prospective (Macedonia, Albania, Bosnia and Kosovo), but still the particularities about each
of them are too many. Montenegro was given a start date for accession talks for June 2012 but
strictly on the conditions of stepped up rule of law and fight against corruption (which means
talks might not start, given Dutch opposition). Serbia faced a big frustration when the Council
decided not to grant it candidate status at the 9 December 2011 summit, despite the
Commission's recommendation and the registered reform progress; the reason was the unrest in
Kosovo. From the other group, Macedonia seems stuck despite having a candidate status: talks
are not likely to start soon due to the 'name' dispute with Greece and the dim prospects of its
resolution (Greece has other troubles and Macedonia's nationalist and quasi-
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authoritarian government is doing everything to frustrate the Greeks). Albania's domestic
political squabbles have been holding the country back for more than two years now, inducing
the EU to keep denying it a candidate status since December 2010. Bosnia's 'ethnic democracy' is
a big drawback to its EU integration: the Serb half is comfortable with blocking EU-required
state-level reforms if it will keep its autonomy and Bosnia as a state weak, while Croats are
suspicious of Bosniaks trying to outvote them at the lower levels of government. Bosnia hasn't
even applied for EU membership yet. And Kosovo, the youngest state, has essential, state-
building problems rather than democratisation- and EU integration-related problems, with its
ripe corruption and organised crime connections at the highest level.

Second, in assessing the democratic processes of different Balkan countries, we could define a
common problem: election cycles in the Balkans seem to be more counterproductive to the
political process and the reform efforts than elsewhere. While it is normal around the world
regular processes to be pushed to the rear and political passions to take the lead for a
while around elections, in the Balkans elections have proved a particularly painful exercise
bringing around long political crises, ethnic tensions and major slowdowns in reform and EU
integration. This was the case in Albania (which fell into political crisis in summer 2009) and
Bosnia (which has had no government since October 2010; a new government is expected to
shape up in February 2012), and there is a likelihood that things will be tied up in Serbia in 2012,
too, as the ruling Democratic Party and the main opposition Serbian Progressive Party are neck-
and-neck in the polls and no pre-election coalitions are being formed.

Third, the economic crisis is likely to hit the Balkans again in 2012, with most forecasts being for
stagnation or symbolic growth figures. Economic performance in the region draws up a
controversial tendency of slow growth, deep structural problems of economic development, low
level of interest for FDI the region, high levels of emigration and unemployment and high
poverty rates. The countries of the Balkan region are not developing longer-term models of
economic growth and patterns of their placing national economies into the larger European and
global market context. The domestic political debate should finally pay more attention
to constructive policies to fight the downturn and set petty political issues aside. The
governments of the region generally fail to develop adequate public policies to address burning
issues of national community interests. National institutions are inert and inefficient to deliver
public services in most important areas of social welfare and communal development –
education, healthcare, mass-scale poverty alleviation, jobs creation, etc. One basic distinction has
to be made between the efficiency of functioning of the institutional and welfare systems of
Croatia and Serbia, on the one hand, and the rest of the countries, on the other. Zagreb and
Belgrade command much better efficiency of performance of both representative institutions and
public administrative systems in delivering services to the citizens and in designing and
implementing public policy strategies compared to the rest of the Balkan region.

Fourth, there is a visible tendency across the Balkans for a deterioration of the media
environment. Ownership of major media outlets is unclear, and with the withdrawal of German
group WAZ from Serbia, Macedonia and Bulgaria, there is a clear danger of media
monopolisation by a fusion of local political actors and corporate interests. In Macedonia there is
a more fundamental risk for the freedom of speech under the government of VMRO-DPMNE
and Prime Minister Nikola Gruevski.

Fifth, the combination of fiscal crisis, rising debt pressure and institutional mal-performance in
the EU tends to focus European debate on internal issues and quite away from the policy agenda
of the Balkans. EU members should not allow the internal crisis and painful transformations in
the EU to suffocate the long-term interests of Europe in the Balkans. Croatia's admission will be
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a powerful reassuring sign to the EU itself and the world that the bloc lives on and continues on
its planned path. What is more, it will be a powerful guiding light to the rest of the Balkans, an
even stronger propeller for reform. The EU should grant candidate status to Serbia in 2012 and
start talks with Montenegro. If Bosnia sets on the reform path and applies for accession, the
Commission should waste no time sending it a membership questionnaire. And if Albania
overcomes the crisis in a sustainable way, the Commission may recommend a candidate status at
some point in 2012 or 2013. In terms of member-state involvement, Bulgaria and Slovenia, in
cooperation with the next new member Croatia, can get more involved with the potential
candidates' problems and push for solutions in a concerted way.

The rapidly changing European and global environment pushes for re-assessing of the Balkan
region’s policy agenda. For more than a decade, Balkan policies have been structured along the
basic axis of complying with EU standards for accession – if not in substance then at least at the
legislative and administrative surface. The Europe of today is in a process of intense
transformation with no clear evidence in what final format – institutional and economic - will the
Old Continent emerge. Focusing solely on endorsement from Brussels will bring less legitimacy
and support for the national governments in the Balkans in this period when each country – in or
outside the EU – has to mobilise public support for its own national priorities in order to survive
the crisis, to rescue its national human resources and to prepare strategies for development in a
new Europe and a new world due to emerge from the current turbulent challenges. National
public policy strategies for all major policy fields should be developed and implemented as the
key instrument of crisis management in the region.

The exhausted concept of the ‘Western Balkans’ should be replaced by the simple notion of the
Balkan region where countries like Bulgaria and Greece belong fully to the community of Balkan
nations. The problems which those two countries face are specific items on the general Balkan
region policy agenda, expressing the need to finalise modernization, strengthen the institutions of
democratic governance and mobilise public support for transformative policies of economic
growth and for strong solidarity among citizens expressed in efficient public services and clear
priorities in endorsing national interests.

The transformations in major strategic factors in and around the Balkan region – the changing
policies of Turkey, the growing influence of Russia, etc. – presume active policy debate on the
security equation of the Balkan region in this changing environment. The Balkans represent the
gateway to the Middle East and to the Eurasian space, rendering the region a viable periphery of
the European and the Euro-Atlantic security system.

This annual policy study of the Western Balkans in 2010-2011 represents a digest of most
important events and policy situations of the different countries in the region, based on the
European Commission Reports, on the annual reports of international organisations such as
Transparency International and Freedom House and on media monitoring in the period between
October 2010 and January 2012. The authors of the study would welcome all critical assessments
and recommendations addressing their findings.
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THE WESTERN BALKANS IN 2010/11:
DEPARTURES IN DEMOCRATISATION AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION IN

EUROPE’S SOUTHEAST

ALBANIA

GORAN STOJKOVSKI

Overview of 2010-11 developments – democracy and European integration

Albania currently constitutes a paradigm picture symbolising the strenuous transition through
which the former communist states in Southeast Europe are going. What is more, the transition
to democracy and societal consolidation in Albania has been implemented with difficulty, slowly
and problematically just as in the countries of the former Yugoslavia, most of which even
overtook Albania in the sphere of European integration, having in mind one important
difference: unlike Albania, the ex-Yugoslav republics had to undergo devastating interethnic wars.
Democracy in Albania today is in crisis. It seems democratic logic in its institutions has stopped
working. The deep inter-party conflict in Albania shows that political leaders perceive parties not
as political organisations unifying free citizens but rather as ideological camouflage for the
economic interests of clans and regions in competition with each other. National priorities play
second fiddle, and the society has been disillusioned with the political class. The benchmarks
regarding Albania which the European Commission sent to the European Parliament and the
Council in November 2010 and later to Albania to implement have remained unfulfilled.

Democratic development

The democratic deficit in Albania and the political and social tension which have accompanied
the inter-party strife have generally obstructed the progress of the country and the development
of its civil society. The citizens have been complaining about corruption and fraud characteristic
of an Albanian type of liberal economy. Despite the constant criticism of these phenomena, the
schemes for fast enrichment with the help of public officials have become an Albanian reality.
The culture of ‘manliness’, which has been essential for the Albanian traditionalist society, still
exerts a negative influence on the process of women’s inclusion in politics. Men still dominate
society, and at the local elections of 8 May 2011 only 17 out of 768 candidates were women. This
figure represents only 3% female candidates, included by the political parties in the ballot lists,

 Goran Stojkovski is holds a PhD in political science from Sofia University “St. Kliment Ohridski” and is
Research Associate at the Institute for Regional and International Studies (IRIS). He is based in Skopje,
Republic of Macedonia.
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thus ignoring calls for increased female participation in national politics. Finally, the existence of
phenomenon ‘blood vengeance’, due to which several thousand children do not go to school and
similar number of families live in isolation, testifies to the level of democratic development and
modernisation of this Mediterranean and European country.

Elections

Albania seems to have serious problems fighting its destructive predisposition to significantly
delay reform and the European integration process. More precisely, the Albanian civil society
somehow consistently fails to find the instrument or pattern to make the politicians stop
obstructing the post-election process by refusing to recognise election results when they are on
the losing side. For 20 years, the major political players in Albanian politics, the Democratic Party
(PD) led by current Prime Minister Sali Berisha and the Socialist Party (PS) led by former Tirana
mayor Edi Rama, as well as the Socialist Movement for Integration (LSI) of Ilir Meta, have been
engaging in heavyweight national political clashes caused by suspicions and mutual accusations of
forging election outcomes, resulting in a substantial delay in Albania’s progress. The country
virtually is in a constant process of exiting one and entering a new post- or pre-election crisis.
The political crisis which began after the parliamentary vote in 2009 not only wasn’t terminated
after the death of protesters during the unrest of January 2011, but quite on the contrary, it
gained new dynamic after the local elections of 8 May this year. The tradition lives on: the losing
party or coalition does not recognise the election victory of its adversary and starts boycotting the
work of the National Assembly and instigating mass unrest.

Forty-five parties took part in the 8 May local elections divided into two major coalitions:
Alliance for the Future, led by the Socialists and Edi Rama, and Alliance for the Citizens, led by
the conservative PD of Sali Berisha. It was the local elections which were supposed to lead
Albania out of the crisis. The main contest was for the position of the mayor of Tirana, pursued
by Rama and the PD candidate Lulzim Basha, an ex-interior minister. The election campaign
proceeded in the traditional irresponsible manner: fierce accusations and internecine wars,
accompanied by car explosions and fights between the supporters of the competing parties. The
two major parties did not live up to their democratic obligations again. There were incidents on
election day, and the media coverage was biased. Both coalitions declared election victory before
the Central Election Commission announced the official results, which in turn happened with a
great delay. The initial results were showing Rama as the victor, but later when the results from
more precincts came in, Basha took the lead. The Socialists disputed these results and continued
with mass demonstrations and boycott. The Organisation for Security and Cooperation in
Europe, (OSCE), a regular monitor of elections around the globe, concluded similarly as on
prefious occasions:

Several aspects of these elections lay the groundwork for future progress. But unfortunately the two largest
political parties again abused their role in the administration of the elections to continue their political
battle” [according Jonathan Stonestreet, head of the OSCE/ODIHR Observation Mission].1

And also:

However, the counting process was affected by a high level of mistrust among political parties, which led to
disputes, delays and blockages in some BCCs. Political parties frequently intervened in the counting
process, directing the activities of their members in election commissions. The media informed the public
extensively on the counting process, especially the Tirana mayoral race between former Minister of Interior

1 See: “Election Result Dispute Dims Albania’s EU Hopes”, BalkanInsight, 25.05.2011., Available at:
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/election-result-dispute-dims-eu-albania-s-hopes
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Lulzim Basha of the Democratic Party (DP) and the incumbent mayor Edi Rama, the leader of the Socialist
Party (SP). [according to the POST-ELECTION INTERIM REPORT, 10 - 18 May 2011].2

However, the levity and carelessness with which Albanian politicians incite or subdue a national
political crisis is obvious in a statement made by Socialist MP Ditmir Bushati after the
unexpected return of the Socialists to parliament on 5 September:

No official decision was taken to abandon parliament, so there's no official decision to return - but from
Monday we should be in there.3

Party politics

On the eve of local elections the PD leader Sali Berisha disclosed the motto of his campaign as
‘Green Albania’, the reason being “Tirana is one of the most polluted capitals in Europe.” Right
after, the election, however, when it was clear the opposition was continuing the boycott, Berisha
announced he was giving a green light to a extensive privatisation plan envisaging the sale of
more than 1,000 public properties, among which big infrastructure and energy facilities of the
country: four hydroelectric power plants (Ulez, Shkopet, Bistrica 1 and 2), the state-owned shares
in distributors OSSH and CEZ, oil firm Albapetrol as well as the state-owned capital in the
already privatised oil refinery ARMO, fixed-line telecoms operator Albatelecom, the insurance
heavyweight Insig, et. Here is how Berisha justified the implementation of this plan:

Government major objective for the current year is to finalize privatization of all the assets, the remaining
shares from the strategic companies and the not yet privatized undertakings. In total, this current year about
1280 companies and objects should be privatized. This process, -said the prime minister- is of determining
importance, above all for the fight against corruption which constantly remains the first criterion and pillar
of our economic reform. All these companies and objects should be transferred into the hands of private
sector for management.4

Not surprisingly, the opposition PS said it would not recognise this sale as legal and threatened
the potential buyers and future owners of the companies in question that it would nationalise
them once it returns to power. The Socialists hold that the hastiness with which the plan has
been pushed forward aims to accomplish the privatisation not transparently and without serious
debate and to capitalise on the opposition’s boycott.

Besides the mutual accusations of manipulation of the institutions, the elections and privatisation,
the two parties claim that their respective rivals are also manipulating the media. At the
background of these partisan accusations, however, the European Commission, Freedom House
and the Office of Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR) of the OSCE draw a
much more objective picture in their reports on the media situation in Albania. Following is how
Freedom House assesses the country’s media and press in its 2010 report, which relies partly on
the opinion of the former two organisations:

2 OSCE/ODIHR Election Observation Mission to The Republic of Albania, 2011 Local Government Elections.
Post-Election Interim Report (10 – 18 May 2011); p.1., Available at: http://www.osce.org/odihr/77997; for more
details about elections process according OSCE/ODIHR see also: OSCE/ODIHR. REPUBLIC OF ALBANIA
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS 8 May 2011 OSCE/ODIHR Election Observation Mission Final Report,
15.08.2011, Warsaw., Available at: http://www.osce.org/odihr/81649
3 See: “Albania Opposition End Boycott of Parliament”, 05.09.2011, BalkanInsight. Available at:
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/albania-s-socialist-opposition-to-end-parliamentary-boycott
4 Republic of Albania. Council of Ministers. Task Force on privatization holds meeting. 10.02.2011, Available
at: http://www.keshilliministrave.al/?fq=brenda&m=news&lid=14313&gj=gj2

http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/election-result-dispute-dims-eu-albania-s-hopes
http://www.osce.org/odihr/77997
http://www.osce.org/odihr/81649
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/albania-s-socialist-opposition-to-end-parliamentary-boycott
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The constitution guarantees freedom of the press, and the media are vigorous and fairly diverse. However,
outlets often display a political bias, and reporting is influenced by the economic or political interests of
media owners…

The government of Prime Minister Sali Berisha has used administrative mechanisms to disrupt the
operations of media outlets it perceives as hostile…

All monitored television broadcasts favored the ruling Democratic Party or the opposition
Socialist Party, and smaller parties were reportedly denied their legally guaranteed share of coverage…

Albanian Radio and Television, the public broadcaster, is financially dependent on the state and
typically shows a strong progovernment bias.5

In Albanian politics, another ailment exists which is essentially an anti-democratic trait. Generally,
it can be observed that political parties not only fail to support but actually hinder women from
entering politics. This, combined with Albania’s patriarchal cultural tradition, almost entirely
marginalises women from the decision-making process. The United Nation’s Mission to Albania
(via UN Women – UN Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women)
conducted an extensive study from July 2008 to December 2010 on the status of the Albanian
woman in society and in national politics. According to The Situation of Women Leaders at Local
Level in Albania:

The study shows that despite progress, women in Albania still face significant social, economic and political
obstacles, as both voters and candidates. The result shows that the political parties often did not have clear
plans on how to implement the quota, how to reduce family voting or how to address women as a special
voters’ group.6

And also:

In a recent report, the International Parliamentary Union ranked Albania 115th of 142 countries monitored
for women’s representation in elected positions at the national level – giving Albania one of the lowest
ranking in Europe. In the local election in Albania in 2007, only 33 of the 1,073 candidates nominated for
mayoral posts were women, and of these, only 9 were elected. In the 2005 national elections only, 7% of
MPs are women. However, and with the support of the United Nations, with the adoption of the country’s
first quota system in the Law On Equality in Society (July 2008) and within the Electoral Code (December
2008), the number of elected MPs increased to 16.4%. However, of the women election, only one was
appointed to Cabinet, and one as the Speaker of the Parliament.7

Institutions

If the institutions of Albania during totalitarian rule were effective but repressive, the institutions
of democratic Albania are peaceful but almost entirely inefficient. The tackling of this growing

5 Freedom House. Fredoom of The Press – Albania 2010. Available at:
http://www.freedomhouse.org/template.cfm?page=251&year=2010&country=7766 For more information about
the media situation in Albania see also: European Commission. Analytical Report accompanying the
Communication From The Commission To The European Parliament And The Council. Commission Opinion on
Albania 's application for membership of the European Union. Brussels, 09 November 2010, p. 68., Available
at:
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2010/package/al_rapport_2010_en.pdf; see also:

OSCE/ODIHR. REPUBLIC OF ALBANIA LOCAL GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS 8 May 2011 OSCE/ODIHR
Election Observation Mission Final Report, 15.08.2011, Warsaw., pp. 15-17, Available at:
http://www.osce.org/odihr/81649
6 United Nations/Albania. 2011. Women's participation in local decision-making, study identifies challenges
ahead of the 2011 elections., 07.03.2011., Available at:
http://www.un.org.al/subindex.php?faqe=news&newsid=295
7 United Nations/Albania. 2011. Support Implementation of the National Strategy for Gender Equality and
Domestic Violence (NSGE-DV) – Advancing Democratic Governance in Albania., Available at:
http://www.un.org.al/subindex.php?faqe=details&id=72#

http://www.keshilliministrave.al/
http://www.freedomhouse.org/template.cfm
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2010/package/al_rapport_2010_en.pdf
http://www.osce.org/odihr/81649
http://www.un.org.al/subindex.php
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problem looks an impossible task in a situation where the administration is low-key, its
employees are under-qualified and work in old facilities and decrepit material infrastructure. The
chronic deficit of resources, the widespread corruption and the frequent political interventions
and manipulations make reform progress seem doomed.

Albania had to wait 15 days for the electoral institutions to count the ballots after the local vote.
The opposition still holds, to the present day, that the mayor-elect of Tirana Lulzim Basha has
come to power through a manipulation of the institutions. The state prosecution was frustrated
by the refusal of the police to carry out an arrest order for the six National Guard members
accused of firing at the citizens who protested against the government in Tirana in January. The
video evidence shows that exactly the Guard soldiers killed three persons. State Prosecutor Ina
Rama, confronting the institutional inability to act, even addressed the United States government
seeking help in overcoming this functional and coordination problem of the country’s
institutional system. The series of affairs and corruption scandals mentioning names from the
political elite and the series of reports of international organisations and the administrations of
the EU and the U.S. practically confirm the chronic weakness of Albanian institutions. Here is
how John Brennan special advisor for counter-terrorism to U.S. President Barrack Obama,
describes the actual state of affairs leading to the debilitating of national institutions in Albania,
Kosovo and Bosnia and Herzegovina:

Transnational criminal networks are striking alliances with corrupt elements of national governments --
including intelligence and security personnel -- and they use the power and influence of those elements to
further their criminal activities.8

Also, the European Commission Progress Report on Albania published in October 2011, (as well
as reports for all Western Balkans countries), routinely state that criminal investigations related to
organised crime depend on political consensus and common political willingness for combat
against that problem. Regrettably, political willingness is missing. It is now quite clear that the
lack of political consensus causes gradual deterioration of the state. Let’s take a look at this link.

Corruption and organised crime

National economies privatised by criminalised individuals and organised groups formed from the
former communist secret services under the aegis of high-level politics are the existential tenet of
organised crime in the countries of Southeast Europe. Albania, a country with archaic
infrastructure, unsustainable democracy, slowly maturing civil society, generally poor population
and weak public administration, in the 1990s was an auspicious milieu for the ‘growth of the
furuncle’. The expansion of Albanian organised crime and its transformation into a factor on the
international stage is owing to its brutality, professionalism, industriousness  and strong ethnic
ties. The strong positions of Albanian criminal groups originating from Kosovo, Macedonia and
the north of Albania, their ethnic and clan ties, cohesion and loyalty definitely contributed to
their rapid expansion abroad, making them strong at home, too. Unprotected civic interests and
unsatisfied basic needs and the common poverty and backwardness in Albania strongly motivates
corrupt practices in the country and part of the population to turn to criminal ways. The basic
activities of Albanian organised crime networks include smuggling and illegal trafficking at home
and towards Italy and Europe. The UN’s two strategic documents, The Globalization of Crime - A

8 The White House. Washington (Office of the Press Secretary). Remarks at White House Release of Strategy to
Combat Transnational Organized Crime, Washington, 25.07.2011; Available at:
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2011/07/25/remarks-white-house-release-strategy-combat-
transnational-organized-crim

http://www.un.org.al/subindex.php
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2011/07/25/remarks-white-house-release-strategy-combat-
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Transnational Organized Crime Threat Assessment and Crime and Its Impact on the Balkans and Affected
Countries, as well as the latest U.S. Strategy to Combat Transnational Organized Crime - Addressing
Converging Threats to National Security, prove the deep involvement of Albanian criminal
organisations in the heroin and cocaine traffic, the production and traffic of marijuana, smuggling
of weapons and women trafficking and prostitution.9 Following is how the latest strategy of the
U.S. presidential administration for homeland security and the fight against terrorism describes
the growing threat to national security coming from transnational organized crime (TOC):

The Balkans: A traditional conduit for smuggling between east and west, the Balkans has become an ideal
environment for the cultivation and expansion of TOC. Weak institutions in Albania, Kosovo, and Bosnia
and Herzegovina have enabled Balkan-based TOC groups to seize control of key drug and human
trafficking routes and Western European markets. The Balkans region has become a new entry point for
Latin American cocaine, a source of synthetic drugs, and a transit region for heroin chemical precursors for
use in the Caucasus and Afghanistan. Excess weapons are smuggled to countries of concern. Insufficient
border controls and the ease of acquiring passports enable the transit of criminals and terrorist figures to
Western Europe. Cooperation between the United States and the European Union, as well as bilateral
cooperation with the countries in the region to foster legal institution building, economic progress, and
good governance in the Balkans will be key to eliminating the environment supporting TOC.10

The massive presence of the organised crime theme in Albanian society is obvious in the recent
public discussions caused by a series of high level political scandals. Albanian Vice-Premier and
Minister of Economy, Energy and Trade Ilir Meta was suspected of corruption as a result of
accusations made by the former energy minister Dritan Prifti. Prifti alleged that in 2010 Meta
requested from him to assist in the selection of a concrete firm to win a hydroelectric power
plant concession. One Albanian television stations showed a secret footage of the incriminating
conversation between the two, but, ironically, Prifti himself became the object of another
corruption investigation for accepting a bribe worth 70,000 euros.11 In the meantime, Prifti
uncovered another corruption scheme in which businessmen and customs and tax officials in the
course of several years via two companies had sold an imported diesel residue, called virgin
naphtha’, for a high-quality fuel on the market.12 In light of the above quoted TOC of the White
House, the society’s attention was again attracted when in early summer Albanian authorities
blocked 36 bank accounts of the owner of air carrier Albania Airlines, Ali Evsen, on suspicions
of money laundering. Evsen, a Turk by origin who became an Albanian citizen after Albanian
President Bamir Topi signed the respective regulation a year ago, was arrested in Spain together
with Khaled Salem, son of former Egyptian ruler Hosni Mubarak’s closest ally, Hussein Salem.
The authorities in Spain and Albania froze millions of euros in the suspects’ bank accounts.13 The

9 See: a). The White House. Washington. Strategy to Combat Transnational Organized Crime - Addressing
Converging Threats to National Security., Washington, July 2011; Available at:
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/Strategy_to_Combat_Transnational_Organized_Crime_July_2011.
pdf or http://www.whitehouse.gov/administration/eop/nsc/transnational-crime/threat;
b). United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime. The Globalization of Crime. A Transnational Organized Crime
Threat Assessment. 2010. pp. 50, 124. Available at:
http://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-analysis/tocta/TOCTA_Report_2010_low_res.pdf.;
c). United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime. Crime and Its Impact on the Balkans and Affected Countries.
Available at: http://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-analysis/Balkan_study.pdf.
10 The White House. Washington. Strategy to Combat Transnational Organized Crime - Addressing Converging
Threats to National Security., Washington, July 2011; p.10; Available at:
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/Strategy_to_Combat_Transnational_Organized_Crime_July_2011.
pdf or http://www.whitehouse.gov/administration/eop/nsc/transnational-crime/threat
11 See: “Albania Video Corruption Scandal Takes Hollywood Twist”, BalkanInsight, 15.02.2011; Available at:
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/albania-video-corruption-scandal-takes-hollywood-twist
12 See: “Thirteen Arrested in Albania Oil-Contraband Scheme”, BalkanInsight, 14.03.2011; Available at:
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/thirteen-arrested-in-albania-oil-contraband-scheme
13 See: “Spain freezes $46.03 million,  property and cars linked to Mubarak’s closest aide”, Al Arabia News, 17.06.2011;  Available
at: http://www.alarabiya.net/articles/2011/06/17/153715.html

http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/Strategy_to_Combat_Transnational_Organized_Crime_July_2011
http://www.whitehouse.gov/administration/eop/nsc/transnational-crime/threat
http://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-analysis/tocta/TOCTA_Report_2010_low_res.pdf
http://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-analysis/Balkan_study.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/Strategy_to_Combat_Transnational_Organized_Crime_July_2011
http://www.whitehouse.gov/administration/eop/nsc/transnational-crime/threat
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/albania-video-corruption-scandal-takes-hollywood-twist
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/thirteen-arrested-in-albania-oil-contraband-scheme
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cherry on top of the Albanian corruption and organised crime recent developments was the
Alibino Prudentino case – the apprehended in October 2010 businessman who, according to the
Albanian police, is one of the brains of the Italian organised crime group Sacra Corona Unita.
Accordin to the international arrest warrant for Prudentino, he has been laundering criminal
money and investing them, in collaboration with Albanian associates, into the gambling industry
and sports bets. The Albanian press presented evidence exposing the suspect in drugs and
cigarettes trafficking and kidnapping. What shook the public was, however, that the case could be
tracked to the sister of the Albanian minister of European integration who owned jointly with the
Prudentino family a betting company and a casino.14

EC clearly indicates where the problem is:

However, relevant legislation such as the law on administrative courts and amendments to the criminal
code, which requires a three-fifths majority vote in Parliament, is pending… No further progress has been
made as regards the independence of the judiciary… No progress has been made in combating corruption
within the judiciary. One of the main factors obstructing investigations into possible cases of corruption in
the judiciary is the full immunity enjoyed by judges… No further progress was made regarding the efficiency
of the judiciary… Overall, limited progress was made in completing judicial reform, which is a key priority of
the Opinion…
However, overall implementation of anti-corruption measures remains insufficient. Corruption is prevalent
in many areas and remains a particularly serious problem… Although the legal framework and inter-agency
structures are mostly in place, implementation of specific actions on the other hand remains ineffective
overall and the results are insufficient... Corruption is prevalent in many areas and continues to be a
particularly serious problem.15

And also:

However, public administration reform has not advanced much overall. Important legislative acts requiring
a three-fifths majority in Parliament, such as the law on general administrative procedures, the law on
functioning of public administration and the law on administrative courts, are awaiting adoption.16

European integration

Albania is one of the last countries in the Balkans which still has not been granted an EU
candidate status. The country fails to stand by some basic postulates of democracy states as the
EU’s Copenhagen Criteria, particularly the one regarding the stability of democratic institutions.
This, in turn, cannot happen without the establishment of a constructive dialogue between the
ruling party and the opposition and a national consensus. The European Commission (EC) has
warned repeatedly that Albania’s application for a candidate status will not be accepted until there
is a dialogue between the two major parties.

Only towards the end of 2011 did the Albanian parties make the first step in making responsible
policy. The EU Enlargement Commissioner Stefan Fuele on November 17 welcomed the
apparent end of a two-year political stalemate in Albania, after parliament approved two laws that
required cross-party consensus.17

14 See:, “Motra e Majlinda Bregut, biznes me Prudentinon”, Gazeta Shqiptare 01.10.2010, Available at:
http://www.balkanweb.com/gazetav5/artikull.php?id=86135
15 European Commission. Albania  2011 Progress Report/ Enlargement Strategy and Main Challenges 2011-
2012.; pp.11-12, 13-14, Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2011/package/al_rapport_2011_en.pdf
16 Ibid, p.9
17 Memo/11/799, Statement of Commissioner Štefan Füle on the political agreement in Albania; Brussels, 17
November 2011. Available at:

http://www.alarabiya.net/articles/2011/06/17/153715.html
http://www.balkanweb.com/gazetav5/artikull.php
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2011/package/al_rapport_2011_en.pdf
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However, the European Commission said not enough progress had been made in political
dialogue, the fight against organised crime and against corruption, and the Council on December
7 underlined that Albania will only be able to move forward towards EU membership when it
starts showing more progress on its reform agenda.

Key developments in 2010-11

Albania submitted its membership request to the EU in November 2009. A year later, the EU
Council voted to cancel the visa regime for Albanian citizens travelling shortly to the bloc, while
the EC announced Albania needed to do more in a number of weak and problematic areas before
it can obtain candidate status and start accession talks. The EU noted in 2010 and 2011 that
Albania cannot administer its election process in compliance with international standards, fight
organised crime efficiently and has no capacity nor will to remove the obvious obstacles in
corruption investigation at all levels, especially among judges, ministers and MPs.

Reform progress

Albania cannot be granted a EU candidate status until it fulfils the Copenhagen criteria. The
implementation of necessary reforms is slowed down or blocked because of the parliamentary
boycott of the Socialist opposition. The government cannot pass important reform and EU
integration laws as it hasn’t got a qualified majority. The Albanian political process needs an
active inter-party dialogue. The two major parties demonstrate with their behaviour a serious
deficit of political responsibility.

In its 2010 progress report on Albania, the EC acknowledges accomplishments in the legislation,
economy and the application of the Stabilisation and Association Agreement.18 The Commission
was, however, much more concrete, clear and precise what Albania still needs to be done and
presented 12 benchmarks in the accompanying Enlargement Strategy and Main Challenges 2010-2011
(Communication from The Commission to The European Parliament and The Council):

Albania needs in particular to meet the following key priorities:

1. Ensure the proper functioning of Parliament on the basis of a constructive and sustained political
dialogue among all political parties.

2. Adopt pending laws requiring a reinforced majority in Parliament.
3. Appoint the Ombudsman, and ensure an orderly hearing and voting process in Parliament for

constitutional and high court appointments.
4. Modify the legislative framework for elections in line with OSCE-ODIHR recommendations.
5. Ensure elections are conducted in line with European and international standards.
6. Complete essential steps in public administration reform including amendments to the civil service law

and strengthening of the Department of Public Administration, with a view to enhancing
professionalism and de-politicisation of public administration and to strengthening a transparent,
merit-based approach to appointments and promotions.

7. Strengthen rule of law through adoption and implementation of a reform strategy for the judiciary,
ensuring the independence, efficiency and accountability of judicial institutions.

http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?reference=MEMO/11/799&format=HTML&aged=0&language=
EN&guiLanguage=en
18 See: European Commission. Commission Staff Working Document, Analytical Report accompanying the
Communication from The Commission to The European Parliament and The Council. Commission Opinion on
Albania 's application for membership of the European Union., Brussels, 9.11. 2010; Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2010/package/al_rapport_2010_en.pdf

http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do
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8. Effectively implement the government's anti-corruption strategy and action plan, remove obstacles to
investigations, in particular of judges, ministers and Member of Parliaments; develop a solid track
record of proactive investigations, prosecutions and convictions in corruption cases at all levels.

9. Strengthen the fight against organised crime, based on threat assessment and proactive investigation,
increased cooperation with regional and EU partners and better coordination of law enforcement
agencies. Develop a solid track record in this area.

10. Prepare, adopt and implement a national strategy and action plan on property rights following broad
stakeholder consultation and taking ECtHR case law into account; this should cover restitution,
compensation and legalisation processes.

11. Take concrete steps to reinforce the protection of human rights, notably for women, children and
Roma, and to effectively implement anti-discrimination policies.

12. Take additional measures to improve treatment of detainees in police stations, pre-trial detention and
prisons. Strengthen the judicial follow-up of cases of ill-treatment and improve the application of
recommendations of the Ombudsman in this field.19

How Albania did in the implementation of these 12 benchmarks is very well described by the
Dutch Ambassador in Tirana Henk G.C. van den Dool:

At the same time, there seems to be a disconnect between words and real action. These days, we can again
read promising statements about the need to join hands and answer the 12 key priorities formulated by the
European Commission in 2010. These key priorities are now nearly a year old and in spite of all the good
intentions proclaimed no real progress has been made. I sincerely hope that the new political season, which
is about to begin, produces less words and more results – the Albanian people deserve that! 20

Setbacks

The perspective for Albania’s further EU integration process, i.e. obtaining candidate status and
starting accession negotiations, is not optimistic. Moreover, the failure to fulfil the Copenhagen
criteria practically means democracy in the country is not functioning. A national consensus is
needed for the implementation of reform. The ongoing conflict in the ranks of Albania’s political
elite reflects the deep socio-economic problems the country experiences chronically over the last
20 years. The conflict actually is a reflection of the citizens’ common belief that the country is
very hard or not at all changing for the better after the one big change 20 years ago: the fall of
communism. Since then, however, Albania is moving very slowly or not moving at all in the
direction of a stable and prosperous democracy. It is believe that the root to all failure is in the
problematic election process. According to experts, in order for the crisis in Albania to be
overcome, it has to first amend its electoral legislation, as the Election Code doesn’t even state
what to be done with the ballots cast in the wrong box. It is believed that the shortcomings can
be effectively removed via a consensus for an all-encompassing electoral reform corresponding to
OSCE/ODIHR recommendations. But this is not the biggest pain of the Albanian society and
state. Albania registers serious failures in other more problematic areas. It did not go unnoticed
how ministers and vice-premiers hesitated to submit resignations in a situation of mutual
accusations and when they were being investigated officially for corruption. The inability to erase
the ‘blood vengeance’ phenomenon, the setbacks for women inclusion in politics and the
minority integration problems also took their place in the list of the EC conditions list.

International aspect

19 European Commission. Communication from The Commission to The European Parliament and The Council.
Enlargement Strategy and Main Challenges 2010-2011., Brussels, 9.11. 2010, pp. 27-28; Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2010/package/strategy_paper_2010_en.pdf

20 See: “Albania Needs Action, Not Words, on Europe”, Balkan Insight, 02.09.2011. Available at:
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/albania-needs-action-not-words-on-europe

http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2010/package/al_rapport_2010_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2010/package/strategy_paper_2010_en.pdf
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What Albania can boast is the highly positive assessment the EC gave it for its constructive role
in the regional initiatives for stability and good-neighbourly relations with the other countries in
the Western Balkans and the EU.21 At the time of the publication of the 2010 progress report,
however, the debates on the future population census had not broken out yet, and they have
some aspects that can have an impact on Albania’s international policy. The political passions
burst out when it was announced the 2011 census would include data about the ethnic identity of
the citizens, their religion and mother tongue. Thus, the census was supposed to shed light on the
number of followers different religions and of ethnic minorities in Albania, which has been a very
controversial topic ever since these categories were in cluded in a census back in 1989. This
caused concerns that the number and size of minorities can be inflated and jeopardise the
integrity of the country: for example, if a larger ethnic minority consequently demands
autonomy.22 Because these apprehensions for minority separatism mushroomed, the government
passed a Census Law which forbids in two separate articles the declaration of ethnic identities
different form those written in the old books on the Albanian population status. This decision
unified the organisations of the Greek, Macedonian, Serbian, Montenegrin, Roma and Vlach
minorities who in a joint declaration demanded protection by both the Albanian institutions and
the international community. Despite the discreetly sent signals of dissatisfaction by the
neighbouring ‘mother-nations’, none of them has reacted officially. The ‘Minority Census’ case
retains a serious potential to disrupt Albania’s position in regional politics.

Perspectives

Albania has a much greater stake in moving ahead with European integration than in flooding its
society with political party programmes and politicians’ individual career trails. The political
interaction, as demonstrated by the political parties over the last 20 years, is nothing more than
simple stubbornness – something not only impertinent to politics as an activity and occupation
but its antipode. The political squabble, however, cost Albania very dearly: it is seriously lagging
behind in EU integration. The Socialist opposition, on the one hand, has been boycotting the
work of the National Assembly for years but, on the other, threatens to vote against any
government initiative related to the EC reports whenever it decides to come back to the hall: thus
parliament is unable to endorse important laws due to absence of a qualified majority. The
biggest pain and the true problem of Albanian democracy is that even the other major party, PD,
acts in the same manner as its adversary when it is in opposition. Democracy in Albanian society,
as in the other Western Balkan societies, matures very slowly. In such a politico-social situation, it
is hard to make expedient reforms. What will save the day, however, is the EU’s resolution to not
stop the process of enlargement and unification of Europe. And patience, of course, until the
societies which had suffered 50 years under communism, gradually ripen and breed democracy.

21 See: European Commission. Commission Staff Working Document, Analytical Report accompanying the
Communication from The Commission to The European Parliament and The Council. Commission Opinion on
Albania 's application for membership of the European Union., Brussels, 9.11. 2010; pp.33-35; Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2010/package/al_rapport_2010_en.pdf
22 See: “Albania Moves Ahead With Disputed Census”, BalkanInsigh,t 06.07.2011,; Available at:
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/albania-moves-forward-with-controversial-census; see also: “Albania's
Controversial Census Postponed”, BalkanInsight, 01.03.2011,; Available at:
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/albania-controversial-census-postponed-amid-row

http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/albania-needs-action-not-words-on-europe
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2010/package/al_rapport_2010_en.pdf
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/albania-moves-forward-with-controversial-census
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THE WESTERN BALKANS IN 2010/11:
DEPARTURES IN DEMOCRATISATION AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION IN

EUROPE’S SOUTHEAST

BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA

STEFAN RALCHEV

Overview of developments in 2010/11

If we could say about a Western Balkan country that it has regressed over the last years to dealing
with more fundamental, state-building issues instead of progressing by addressing democracy and
European integration issues, this country would be Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH). While
Kosovo, the youngest state in the region, has understandably had state-building efforts on its
agenda since declaring independence in 2008 and Montenegro, the second-youngest state, has
firmly moved forward after independence in 2006, BiH has experienced a stalemate after its 2006
general election and has even started moving backwards after the latest general poll in 2010. It
took Bosnia’s main political leaders almost 15 months to agree on a state-level government in late
December 2011, threatening to lead the country into bankruptcy and jeopardising its European
Union bid. All this was aptly reflected in the European Commission’s latest progress report on
BiH of October 2011 which is described by many as the worst and most critical so far. Due to
political bickering among the main Bosniak, Serb and Croat parties, important EU-required
reforms have been delayed, leaving the price to be paid by the Bosnian populace. All this is taking
place in time of the EU’s direst crisis, when the bloc has little time to devote to the potential
candidates. The problem is two-sided. On the one hand, the Bosnian society is not ripe for true
civic democracy. It is still ethnically divided, and even if Bosnian laws were not discriminatory
and based on ethnicity (as Dayton laws are), the political bargaining at the elite level would
continue to be along ethnic lines. On the other hand, even if most ordinary citizens place their
national identity at the top of their value systems (a normal phenomenon after a destructive inter-
ethnic war), they increasingly start to care more about decent living, jobs and their children’s
perspectives; they feel frustrated by the petty bickering of their own ethnic elites who, in their
name, forsake important opportunities offered by the EU and seem more and more corrupt.

 Stefan Ralchev holds a Master’s degree in democracy and human rights in Southeast Europe from the
Universities of Sarajevo/Bologna and is Research Associate at the Institute for Regional and International
Studies (IRIS). He is based in Sofia, Bulgaria.
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Bosnian politicians have to start acting more responsibly vis-à-vis their constituencies and restart
the reform process, or, in light of the EU’s ongoing troubles, the ‘perfect storm’ might strike
BiH. At the same time, the EU should adopt a more diversified approach in stimulating reform
and helping BiH on its EU path. The Serb population of Bosnia clearly does not identify as much
with the BiH state as it does with its own entity, the Republika Srpska. Because of Serb
opposition to a stronger central state, the EU can concentrate on more specific issues targeted at
lower levels of government or at columns of statehood which need reform at all governance
levels, such as the judiciary, for example. The regional approach, not coinciding with the entity
boundaries, may also prove more appropriate. EU support to local self-government and
development in more backward regions such as eastern Republika Srpska or central Bosnia may
be headway to deeper and more encompassing reform on higher levels.

Democratic development

Although BiH is a European democracy with most of the traits thereof, its war-torn past and
residual ethnic tensions make it a special case. In the conclusions to its latest progress report on
Bosnia as a potential candidate country, the European Commission states that

Respect for human rights and protection of minorities is broadly ensured. Bosnia and Herzegovina has
ratified the major international human rights conventions, but implementation is lagging behind. Civil and
political rights are broadly respected. Little progress has been made towards harmonising criminal sanctions
across the country. Adoption of the Framework law on free legal aid, needed to comply with the ECHR,
remains outstanding. Access to justice in civil and criminal trials needs to be ensured… The State and the
Entity Constitutions provide for the freedom of expression and media, the freedom of assembly and
association and for the freedom of religion. However, better implementation of existing legislation is
needed.23

To sum up, the EC said at the time of the publication of the report in October 2011 that Bosnia
had made limited progress in addressing the EU’s political criteria for potential candidate
countries: “In the spheres of democracy and the rule of law, one year after the general elections
held on 3 October 2010, the process of establishing executive and legislative authorities remains
to be completed with the establishment of a State-level Government. This long delay has
hampered Bosnia and Herzegovina's progress on much needed reforms.”24 Central government
was agreed in late December 2011, but this certainly does not make up for the lost time.

In the spirit of the EC’s report but even earlier, Freedom House downgraded BiH’s Nations in
Transit overall democracy score from 4.25 to 4.32 in 2011 (on a scale of 1 to 7 where 1 represents
the highest level of democratic progress and 7 the lowest), reflecting the aggravated nationalist
rhetoric around the 2010 elections, the all too frequent secession calls by the Republika Srpska
leaders and the exacerbated situation with media freedom. It rightfully maintained that Bosnia’s
elites still lack a shared vision of the country and its political system and that the democratisation
process has been stagnant at best.25

In more abstract terms, Bosnia’s consociational model is becoming its burden as much it was the
sole solution after the 1992/95 war in the country. The three main ethnic groups – Bosniaks
(Muslims), Serbs and Croats – and, more importantly, their leaders, keep thinking and

23 European Commission. “Conclusions on Bosnia and Herzegovina”, p.2. Bosnia and Herzegovina 2011
Progress Report. 12 October, 2011. Available at http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/press_corner/key-
documents/reports_oct_2011_en.htm.
24 Ibid., p.1.
25 Freedom House. Nations in Transit 2011. “Bosnia and Herzegovina”, p. 125-6. Available at
http://www.freedomhouse.org/images/File/nit/2011/NIT-2011-Bosnia.pdf.
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functioning proportionally and along quota lines. This is not necessarily bad, if it provides for a
viable model for a society. But in Bosnia’s case, it is becoming detrimental to democracy and the
country’s EU prospects, at the same time rendering the system obsolete and dysfunctional. BiH is
firmly anchored on the path to EU membership, but the EU, correctly or not, does not imagine
Bosnia as such in its ranks. The Bosnian politicians win votes on the nationalist ticket and allot
resources proportionally. They bargain among themselves along the ethnic principles (while at the
same time pursuing private interests). Thus two negative outcomes are immediately visible: for
one, ordinary people are disenchanted with politics and the public domain in general; and two,
the existing consociational model is discriminating against any ethnic group different from the
three main, “state-forming” nationalities (according to the Dayton Accords, these are the
Bosniaks/Muslims, Serbs and Croats). The latter shortcoming was successfully attacked by a
Roma and a Jewish Bosnian citizens before the European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg.
In the Sejdic/Finci vs. Bosnia and Herzegovina case, the Court ruled that the current constitution
of BiH is discriminatory as it precludes Dervo Sejdic and Jakob Finci to run for the Presidency
and the House of Peoples, being non-Muslim/Serb/Croat.26 Thus Bosnia found itself in the
position of a laggard not only in the fulfilment of the EU’s Copenhagen criteria, but also in the
more basic and quintessential democracy standards set by the Council of Europe.

In addition to the legal and institutional frailties regarding democracy and human right, BiH also
faces issues societal issues of such nature. While 15 years after the end of the war people from the
three main ethnicities are not so suspicious of each other, national identity still remains dominant
in social interactions. Returnee numbers are not as high as they could be wished to be, and mixed
marriages, for which Sarajevo was famous before the war, are rarity. The remaining animosities
surface in the form of attacks on religious sites or clashes among football fans from different
nationalities.

In their first official count on record of attacks on churches, mosques, cemeteries and other religious sites in
Bosnia, the Inter-Religious Council of Bosnia, the IRC, has documented more than fifty such attacks  from
2010-2011, a direct consequence of ethnic and religious divisions still present from the 1992-1995 conflict.
The attacks are mostly against Bosniak, or Bosnian Muslim, cemeteries or mosques in Republika Srpska, the
Bosnian Serb entity, and against Orthodox priests and churches in the Muslim-Croat dominated Federation
entity. The IRC analysis listed more than 50 attacks on religious, sites, objects and officials from November
2010 to 2011, with 26 attacks taking place in the Federation and 29 in Republika Srpska. Latest incidents
include verbal harassment of an Orthodox priest in Gracanica, in the Federation, and one where rocks were
hurled in October at a mosque in Banja Luka, the administrative centre of Republika Srpska.27

Football supporters’ clashes have also been more frequent over the last years. In October 2009
the first major incident took place in the southwestern town of Siroki Brijeg between local Croat
supporters and visiting Bosniak fans of FK Sarajevo, when tens were injured and the game
cancelled.28 More recently, a friendly game to celebrate the 90th anniversary of FK Zeljeznicar
from Sarajevo with Croatia’s Hajduk Split was cancelled after Zeljeznicar fans and local Bosnian

26 European Court of Human Rights. Press Release issued by the Registrar: Grand Chamber judgment. Sejdic
and Finci v. Bosnia and Herzegovina (application nos. 27996/06 and 34836/06). 22 December 2009. Available
at
http://cmiskp.echr.coe.int/tkp197/view.asp?item=1&portal=hbkm&action=html&highlight=27996/06&sessionid
=84450659&skin=hudoc-pr-en.
27 Jukic, Elvira. “Attacks On Bosnian Religious Sites Persist”. BalkanInsight, 15 December 2011. Available at
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/attacks-on-bosnian-religious-sites-persist.
28 “Sukob navijača i policije u Širokom Brijegu [Clash between fans and police in Siroki Brijeg]“. Sarajevo-
x.com, 4 October 2009. Available at http://www.sarajevo-x.com/sport/nogomet/premijerliga/sukob-navijaca-i-
policije-u-sirokom-brijegu/091004059.
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Croat supporters of Hajduk engaged in a massive fight with tens injured and detained, and
gunshots were heard.29

Elections

Electoral democracy has been more or less a fact in all Balkan societies ever since the turn of the
century, when the last authoritarian rulers (Milosevic in Serbia and Tudjman in Croatia) left the
political scene. Bosnia is no exception, and the country’s current constitution (which is actually an
annex to the Dayton Peace Agreement) provides for free and fair elections. In practice, elections
have been regular and well conducted, with some characteristic for the region but minor faults.
Bosnia’s election administration has accrued significant experience since 1995, but the key
problems seem to be related to the time before and after electoral votes in the country. These
include the unbridled nationalistic rhetoric in election campaigns, when all major political parties
appear to bet on ‘national interest’ issues to mobilise support, and the fruitless political squabbles
ensuing the elections when the same parties find it extremely difficult to form a central state
government based on ethnic bargaining and the proportional principle. As mentioned above, it
took 15 months for the Bosnian politicians to agree on a cabinet after the October 2010 vote.
Thus the problem with elections in BiH is not their level of fairness and freedom but rather the
substantive (nationalist polarisation) and formal (inability of state institutions to start functioning)
issues that define them.

The monitoring report of the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe on the 2010
BiH elections’ conduct portrays the situation eloquently, noting the above-mentioned
weaknesses:

The 2010 elections were the second general elections to be fully administered by the BiH authorities. They
were generally conducted in line with OSCE and Council of Europe commitments, but certain key areas
require further action. While the legal framework provides a satisfactory basis for the conduct of democratic
elections overall, it contains ethnicity-based limitations to the right to stand. This is in violation of the
European Convention of Human Rights and a legally binding decision of the European Court of Human
Rights (ECtHR), as well as OSCE commitments... The election campaign was visible throughout the country,
especially in cities. Overall, the campaign environment was calm, although occasionally marked by nationalist
rhetoric and inflammatory statements. Contestants were generally able to conduct their campaign activities
without hindrance from either authorities or from other parties. Constitutional reform issues and underlying
ethnic divisions remained omnipresent in the campaign.30

Party politics

As already made clear, party squabbles along ethnic lines have been the major characteristic of
Bosnian political life throughout 2011 and the major drawback for progress toward EU
membership. The traditional and sharpened Bosniak-Serb rivalry after the advent of Milorad
Dodik and his Alliance of Independent Social Democrats (SNSD) party as the most popular in
the Republika Srpska five years ago was freshly seasoned with a contention between the Social
Democratic Party (SDP), based in the Bosniak-Croat Federation (Bosnia’s other entity),
technically multiethnic but with a predominantly Bosniak support base and victorious in the 2010

29 Markač, Branimir. “Žestoki sukob navijača Željezničara i Hajduka, u Sarajevu se čuli pucnjevi [Serious clash
between Zeljeznicar and Hajduk fans, shots heard in Sarajevo]”. Vjesnik, 6 October 2011. Available at
http://www.vjesnik.com/Article.aspx?ID=378B6307-D0DD-403C-8325-A664795722CD.
30 Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe. Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights.
Bosnia and Herzegovina: General Elections 3 October 2010: OSCE/ODIHR Election Observation Mission Final
Report, p. 1. Available at: http://www.osce.org/odihr/elections/bih/74610.
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election, and the traditional Croat parties under the HDZ umbrella (the Croatian Democratic
Community). The apple of discord has been about who is the legitimate representative of the
ethnic Croats in the Federation (FBiH): on the one hand, in the exemplary case, the SDP’s ethnic
Croat presidential candidate won the most votes (but most of these votes were cast by ethnic
Bosniaks); on the other hand, the majority of ethnic Croat votes went for the HDZ and HDZ
1990 sister parties’ candidate, but they were not enough, as Bosniaks are a majority. Eventually,
SDP formed a FBiH government without including the HDZs in the coalition, making the latter
effectively boycott the formation of a state-level government. The HDZs’ concerns and anger
were deemed legitimate and supported by Dodik and the Republika Srpska parties at state level,
further stretching the rift between Bosniaks and Croats. The vicious circle was exacerbated by
quarrels among the six main parties (SDP, SDA – Bosniak; SNSD, SDS – Serb; and HDZ, HDZ
1990 – Croat) about the number of seats and which ministry or agency went to which nationality
and party in the state-level cabinet.

The 15-month political-ethnic ordeal of the Bosnian elite is a brilliant example of the weaknesses
of the proportional model and the immaturity of the system as regards civic democracy. Even if
SDP’s motives were truly civic and it is multiethnic, its large Bosniak voter base makes all Serb
and Croat parties and their constituencies suspicious. At the same time, in order to deal
effectively with the other parties, SDP has to play their game. Declaring itself as left-wing, it
formed a coalition in the FBiH with right-wing Croat HSP (and centre-right Bosniak SDA) only
to rule out the HDZs and claim it has Croat partners. Thus in fact the SDP acts very ‘ethnically’,
both by distorting the Croat vote in the elections (its own Croat presidency candidate won over
the HDZs’) and by making coalitions with minority Croat parties to overcome the legitimate
protests of the majority Croat representatives, the HDZs. Another expression of the immaturity
of the system has certainly been the traditional yet effective Serb push for stronger entities (thus
nationalities) and weaker central state (i.e., shared civic power) which has slowed down EU-
related reform on central level ever since 2006.

The six main political leaders in Bosnia did agree on a central government in the last possible
minute in late December 2011, preventing a potential bankruptcy of the country. BiH did not
have a 2011 budget (it was on temporary financing) which precluded the usage of vital loans by
the International Monetary Fund and aid by the European Commission. The December
agreement is to allow a breath of fresh air. Apart from that, the leaders agreed on two crucial
pieces of legislation required by the EU – a law on the distribution of state aid and a law on the
census (to be discussed in sections below).31

Institutions

As in all other Southeast European countries, institutional development has been a major accent
in the EU integration process of BiH. The rigid, overpopulated and inefficient institutions of the
old regimes had to be transformed into working and apolitical structures seeing to the rule of law
in the new democracies. Of course, this process has been far from successful in the Balkans and
is still going on even in EU members Bulgaria and Romania. Bosnia is an example of an even
more complicated institutional environment, with its post-war legacy and current characteristic of
a consociational three-nation system. Bosnia had to create many new institutions and adapt
existing ones to reflect its complex ethnic and administrative pattern – it has one central state-
level administration with government and ministries, a court and a prosecutor’s office; two entity-
level administrations (the RS and the FBiH) with all respective institutions, including

31 Chelsom-Pill, Charlotte. “Bosnians Set to Form Government after Months of Deadlock”. Deutsche Welle, 29
December 2011. Available at http://www.dw-world.de/dw/article/0,,15634119,00.html.
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governments and court systems; cantonal administrations in the FBiH to guarantee Croat self-
rule in majority-Croat areas; and municipal administrations all across the country. The ethnic
balance has to be kept at the central and FBiH levels. Thus beside the communist legacy, BiH’s
institutions have to fight limitations imposed by ethnic requirements: sometimes, for example, a
more appropriate civil service or public administration candidate may be ignored in favour of
another one who is of the needed ethnicity to do the balance. Also, sometimes superfluous jobs
are created in order to accommodate equal representation in the respective institution.

The most visible problem related to BiH’s institutions, especially the central state ones, is their
incoherence and resulting ineffectiveness as a result of dissent among the nationalities
represented. The most obvious example is the inability of the Bosnians to agree on common
national holidays and an anthem, while BiH’s national flag was imposed on the country by its
international overseers for the same reason. A more recent example was Bosnia’s indecisive
conduct regarding the recognition of a Palestine state in the United Nations Security Council. As
put by BalkanInsight, “With Serbs rooting for Israel and Muslims for Palestine, Bosnia is
predictably split on the Palestine issue - which might not matter were Bosnia not a member of
the Security Council right now. More than a month since Mahmoud Abbas requested UN
membership for Palestine on September 23, Bosnia’s position on this touchstone foreign policy
issue remains unknown – although Bosnia may hold a key to the issue as a non-permanent
member of the Security Council for 2011.”32 Another institutional weakness of BiH concerns the
future and may cause its agricultural producers to suffer enormous losses. The country still does
not have a ministry of agriculture and produce-certifying agencies on a central level – rather, the
two entities, the FBiH and the Republika Srpska have. Once Croatia joins the EU in 2013,
Bosnian farmers along the 1,010-km-long BiH-Croatia border will face a grave problem: EU law
requires imported agricultural produce to be certified by a single, acknowledged authority, and
Bosnia hasn’t got one. Part of the reason is the same old ‘ethnic priority’ dilemma – the RS wants
delegated agricultural authorities and agencies, as they are now, and Bosniaks want centralised
ones. Thus farmers (mostly meat, milk and egg producers) in RS itself will be deprived of their
vital Croatian market if BiH and RS institutions do not do something, and fast. Agriculture forms
10% of Bosnia’s GDP. In addition, there are so few border-cross points along this border that,
even if Bosnian farmers are free to export, they will be prevented by traffic clogs at the cross
points. So it is not only the country’s agriculture institutions that would be to blame for any
future failure, but also transport and development ministries.33

And finally, sometimes the inefficiency in state institutions does not stem from divergence of
interests of the represented nationalities but from prevalent private interests in keeping the status
quo and carrying on with corrupt practices. Such is the case with the not-too-long-ago established
state anti-corruption agency. As put by a feature piece on the issue, “Two years since Bosnia set
up the anti-graft body, it has few staff, no budget and no address – another casualty of Bosnia’s
manifest unwillingness to tackle corruption… A director, two deputies and four administrative
staff - that’s all that remains of Bosnia’s state anti-corruption agency. Two years have passed
since country’s state government, acting under strong pressure from the European Union,
adopted a law setting up a state agency to combat Bosnia’s endemic culture of graft. But the
agency was never completely established as intended and it recently lost five of its staff. Sceptics
say its troubles prove that officials never took the agency seriously, but only went through the
motions in order to persuade the EU to lift visa requirements on Bosnians wanting to travel to
the EU’s passport-free Schengen zone. They also suspect that building up the agency would have

32 Sollie, Siri. “Palestine UN Bid Puts Bosnia in Quandary”. BalkanInsight, 1 November 2011. Available at
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/palestine-un-bid-puts-bosnia-in-quandary
33 See “Free Trade and Old Grudges in the Balkans: The Egg Wars”. The Economist, 18 November 2011.
Available at: http://www.economist.com/blogs/easternapproaches/2011/11/free-trade-and-old-grudges-balkans.
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led to investigations of officials in power, something to be avoided at all costs. Others say that
sustaining the agency simply became impossible because the country has had no new state
government for well over a year, since the last general election. Consequently, no authority is yet
in place to pass budgets for state-sponsored bodies like the anti-corruption agency.”34

Bosnia’s institutional framework, however, has also some achievements. An example is the
progress made in building anew a judicial system at the central state level spanning the court
systems of the RS and FBiH, especially regarding war crimes cases. As put by an OSCE report,

During the past five years, the domestic criminal justice system of BiH has completed over 200 cases related
to serious violations of international humanitarian law during the 1992-1995 conflict. This demonstrates that
the authorities of BiH have not only made a significant contribution to delivering justice for those crimes, but
are seriously committed to doing so.

The establishment of both the Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Prosecutor’s Office of Bosnia and
Herzegovina at the state level, which became fully operational in 2005, was an important milestone for the
country’s battle against impunity. Overall, the state level institutions have delivered efficient, fair, and human
rights compliant proceedings. The development and adoption of the National Strategy for War Crimes
Processing is a notable effort to address systemic problems hampering effective and efficient processing of
war crimes cases.

Courts and prosecutor’s offices in the Federation of BiH, the Republika Srpska, and Brčko District have
also contributed significantly to the investigation, prosecution, and adjudication of less sensitive and complex
war crimes cases.35

Of course, the report also notes existing weaknesses such as backlogs due to the failure of the
BiH Court and Prosecutor’s Office to deal with only the most important cases and delegate the
other ones to the entity and cantonal courts and insufficient political will in the society as a whole
to deal with war crimes.36

Media

Media in Bosnia are generally and legally free but there is a common understanding among
experts and citizens alike that they have been politically and ethnically biased, particularly during
the election campaign ahead of the last general poll. The European Commission concludes in its
2011 progress report on BiH:

The State and the Entity Constitutions provide for the freedom of expression and media, the freedom of
assembly and association and for the freedom of religion. However, better implementation of existing
legislation is needed. The self-regulatory activities of the Press Council improved. Citizens' complaints to the
Press Council about violations of the Press Code are on the rise. The capacity of the Press Council to enforce
professional standards is hampered by lack of resources. Political pressure on the media continued, as did its
ethnic bias. Cases of intimidation against journalists also continued. The implementation of the public
broadcasting reform remains outstanding. The independence of the Communications Regulatory Agency
continued to be undermined and Board appointments remain pending. The development of civil society
requires further support and transparency in funding allocations.37

As a result of the conspicuous partiality demonstrated by both broadcast and print media in
2010/11, Freedom House downgraded BiH’s ‘Independent Media’ score for 2011 to 4.75 from

34 Jukic, Elvira. “Bosnia’s Anti-corruption Agency Falls by Wayside”. BalkanInsight, 16 November 2011.
Available at http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/bosnia-s-anti-corruption-agency-falls-by-wayside.
35 Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe. Mission to Bosnia and Herzegovina. Delivering Justice
in Bosnia and Herzegovina: An Overview of War Crimes Processing from 2005 to 2010, p. 7. May 2011.
Available at: http://www.oscebih.org/documents/osce_bih_doc_2011051909500706eng.pdf.
36 Ibid., p. 8.
37 European Commission, p. 2.
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4.50 the previous year. In its latest Nations in Transit 2011 report, it elaborates (regarding media
conduct in the election campaign):

Some members of the press were also candidates. Smaller parties and candidates without links to government
or media complained frequently about systematic media under exposure. The new SBB party, led by media
mogul Fahrudin Radončić, received heavily biased coverage from his publication Dnevni avaz (Daily Voice),
the daily with the highest circulation in BiH, as well as TV Alfa, also owned by Radončić. Haris Silajdžić’s
SBiH was openly promoted by TV1, a private channel that began broadcasting only a few days before the
official start of the election campaign. The main opposition SDP had strong backing from the federal public
broadcaster, FTV, while the ruling RS party of Milorad Dodik, SNSD, received favourable coverage from the
majority of RS-based media. RS opposition parties claimed that the RS government effectively bought the
support through 5 million KM (about US $3.5 million) in media budgetary allocations before the elections, as
reported by Radio Slobodna Evropa/Radio Free Europe in July 2010. The OSCE/ODIHR also noted bias in print
media. Dnevni Avaz strongly favoured the SBB while criticizing other parties, whereas Oslobodjenje (Liberation)
portrayed the SBB negatively. Two RS-based newspapers, Glas Srpske (Voice of [Srpska]) and Nezavisne Novine
(Independent Newspaper), clearly favoured SNSD and RS officials. Dnevni List (Daily) primarily covered the
Croat parties.38

Corruption and organised crime

BiH made no progress in the Corruption Perception Index table of Transparency International in
2011, keeping its 3.2 score (on a scale from 0 to 10 where 0 is most corrupt and 10 is lack of
corruption) and a 91st rank out of 182 countries listed. In a regional context, only Kosovo and
Albania had a worse CPI than Bosnia, with Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, Macedonia, Montenegro,
Bulgaria and Romania all ranking higher.39 In a comment on these results, Transparency
International BiH said that “BiH institutions have to perceive these findings as a wake-up call for
urgent action so that BiH can keep up pace with the countries of the region and be in a position
to at least hope for progress in reform implementation, and by that for getting closer to the
European Union. If not, BiH will lose its last chance to be part of the region, while corruption
can entirely undermine the stability and jeopardise the future of the country.”40

The European Commission 2011 progress report was not optimistic regarding corruption either.
It the conclusions to the report, the EC said:

Bosnia and Herzegovina has achieved very limited progress in tackling corruption, which remains a serious
problem and is prevalent in many areas throughout the public and private sector. Implementation of the anti-
corruption strategy and action plan remains weak. The Anti-Corruption Authority is not yet fully operational.
The judicial follow-up of corruption cases remained slow and only a limited number of high-level cases led to
prosecution. Insufficient implementation of legislation and problems of coordination between entities remain
issues of concern. Bosnia and Herzegovina needs stronger political commitment and determined action
against corruption.41

The landmark corruption allegation case in Bosnia in 2010/11 was the one against current
Republika Srpska President Milorad Dodik and a number of high-ranking RS officials for
irregularities in the construction contract for the new RS government building and the one
hosting the public broadcaster of the entity, RTRS. In the criminal charges filed back in February
2009, the State Investigative and Protection Agency (SIPA) held that the state and entity budgets

38 Freedom House, p. 136.
39 Transparency International. Corruption Perception Index 2011. Available at: http://ti-bih.org/wp-
content/uploads/2011/12/CPI_tabela.pdf.
40 Transparency International BiH. “BiH već godinama jedina u regionu bez napretka u borbi protiv korupcije
[BiH for years the sole in the region without progress in the fight against corruption]”, 1 December 2011.
Available at: http://ti-bih.org/4765/bih-vec-godinama-jedina-u-regionu-bez-napretka-u-borbi-protiv-korupcije/.
41 European Commission, p. 2.
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suffered losses of some 60 million euros as a result of the alleged corruption. The state
prosecutor's office transferred the case to the entity prosecutor in June 2011. However, in
December 2011, “The special prosecutor's office of Republika Srpska… cancelled [the]
corruption and abuse of office investigation into Dodik… [after finding] that there was not
enough evidence to prove allegations of corruption in the construction of buildings for the entity
government and its public radio-television, RTRS, work on a portion of highway and a few other
cases. Along with Dodik, the investigation included Mladen Lazendic, director of the public
company RS Roads, Nedeljko Cubrilovic, current minister of transport and communications of
RS, Aleksandar Dzombic, the current prime minister of RS, Dragan Davidovic, the director of
RTRS, Fatima Fatibegovic, former minister of planning, construction and environment, and her
associate Milenko Dakic.”42 Another specific example of a corruption-related development is an
alleged contract awarding scheme in Bosnia’s biggest telecoms operator, state-owned BH
Telecom, worth some 65 million euros.43

Regarding crime and terrorism, the 2011 EC report was again not lenient:

Little progress has been made in the fight against money laundering. The implementation of the strategy and
action plan for the prevention of money laundering remains limited. There has been little progress in the fight
against drugs. The absence of effective judicial follow-up impedes the fight against drug trafficking, which
remains a serious problem.

Bosnia and Herzegovina's preparations in the area of the police are advancing. The fragmentation of Bosnia
and Herzegovina's police forces continues to undermine efficiency, results, cooperation and information
exchange. The fight against organised crime remains insufficient due to the lack of effective coordination
between law enforcement agencies. Organised crime remains a serious concern that affects the rule of law and
the business environment. Efforts to fight trafficking in human beings need to be  intensified and deficiencies
in identification of victims of trafficking addressed. Bosnia and Herzegovina made some progress in fighting
terrorism. The Joint Task Force to fight terrorism was reestablished. However, the implementation of the
strategy for preventing and combating terrorism needs to be enhanced.44

Indeed, terrorist threats arising from the recorded presence of Wahhabis in Bosnia are real. In
October 2011, just a few weeks after the publication of the EC report, a young follower of the
Wahhabism movement in Bosnia attacked the United States embassy in Sarajevo, firing 105 shots
and seriously injuring a policeman. Serbia-born Mevlid Jasarevic was neutralised with a sniper
bullet in the thigh after he had held a central Sarajevo area hostage for over an hour. While the
majority of his peers claimed this was an individual action and the Islamic community of BiH
condemned the incident, questions arose how well prepared Bosnian institutions are to fight
terrorist attacks and how deep a radical movement like Wahhabism has penetrated the country,
especially its rural areas, and the Serbian region where Jasarevic was born, the Sandzak.45

Bosnian institutions have reacted properly in some organised crime-related cases, though, despite
the EC criticism. In August 2011, SIPA arrested eleven officials from the country’s Indirect
Taxation Authority (ITA) on suspicion of customs fraud, aggravated theft and the forging of
documents. “The arrests mark the second police action involving officials of the ITA. In March,
SIPA arrested 60 people, 22 of whom were custom officers, as part of an investigation into an

42 Jukic, Elvira. “Corruption Probe Dropped against Bosnian Serb Leader”. BalkanInsight, 29 December 2011.
Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/corruption-probe-dropped-against-bosnian-serb-leader.
43 Vele, F. “Ko dobija ugovore u "BH Telecomu": U tajnosti podijeljeni poslovi od čak 129 miliona KM! [Who
gets contracts in BH Telecom: Secretly distributed orders worth as much as 129 million KM]”. Dnevni Avaz, 5
August 2011. Available at: http://www.dnevniavaz.ba/vijesti/teme/48180-ko-moze-dobiti-vrijedne-ugovore-u-
drzavnoj-kompaniji-bh-telecom-u-tajnosti-podijelio-poslove-od-cak-129-miliona-km.html.
44 European Commission, p. 5-6.
45 Hadzovic, Eldin & Zoran Maksimovic. “Bosnia Terror Attack Pushes Wahhabi Threat to Fore”.
BalkanInsight, 1 November 2011. Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/bosnia-terror-attack-
pushes-wahhabi-threat-to-fore.
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organised crime group. The Prosecutor's Office said then that operation “Carina” would be the
beginning of the fight against organised crime and corruption within Bosnia's ITA.”46

European integration

As elaborated in the previous sections, BiH has been stalled in its EU integration process during
most of 2010 and 2011. The main reason was of course the general election of October 2010 and
all the political and administrative complications it brought about: The diverging interests of the
three main ethnic groups in the country, the petty party squabbles resulting from it and, after all,
the immaturity of the political class – all these deprived Bosnia of a legitimate government for
almost 15 months, abandoning crucial EU-required reforms. But there were other factors, too.
One fundamental setback is the dichotomy between the deep belief on the part of the Republika
Srpska that a stronger central state would mean less rights for Serbs in Bosnia, hence its
opposition to cede authority to Sarajevo, and the EU-held conviction that only a more centralised
and streamlined Bosnian state is eligible to join one day. Another very important inhibitor in
BiH’s EU integration process in 2010/11 has its origin within the EU itself. The Greek debt
crisis of 2010 ignited a process which has turned into an all-encompassing EU existential crisis in
2011/12. The EU is so engulfed by its own problems that it has less time to act like a true engine
for potential candidate and candidate members.

Key developments in 2010/11

Two positive developments stand alone over the last period: first, back in December 2010,
Bosnian citizens were granted visa-free tourist travel to the EU, given they use newly issued
biometric passports; and second, although this can be regarded as positive only in relation to the
events preceding it, the six main political leaders agreed finally in December 2011 what the new
central cabinet would look like and on a state aid and census laws needed for EU integration. A
consequence of the later was the central parliament adopting a retroactive 2011 state budget
which saved BiH from bankruptcy. One important target which BiH had set for 2011, however,
remained unfulfilled. Because of some or all of the above listed developments, BiH stood no
chance in officially submitting an EU membership application. Some mainstream politicians
speculated with this possibility even as late as December 2011, but the majority were convinced
the country would act against all odds, given the problems it has at home.47 Technically, the key
developments in 2011 were the allotment of ‘life-saving’ 96 million euros in EC aid to BiH along
the Instrument for Pre-accession Assistance programme in October despite ongoing political
quarrels and the publication in the same month of the most critical EC progress report on the
country.

Reform progress

The said report criticised BiH in every lane along the formal EU integration track which every
potential candidate must follow (political criteria, economic criteria, European standards). The
key criticisms were touched upon in the analysis above. Among the few somewhat positively
evaluated things were improved capacity of the central parliament, introduced measures to reduce

46 Remikovic, Drazen. “Police Arrest 11 Bosnian Customs Officers”. BalkanInsight, 4 August 2011. Available
at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/police-arrested-11-bosnian-customs-officers-for-fraud.
47 Jukic, Elvira. “Bosnia Ponders Unlikely EU Membership Bid”. BalkanInsight, 7 December 2011. Available at:
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/bosnia-ponders-unlikely-eu-membership-bid.
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the backlog of court cases, improved Press Council activities, progress regarding refugees and
internally displaced persons, judiciary cooperation with Serbia and Croatia, progress in the areas
of intellectual property, state aid, research, culture, transport and a number of justice, freedom
and security-related matters, etc.48 One important development that took place after the
publication of the report was the agreement reached in late December 2011 to hold a census after
20 years (the last one was held in 1991). This issue is both indispensable for Bosnia’s EU bid and
interesting and needs a little elaboration.

As reliable statistics has always been at the basis of wise economic and public policy decisions,
the EC has been firm on the passing a new law on census and, consequently, new population
count in Bosnia, as it has been in every candidate and member state. This issue has
understandably not been urgent for Bosnia after reconstruction started during and following the
1992/95 war. According to the last census held in 1991, the then-Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina (part of Yugoslavia) had 43.5% Muslims, 31.2% Serbs and 17.4% Croats. These
proportions have invariably changed for the 20 years since, due to factors such as emigration, war
casualties and natural deaths. The point of contention in the argument about the much needed
new census in BiH today has been whether or not to include a question about national self-
determination in the census questionnaire. Serbs insist such a question has to be present and,
indeed, is quite common in censuses carried out across Europe and beyond. The results are to
show that the overwhelming majority of the Serbs’ current entity, Republika Srpska, define
themselves as Serbs, which was not the case before the war on the present territory of RS. On the
other hand, Bosniaks/Muslims, who have ever been a majority in Bosnia, do not want a self-
determination question, as the results would probably demonstrate their numbers have fallen
since 1991 and they will not be such a majority as before. Indeed, it was Bosnian Muslims who
emigrated most before, during and after the war, and they gave the most casualties in the conflict.
Croats also emigrated in large numbers to Croatia or to the West, so their preferences on the
census questionnaire would probably merge with those of Bosniaks. Thus a very simple, technical
issue as census, which however is required by the EU, has again become a victim of inter-ethnic
squabble in BiH. With the agreement in December on a census to be held as required by the EU,
the three ethnic groups have shown they can overcome difficulties if they want to.49

Setbacks

The present analysis has already highlighted the continuous failure of mainstream BiH politicians
to agree on a central government and several vital legislative changes in 2010/11 as the main
drawback on Bosnia’s EU membership path over the period. The difficulty in forming
government and the weakness of state institutions are due to the complex Dayton framework
that makes up BiH and the immaturity of politicians to start acting responsibly and in a civic
manner rather than out of narrow national bargaining positions and in their own interest. A
relatively new phenomenon in the BiH political scene that contributes to the uneasy atmosphere
has been the rift between Bosniaks and Croats within the FBiH and on state level. After the
predominantly Bosniak-supported SDP gained momentum in 2006 with the election of its
candidate Zeljko Komsic as Croat member of the tripartite Presidency (he was re-elected in
2010), Bosnian Croats started to feel they have been ‘outvoted’ (from the Bosnian term
‘preglasati’ – outnumber a national group in a vote and thus endorse something contrary to its
national interest). With a popular SDP nominating Croat candidates apart from Bosniak, the
Croat vote in the FBiH has been insufficient to elect fully Croat-backed candidates. This has

48 See European Commission.
49 Details of the agreement have not been publicised, but most probably a question about national self-
determination will feature in the questionnaire.
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created tension among the two nationalities and has hindered an efficient political process, which
in turn has been a major setback in BiH’s EU bid due to reform lags.

A deeper obstacle but very related to the above is the innate suspicion of Bosnian Serbs towards
a strong central state dominated by Bosniaks and the resulting obstructionist behaviour when
EU-required reforms are pushed which foresee transfer of authorities from the entities to the
state. Since Dodik and his SNSD came to power in the RS in 2006, he has been calling for
reversal of authority transfer back to the entities and has mentioned referendum for secession of
RS several times. The most serious crisis linked to the referendum calls took place in spring 2011,
when the RS National Assembly voted to call a referendum on whether the RS should recognise
the jurisdiction of BiH’s central courts. This was clearly a provocation and a first step to a
possible referendum for secession. The EU’s quick reaction was to send its foreign policy chief
Baroness Ashton to Banja Luka, who brokered an agreement on judiciary review and Dodik
backed down.50 Pursuing his broader end to weaken the central state even at the price of EU
slowdown, Dodik has also been manipulating the Bosniak-Croat rift in the FBiH to delay central
cabinet formation.51

Another important hurdle on BiH’s EU path has been the character of its constitution. Apart
from the fact that the current constitution is nothing more than an annex to the Dayton Peace
Agreement of 1995, it is exactly that in substantive terms too: it is a hastily compiled document
making sure war is not going to break out again, and EU-required norms and values that have to
be present in a modern constitution are sometimes missing. The European Court of Human
Rights made that explicit with the Sejdic/Finci vs. Bosnia and Herzegovina ruling of December
2010, mentioned in the first section of this analysis. The European Commission has been
increasingly vocal about the need for constitutional amendments in BiH if the country wants to
register progress in its EU bid.

Of course, a big set of troubles for Bosnia when it comes to EU membership are beyond its
control. The Eurozone crisis that has occupied the minds of decision-makers, civil servants and
independent advocates of enlargement in the EU is clearly playing against BiH’s chances for EU
progress. An additional complication has been the mushrooming of asylum seekers from the
Western Balkans (mainly Roma people from Serbia and Macedonia) to EU member states after
the fall of the visa regime, making EU officials and especially member states very suspicious
about the region and its EU future as a whole.52

International aspect

BiH has been highly cooperative with its neighbours in every aspect in its EU integration process.
The latest EC progress report sums it up, noting some deficiencies:

As regards regional issues and international obligations, implementation of the DPA has continued but
political representatives in Republika Srpska frequently challenged the territorial integrity of the country.
Cooperation with the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia has remained satisfactory.
The EUSR mandate was transferred from the Office of the High Representative to a single EU
Representative acting under a double-hatted mandate as EUSR and Head of the EU Delegation.

50 “Bosnia Tension Eases As Serbs Cancel Referendum”. BBC News, 13 May 2011. Available at:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-13389051.
51 See Parish, Matthew. “Serb Machiavelli Has Bosnia’s Future in His Hands”. BalkanInsight, 20 September
2011. Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/serb-machiavelli-has-bosnia-s-future-in-his-hands.
52 “EU Faces ‘Alarming’ Rise in Serbia, Macedonia Asylum Seekers”. EUBusiness, 20 October 2010. Available
at: http://www.eubusiness.com/news-eu/immigration-serbia.6mh.
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Cooperation between the courts and prosecutors from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia and Serbia
continued. Implementation of bilateral agreements on the mutual recognition and enforcement of court
rulings in criminal matters is ongoing. However, efforts at prosecuting war crime cases continued to be
hampered by legal obstacles to extradition in the Criminal Procedural Code.

As regards the International Criminal Court, the bilateral immunity agreement with the United States does
not comply with the EU common positions and guiding principles. The country needs to align with the EU
position. Significant progress was made with regard to the Sarajevo Declaration Process. Following the
meetings in June and September 2011, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro and
Serbia agreed on a number of issues, including on the text of a joint declaration to be signed at a ministerial
conference in Belgrade.

Bosnia and Herzegovina continued to participate actively in regional cooperation initiatives, including the
South-East European Cooperation Process (SEECP), the Regional Cooperation Council (RCC), and the
Central European Free Trade Agreement (CEFTA). Bosnia and Herzegovina's relations with its neighbours
have developed further. In September, Bosnia and Herzegovina adopted a decision to recognise the customs
stamps of Kosovo. However, some border-related issues with neighbouring countries remain open.53

Perspectives

A dim but visible light has appeared on the horizon for Bosnia and Herzegovina after the
country’s main ethnic leaders agreed in late December 2011 to end the political logjam in the
country and thus save it from bankruptcy and put it back on the EU reform path. Since then, a
prime minister-designate has been named (Vjekoslav Bevanda, a Croat, proposed by HDZ), who
is now to form a cabinet and get sanctioned by parliament. The new government and parliament
will have to deal with two urgent tasks. First, Bosnia needs a budget for 2012 so that it can take
advantage of fund packages from the IMF and the EU. The situation is dire, as tax revenues and
foreign direct investment have been falling and recession is imminent in 2012. In November
2011, rating agency Standard & Poor’s downgraded Bosnia’s long term credit rating by one notch
to B due to the ongoing political squabbles. The IMF had said earlier the economic crisis in
Europe could see Bosnia's economic growth going down to just 0.7% in 2012, down from a
previous forecast of 3%. It also reduced its 2011 growth forecast to 1.7% from 2.2%.54

Second, the new government will have to live up to the citizens’ and the EU’s expectations and
adopt new legislature on state aid distribution and set a date for census as soon as possible. A
very important task for all major parties is to agree and move on with constitutional amendments.
All these will set Bosnia firmly on the EU-bound lane and help it make up for the lost time and
level with regional peers. The plan might seem unrealistic given the 15-month feet-dragging after
the 2010 election. However, the storm that is ravaging the Eurozone and Bosnia’s unattractive
financial situation may prove fatal for the Balkan country unless some responsibility and
consensus are shown domestically. The EU, on the other hand, should reinforce its commitment
to the Western Balkans and particularly BiH despite its ongoing internal troubles. Bosnia is a
specific case due to the devastation and suffering it went through just 15 years ago. The EU
should have in mind the complex interplay of interests of the different nationalities and endorse a
less harsh approach, involving for example sub-regional financing for poorer areas and not
exclusively centralised approach.

53 European Commission, p. 3.
54 “UPDATE 2-S&P cuts Bosnia credit rating by one notch to B”. Reuters News, 30 November 2011. Available
at: http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/11/30/ratings-sp-bosnia-idUSN1E7AT1H920111130.
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THE WESTERN BALKANS IN 2010/11:
DEPARTURES IN DEMOCRATISATION AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION IN

EUROPE’S SOUTHEAST

CROATIA

STEFAN RALCHEV

Overview of developments in 2010/11

In the year when the Republic of Croatia marked the 20th anniversary since the European Union
recognised it as an independent state, it seems it has achieved all it was vying for: it has signed an
EU accession treaty and is due to join the bloc in mid-2013, it is a member of NATO, and it can
serve an example for its Western Balkan neighbours in democratisation and respect for human
rights. Indeed, the term Western Balkans will soon become obsolete in reference to Croatia,
much as it is with regard to its western neighbour and EU member since 2004 Slovenia. Croatia’s
2010/11 period was one of extremes, marked by bright moments connected with its EU future
and a newly elected, ambitious government, and at the same time by corruption scandals and
persevering economic crisis. Croatia completed accession talks with the EU in June 2011 after
more than six years at the negotiating table and signed the historic accession treaty on 9
December. Its people voted by a two-third majority in a 23 January, 2012, referendum in favour
of membership, just a week after the country commemorated the 20th anniversary of EU
recognition. The referendum had been bound to succeed according to public opinion polls, and
even war crimes convict Ante Gotovina, a hero to Croatian extreme nationalists (the most vocal
anti-EU campaigners), had urged his compatriots to vote ‘Yes’. At the same time, a large-scale
corruption scandal shook the country when former prime minister and ex-leader of the ruling
centre-right Croatian Democratic Union (HDZ) party, Ivo Sanader, was arrested in Austria after
Zagreb had issued a warrant based on suspicions of war profiteering and bribery. Despite HDZ’s
indisputable merit in bringing Croatia’s EU bid to success and the current leader Jadranka
Kosor’s individual stamina, the Sanader scandal made party support sink. The December 2011
general elections were won by a landslide by a centre-left coalition named Kukuriku (after the
Croatian for the sound of roosters’ wake-up call) and led by the Social Democratic Party (SDP).
The coalition now has the ambition to take Croatia out of the economic slump and clearly has
the public support for it. It will also have to make the most of the future EU membership of the
second ex-Yugoslav country to join after Slovenia, giving an example to and acting as a motor for
the other Western Balkan states amidst the EU’s own troubles.
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Democratic development

Croatia has been firmly on the path to democratisation and respect for human rights ever since
authoritarian president Franjo Tudjman died in 2000 and his party HDZ reformed. As of now,
the country has the most positive record among its Western Balkan peers. According to the
Freedom House annual Nations in Transit survey for 2011, Croatia’s overall democratic score in
2011 was 3.64 (on a scale from 1 to 7 where 1 is most democratic and 7 is least so), an
improvement from 3.71 in 2010. The main drivers of improvement were increased involvement
of the public in grassroots initiatives (Civil Society score improving from 2.75 to 2.50) and the
decisive crackdown on high-level corruption (Corruption score change from 4.50 to 4.25).55

The regular European Commission progress report on Croatia, issued in October 2011, also
praises the country in the fields of democracy and human rights. In the Conclusions to the
report, it is stated that

Croatia continues to meet the political criteria. Substantial progress has been made in all areas, including rule
of law, and results are becoming tangible. Efforts must continue to consolidate these results.

Democracy and the rule of law have been further strengthened. The government and the parliament have
continued to function effectively...

Human rights continue to be generally well respected and further progress has been made in the areas of
human rights and the protection of minorities. Croatia has continued to take various measures to raise public
awareness and improve protection of human rights.56

Of course, Croatia has demonstrated weaknesses in its democratic process, too. The far-right and
extreme nationalist sentiments in society are still vivid, especially in bigger towns along the
Dalmatian coast such as Split and Zadar. For example, in November 2011 the town of Zadar
decided to award convicted war criminal and prisoner in The Hague Ante Gotovina for his “just
fight for truth” during the wars with Serbia in the 1990s.57 These attitudes sap the confidence in
the democratically elected Croatian local authorities and thwart the process of return of displaced
people during the war as well as of their property. Another issue arousing concern may be the
discriminative attitude of people toward ethnic minorities, although this is hardly only a Croatian
staple. An extensive investigation by pan-Balkan network BIRN showed that Zagreb landlords
were openly unwilling to lease flats to Muslim and Roma potential tenants, while Muslim and
Roma women were likely to be avoided on dating sites; impressions of representatives of those
two minorities pointed to similar trends in employment.58 Clearly, here state institutions have a
little say but a targeted anti-discrimination public effort might work to alleviate these kinds of
sentiments.

Elections

2011 was an election year for Croatia, and a year when HDZ conceded power after being at the
helm for 17 out of the 20 years of Croatian independence. HDZ had been in government since

55 Freedom House. Nations in Transit 2011. “Croatia”, p. 164. Availale at:
http://www.freedomhouse.org/sites/default/files/inline_images/NIT-2011-Croatia.pdf.
56 European Commission. “Conclusions on Croatia”. Croatia 2011 Progress Report. Brussels, 12 October 2011.
Available at: http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/press_corner/key-documents/reports_oct_2011_en.htm.
57 See Pavelic, Boris. “Croatian City of Zadar to Award Ante Gotovina”. BalkanInsight, 18 November 2011.
Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/croatian-city-of-zadar-awards-gotovina.
58 Matejcic, Barbara. “Croats Hold Roma and Muslims at Arm’s Length”. BalkanInsight, 10 November 2011.
Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/croats-hold-roma-and-muslims-at-arm-s-length.
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2003 when it lost to the SDP-led Kukuriku coalition in December 2011. As already mentioned,
the campaign was marred by corruption-related arrests of high-level officials but when not
dealing with that, it was focused on the economy and unemployment in times of harsh crisis for
Croatia. The election took place on 4 December, with more than 4,000 candidates running for
the 151-seat parliament. The official results gave the centre-left Kukuriku coalition of SDP, the
Croatian People’s Party-Liberal Democrats, the Istrian Democratic Assembly and the Croatian
Party of Pensioners a comfortable majority of 80 seats, while the second-placed HDZ got 44.
The new government was formed on 23 December, two weeks after Croatia signed the EU
accession treaty and one month before the EU membership referendum.

The official campaign for the poll lasted for only two weeks, as prescribed by the law, but de
facto it started back in December 2010 when former PM Ivo Sanader was arrested in Austria on
corruption counts. Formally, there were few irregularities. The observation mission of the
Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) summarises its preliminary
findings:

The 4 December 2011 parliamentary elections took place in a pluralistic environment and were administered
in a professional and transparent manner. While characterized by a high degree of public confidence, further
steps should be taken to improve the process, particularly with the legal framework and compilation of voter
lists.

The legal framework provides a sound basis for the conduct of democratic elections, overall. However, a
number of provisions could be improved in order to fully comply with OSCE commitments, including those
related to candidate registration, election observation, and equality of the vote…

The equality of voting rights is undermined by the current delimitation of constituencies. Although the law
states that the number of registered voters in the 10 territorial constituencies should not differ by more than 5
per cent, the final voter lists indicate variations of up to 33 per cent…

Although most OSCE/ODIHR LEOM interlocutors expressed confidence in the accuracy of voter lists,
the high number of registered voters relative to the 2011 preliminary census results raises concerns…

The candidate registration process was inclusive, providing voters with distinct choices. In total, 4,359
candidates from 40 political parties, 23 coalitions, and 28 independent lists contested these elections. Thirty-
five per cent of candidates were women, up from 30 per cent in 2007. The law does not allow for individual
independent candidates, but only for groups of independent candidates.

Electoral contestants were able to conduct their activities freely. The campaign was measured and focussed
mainly on the economy and unemployment. Billboards, posters and candidate meetings were visible
throughout the country, especially in urban centres.

New campaign finance regulations enhanced the transparency and accountability of this process.
Regulations were welcomed and largely respected by electoral contestants. However, certain issues require
further attention, including pre-campaign expenditures, disclosure of commercial discounts, and the efficacy
of sanctions…

The few complaints and appeals filed during these elections were processed in a transparent manner. The
law provides for a timely and effective right to judicial review for all aspects of the election process.59

In substance, the Kukuriku coalition, which was leading the polls in the run-up to the vote, built
its campaign on criticism of the corruption charges connected with their rivals HDZ (promising a
“Society free of corruption”) but failed to deliver clear-cut messages about its plans how exactly
to mend the economic situation if it came to power. When they did talk about the economy, it
was about ‘professionalism’, and they also promised to work for investments in the energy sector,
for changes (not specifying what kind) in the tax system, and not to lay off people in the public
sector. HDZ, on the other hand, suffered a massive blow in ratings with the arrest of Ivo
Sanader, who was brought to justice in Croatia in July 2011, despite being in power and despite
its successes along Croatia’s EU path. It also moved to the right ideologically and chose to bet on

59 OSCE. Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights. Limited Election Observation Mission. Republic
of Croatia – Parliamentary Elections, 4 December 2011. Statement of Preliminary Findings and Conclusions, p.
1-2. Available at: http://www.osce.org/odihr/elections/85778.
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more nationalistic messages and actions. In terms of the economy, the HDZ promised it would
not burden Croatia with new taxes and international indebtedness.60

One other interesting feature during the campaign was the expectation among some analysts of
good showing by small parties and independent candidates. “Potential vote grabbers are the small
Croatian Labour Party, led by the former union activist Dragutin Lesar, and an independent list
led by a former priest, Ivan Grubisic. But small parties look unlikely to emerge as key players and
kingmakers in forming the government. Unless the polls are way off, Kukuriku is on its way to
win more an absolute majority in the parliament, the Sabor, ruling out the need to search for
more partners.”61

Party politics

Understandably, developments on the domestic political front in Croatia over the last year or so
have been defined within election framework. Rhetoric was sharpened, mutual accusation were
more frequent and serious policy proposals and debates fewer in number. Two distinct
observations about the Croatian political scene in the analysed period can be made: first, not
unlike developments in other Eastern European countries who successfully completed their
paths toward EU membership (such as Bulgaria for example), the centre-right party which had
taken all the negatives of conducting the EU-required reforms, in Croatia’s case the HDZ,
eventually got mired in corruption allegations and lost public support. In this process, from
strictly partisan point of view, the due should be accredited to HDZ’s leader Jadranka Kosor,
who took Croatia and her party through the toughest of times to the yearned EU accession, only
to suffer a dismal defeat in the December 2011 elections and witness the successful EU
referendum of January 2012 as a leader of the opposition. She at least had taken the deserved
homage in signing the accession treaty in Brussels just after the elections. And second, a
successful and ambitious centre-left project seems to have been born in parallel to the decline of
the HDZ embodied by the Kukuriku coalition. The four parties there, dominated by the SDP,
seem to get along well with each other (having realised early enough it will be only together if
they wish to attack successfully the helm of the state), have the right people for the urgent jobs
that need to be done and enjoy a remarkable support by the populace. Croatian people were tired
of corrupt practices and political scandals, and the mild, though sometimes insipid, messages of
the coalition, have appealed to them. A tangible problem is ahead, though. Austerity measures
will have to be hard and unpopular, and the new government has already announced a hike in
value-added tax.

On a strictly party level, as mentioned in the previous section, the then-ruling HDZ employed a
common tactic in times of dwindling support and corruption allegations. It moved to the right of
the political spectrum, started talking about the ‘threat of communism’, trying to appeal to
nationalist voters and war-veterans. It passed a law in parliament blocking war crimes probes
from Serbian side, which made the EU express its concerns alongside Serbia. The government
also engaged in interior ministry operations with dubious use: it arrested for example ex-interior
minister Josip Boljkovac on suspicions of killing anti-Communists back in the 1940s. This
behaviour of the HDZ reminded of its period before 2001/02, when it evolved from a Tudjman-

60 See Pavelic, Boris, “Mesic: ‘Croatia Demonising Partisans, Rehabilitating Fascists’”, BalkanInsight, 17
November 2011, available at http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/mesic-croatia-demonising-partisans-
rehabilitating-fascists and “Scandal-weary Croats Appear Ready for Change”. BalkanaInsight, 2 December
2011, available at http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/corruption-weary-croats-appear-ready-for-change.
61 Ibid.
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style, nationalist formation to a more European-style, Christian democrat party.62 On the other
hand, SDP, the biggest opposition party until the December 2011 poll, had also its down
moments during 2010/11. There were opinions in the media in the summer of 2011 that Zoran
Milanovic, the leader and current prime minister, was demonstrating political clumsiness which, if
SDP lost the coming elections, would certainly invoke serious scolding from the ranks.63 A
positive development for SDP and the Kukuriku coalition, especially in the context of the
ongoing pre-election rhetoric on corruption, was the state prosecutor’s dropping of criminal
charges against the SDP mayor of Rijeka for illegally renting out a city market in 1993 nine days
before the election.64

Institutions

In the area of institutional development, Croatia has shown maturity and earned
acknowledgement from the European Commission. Croatia’s institutions, as those of Serbia and
Slovenia, are successors of a comparatively efficient Yugoslav institutional system (which was not
the quite the case with Bosnia, Macedonia, Montenegro and Kosovo, where due to novel
statehood and multi-ethnic structure of the population much of the institutions had to be built
from scratch). The touchiest areas for Croatia have been the creation of a truly working civil
service and public administration and an independent and efficient judiciary. The October 2011
progress report of the EC says:

Progress can be reported in the field of public administration reform. The Ministry of Public
Administration (MoPA) continued to implement the State Administration Reform Strategy (2008-2011).
The Civil Service Human Resources Development Strategy (2010-2013) is being implemented and a new
Code of Ethics was adopted regulating the role and responsibilities of the ethics units and commissioners
within the state administration. The Civil Service Training Centre under MoPA organised continuous
training of civil servants at all levels. A State School for Public Administration was established. However, it
is not yet fully operational as the necessary human resources have not yet been provided. Amendments to
the Civil Service Act were adopted in April 2011: MoPA's authority in the implementation of recruitment
procedures has been broadened and civil servants' liability for minor and serious violation of official duties
has been extended. In order to allow full application of the General Administrative Procedures Act
(GAPA), the process of harmonising the relevant sectoral legislation has continued, with the majority of
acts now adopted by the Croatian Parliament.

However, the legal framework for developing a merit-based professional civil service has still to be
completed. The drafting on the law of salaries in the public sector, which is expected to cover the public
service, state bodies and local and regional self-government, has been further delayed. Dismissal procedures
need to be further developed. The administrative capacity of MoPA to implement and monitor the complex
and demanding public administration reform still remains insufficient. Although new staff has been
recruited across the entire administration to prepare for EU accession, persistent structural problems of
turnover and retention were reported. High level political support has to be maintained for the successful
implementation of the reform.

Measures have been taken to strengthen the position of the Ombudsman's Office including creation of a
mechanism for improved follow-up of his recommendations. Greater attention should therefore be paid to
the Ombudsman's recommendations to further enhance his role as an institutional counterweight defending
the rights of citizens and combating maladministration.65

62 See Pavelic, Boris, “Croatia’s HDZ Shifts Right in Hunt for Votes”, BalkanInsight, 26 October 2011, available
at http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/croatia-s-hdz-shifts-right-in-hunt-for-votes, and “Ex-Minister’s
Arrest Confirms Croatia’s Left-Right Divide”, BalkanInsight, 2 November 2011, available at
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/ex-minister-s-arrest-confirms-croatia-s-left-right-divide.
63 See Jajčinović, Milan. “SDP opet protiv Bandića [SDP again confronts Bandić]”. Večernji List, 3 August
2011. Available at: http://www.vecernji.hr/kolumne/sdp-opet-protiv-bandica-kolumna-315754.
64 See Pavelic, “Scandal-wary…”
65 European Commission. Commission Staff Working Paper. Croatia 2011 Progress Report, p. 5-6. Brussels, 12
October 2011. Available at: http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/press_corner/key-
documents/reports_oct_2011_en.htm.
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Regarding judicial reform, the report adds that “[o]verall, Croatia has made good progress... The
adoption of new legislation further strengthened judicial independence and the overall case
backlog was further reduced. Some challenges remain, especially relating to the further increase
of judicial efficiency, and to the practical implementation of new measures relating to
independence, impartiality and accountability of the judiciary, especially in terms of judicial
appointments as well as disciplinary matters. Croatia has continued to improve the handling of
domestic war crimes cases. The issue of impunity needs to be thoroughly addressed.”66

Media

Croatian freedom of speech and the media have faced difficulties similar to those other Southeast
European countries in transition have had: political and unregulated business influence, unclear
ownership and intimidation of journalists. The EC 2011 progress report says that

Freedom of expression, including freedom and pluralism of the media, is provided for in Croatian law and is
generally respected. A new Media Law provides for greater transparency in media ownership. There has been
limited progress with investigating cases from previous years of intimidation of journalists working on cases
of corruption and organised crime. Few new cases have been reported, however. Economic pressures in
particular are hampering the development of investigative reporting. Problems with political interference at
local level remain. The public broadcaster HRT continued to face serious difficulties in spite of having
selected a new supervisory board and programme council, which has been unable to appoint a new director
general.67

A report by watchdog Reporters Without Borders of January 2012, however, is much more
critical. According to the 2011-2012 World Press Freedom Index, Croatia dropped more than 10
positions to 68th place out of 179 ranked nations. The report explained the media situation in the
Balkans generally: “The economic crisis accentuated the Balkan media’s problems – use of the
media for private or criminal interests, unfair competition in very small markets, and self-
censorship by a growing number of badly paid journalists. Judicial officials – many of them
poorly trained, allied with the government and often corrupt – seem more interested in harassing
the media than ending impunity for those who threaten or physically attack journalists.”68

Some specific cases of concern on the Croatian media scene in 2010/11 were the Catholic church
campaign and anonymous threats against Drago Hedl, an investigative journalist delving into
clerical misdeeds and war crimes cases, after he received an award for his work by the Croatian
president and a couple of journalist organisations69; and a controversy with the removal by public
broadcaster HRT of a TV documentary anchor alleging former president Tudjman ruled out
withdrawal of children from the town of Vukovar in a telephone call to the commander of
Croatian forces there.70

Corruption

66 Ibid., p.7.
67 Ibid., p. 9.
68 Reporters Without Borders. “Europe and Ex-USSR”. 2011-2012 World Press Freedom Index, p. 1. Available
at: http://en.rsf.org/press-freedom-index-2011-2012,1043.html.
69 Pavelic, Boris. “Croatian Journalist Threatened after Award”. BalkanInsight, 15 December 2011. Available at:
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/croatian-journalist-threatened-after-award.
70 Pavelic, Boris. “TV Anchor’s Suspension Prompts Croatian Protests”. BalkanInsight, 21 December 2011.
Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/tv-anchors-suspension-prompts-croatian-protests.
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The fight against corruption has been a major target of the European Commission criticism
towards Croatia, and the decisive steps the HDZ government took against high-level graft in
2010/11 were a major propeller of the country’s EU bid and the EC’s recommendation for
Croatian membership in 2013. The 2011 progress report says that

Overall, substantial progress can be reported in the field of anti-corruption, especially as the law enforcement
bodies are addressing the widespread corruption in Croatia. The track record of effective handling of
organised crime and corruption cases needs to be further developed, especially in relation to high level
corruption, local level corruption and including cases related to public procurement and the judiciary. Further
experience is needed in implementing the newly adopted preventive legal framework in practice and the
implementing structures remain to be further strengthened.71

According to Transparency International, however, Croatia’s Corruption Perception Index (CPI)
for 2011 edged down to 4.0 from 4.1 in 2010 (on a 0 to 10 scale, where 0 is total corruption and
10 is no corruption). The Croatian branch of the organisation said that this constituted stagnation
and that “on the basis of CPI it can be concluded that in Croatia reforms in legislation, public
administration and the judiciary must be even more resolutely implemented if corruption is to be
suppressed.”72

Nevertheless, as already made clear, Croatia showed decisiveness in its bid to confront high-level
corruption with the arrest of former prime minister Ivo Sanader. Currently, his party HDZ as a
juridical body is also under investigation. This is a cornerstone development in the period
2010/11 which allowed the country to advance rapidly towards bringing its EU endeavour to
fruition. A good and colourful account of the case (consisting of three groups of charges) is
offered by investigative journalist Drago Hedl (mentioned in the previous section):

Sanader fled to Austria [in 2010] and was sent to jail in Salzburg first and then in Zagreb. The trial against him
started [in November 2011] and it is already putting on the table the complete lack of scruples of the HDZ
leaders in using state money for private purposes. In this first trial, Sanader is accused of taking bribes from
the Austrian Hypo Bank [for entering the post-war Croatian market in 1995], while he remains waiting for the
other trials: the most interesting will certainly be the one about the Croatian oil company INA. Sanader is,
indeed, accused of taking a 10 million Euro-bribe to enable the Hungarian oil company MOL to take control
of INA, despite having only 45% of the stocks of the biggest Croatian company.

The comparison between the Croatian political events with the scenes from an action movie is not so
exaggerated, if we also consider the reporters releasing the existence of a video recorded at Marcellino, a
restaurant in Zagreb, starring former Prime Minister Sanader and the Managing Director of the Hungarian
MOL, Zsolta Hernadi. The reporters of the Zagreb daily, Jutarnji list, who were able to watch the video, have
described what it contains. October 2009: unsuspecting the restaurant has video surveillance, Sanader and
Hernadi sit together at a table in a secluded space.

They sit, and then Sanader takes the battery off his cell phone, fearing he might be tapped. He then takes a
notepad out of the pocket of his jacket and gives it to Hernadi. They do not utter a single word. Hernadi
reads what is on the notepad, takes out his cell phone and dials something, as if using the calculator. After a
few minutes, he writes something with a pen on the notepad that Sanader had given to him earlier and hands
it back to the former Prime Minister. Sanader looks at it, smiles widely with satisfaction and finally the two
interlocutors toast with a glass of expensive wine.

The reporters believe that is the exact moment when Sanader and Hernadi agreed on the 10 million Euro
bribe to pay out to the former Prime Minister. In exchange, the possibility for MOL to take control of and
manage INA, even though the Hungarian company did not have the majority stake in the Croatian oil
company…

The recently uncovered incident of how state money was stolen has horrified the Croatian public opinion,
already bewildered by a corruption spate within the HDZ. Along with the trial for the Hypo Bank and MOL
bribes, Sanader has to also stand trial for withdrawing incredibly high amounts of money from public
companies. In Croatia, this is known as the “Fini Media case”: through this private company owned by a close

71 European Commission, Commission Staff Working Paper. Croatia 2011 Progress Report, p. 8.
72 Transparency International Croatia. “Hrvatska stagnira na Indeksu percepcije korupcije [Croatia stagnates on
the Corruption Perception Index]”. Press release, Zagreb, 1 December 2011. Available at:
http://www.transparency.hr/index.php?id=322.
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friend of Mladen Barišić’s, head of the Croatian Customs and Treasurer of the HDZ party, money was being
swallowed aplenty. The procedure was very simple: while he was Prime Minister, Sanader held a meeting with
the directors of the major public companies, such as the Croatian Electric Company, the Croatian Motorways,
Croatia Insurance and others, ordering their advertizing campaigns go through Fini Media exclusively.

The fake invoices issued by Fini Media were regularly paid by the state companies, while Fini Media would
hand the cleaned cash to the head of the Croatian Customs, at the same time in charge of the HDZ coffers. It
is true that the party used part of that money to fund the campaigns, but most of the cash, as reported by
investigators, was transferred to the former Prime Minister Sanader.73

European integration

Croatia will become in July 2013 the second ex-Yugoslav republic (after Slovenia) to join the
European Union, after all 27 member states ratify its accession treaty. With Croatia’s entry into
the bloc, the EU-coined term ‘Western Balkans’ will start losing its relevance.

Key developments in 2010/11

Croatia’s last year or so was saturated with events that proved crucial for its EU membership bid:

(1) The capture of ex-PM Ivo Sanader in Austria. This important arrest kick-started the
concluding phase of Croatia’s membership race and served to convince the EU that the
country is serious about addressing the harshest of all criticisms: insufficient fight against
high-level corruption. Sanader was transferred to Zagreb in July 2011 to face war
profiteering and bribery charges (see previous section).

(2) The closing of accession negotiations with the Commission on 30 June, 2011, after more
than six years of hard labour.

(3) The signing of the EU accession treaty on 9 December, 2011. This not only was
rewarding and timely for Croatia, but it will also serve as a beneficial stimulus for the rest
of the Western Balkan states on their path to the EU.

(4) The Croatian referendum on EU membership on 22 January, 2012. The ‘Yes’ vote won
with 66% as 34% were against. Voter turnout was comparatively low, 44%. The
referendum can be regarded as having passed quietly, yet effectively.

Reform progress

The October 2011 report of the EC highlighted Croatia’s achievements in the political sphere but
its focus was on the economic criteria and the ability to assume the obligations of membership,
completely in line with the advanced stage of the country’s EU bid. Overall, the Commission
concluded that Croatia had made good progress, in particular in the areas of judiciary and
fundamental rights, competition as well as justice, freedom and security. It said the remaining
commitments should be met before accession and would carefully monitor the progress made by
Croatia in all spheres up to the date of accession.74

73 Hedl, Drago. “Croatia: HDZ Ringed by Corruption ahead of the Elections”. Osservatorio Balcani e Caucaso,
15 November 2011. Available at: http://www.balcanicaucaso.org/eng/Regions-and-countries/Croatia/Croatia-
HDZ-ringed-by-corruption-ahead-of-the-elections-106931.
74 European Commission. “Key Findings of the 2011 Progress Report on Croatia”. Press release, Brussels, 12
October 2011. Available at: http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?reference=MEMO/11/688.
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While Croatia’s progress concerning the EU’s political criteria were discussed in previous sections
of this analysis, following is what the Commission stated about the economic and legislation
criteria:

Economic criteria

Croatia is a functioning market economy. It should be able to cope with competitive pressures and market
forces within the Union, provided that it continues to implement its comprehensive reform programme with
determination in order to reduce structural weaknesses.

Croatia's economy has recently shown signs of a mild expansion following three years of recession which
has resulted in higher unemployment, public deficits and debt. Although the current account deficit has fallen
sharply, external debt has continued to increase and remains a key vulnerability of the economy. Monetary
policy has maintained exchange rate and financial stability. Fiscal policy has, to some extent, contained the
negative budgetary consequences of the recession. Further efforts are needed as regards structural reforms,
including reforms of the labour market and improvements in the business environment.

EU Legislation

Croatia's preparations for meeting EU requirements have brought further progress in all key areas, including
in those chapters where the level of alignment with EU rules was already high. However, additional efforts are
needed in certain areas such as to finalise the restructuring process for the shipyards and to strengthen further
the administrative capacity necessary for the proper implementation of the EU legislation, and standards, as
well as the absorption of EU funds.75

Setbacks

Croatia is bound to be the 28th EU member in 2013 and very much deservedly so, given the hard
reforms and continuous progress it has been making in the last decade. However, some setbacks
still exists, and the Commission has said it will keep on monitoring the line of development of
the Adriatic country before formal accession. One persevering issue for Croatia all along its
integration process is related to its state-subsidised shipyards. The EC has repeatedly said
subventions for these huge communist-era complexes should stop as this is clearly against EU
competition rules. Croatia, on the other hand, is reluctant to privatise them, as thousands of
workers will have to be laid off. Croatia will have to find a solution acceptable to the Commission
very soon, and it will be in its own good, too, as the shipyards are loss-making and inefficient.

Another setback for membership concerns the efficient utilisation of all EU benefits after
accession. Most Croats are not very much aware of what EU actually constitutes and how they
can individually or collectively take advantage of membership. The government launched a
familiarisation campaign in the autumn of 2011: “The first part has already begun with 13,000
radio and 2,300 TV ads addressing common and uncommon questions some Croatians might
have regarding their new status. ‘The second phase of the campaign must be built on a solid
foundation, and that means removing stereotypes and fears. The myths about cheese and sour
cream, schnapps and fear that Europe will destroy the Croatian language and sovereignty are
emotionally strong reasons that prevent people from wanting to hear about the EU.’”76

A third potential problem is of external nature for Croatia and concerns the EU member states.
All 27 parliaments must ratify Croatian membership before it becomes a fact on July 1, 2013.
While there is plenty of time until this point, the EU’s internal problems linked with the

75 Ibid.
76 “Croatia To Launch Familiarisation Campaign”. BalkanInsight, 15 August 2011. Available at:
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/ministry-says-eu-familiarisation-campaign-removes-fears-and-combats-
stereotypes.
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Eurozone debt crisis and the rising Euroscepticism in numerous states may present a challenge to
the process of ratification. Decision-makers in the 27 should devote more time to Croatia’s
joining bid from now on and act to speed up the ratification processes at home. The Commission
can contribute by advocating for Croatia among the governments on its own.

International aspect

Since the reform launched in the then-ruling HDZ in 2001/02 towards becoming a European-
style centre-right party, Croatia’s regional relations have been tangibly improving. Of course,
relations with Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina have always been a priority, while those with
its western neighbour Slovenia took an important place during Croatia’s EU accession process
(the two countries had a row on the delineation of a maritime border in the Adriatic and Slovenia
had threatened to block Croatia’s EU bid, but in 2010 they agreed to an international mediation
of the dispute and the issue was resolved). Croatia has been fully respecting Bosnia’s sovereignty
as part of the Dayton agreement and has refrained from interference in the domestic politics of
this country, while relations with Serbia have been firmly on the positive note since the pro-EU
Democratic Party in Serbia took power and also since Social-Democrat Ivo Josipovic became
Croatia’s president.77

The EC 2011 progress report on Croatia in its section on international cooperation concludes
that “[o]verall, Croatia is continuing to cooperate with the [UN’s International Criminal Tribunal
for the Former Yugoslavia] as well as to play an active part in regional cooperation. At the same
time, political leaders should avoid statements and measures that could call into question the
importance of reconciliation and the need to serve justice through the prosecution of war crimes.
Relations with neighbouring countries have improved, although outstanding issues in particular
settlement of border disputes, property issues and return of refugees remain to be solved.”78

Indeed, talk about Croatia and Serbia dropping their mutual genocide charges at the International
Criminal Court in The Hague has been going on for a couple of years but has been occasionally
played down by both sides.79 On the other hand, cooperation between the two former warring
sides has taken surprising directions, such as for example planned agreement to conduct joint
military exercises.80

Perspectives

With a comfortable majority of 80 out of 151 MPs in the Croatian parliament, the new centre-left
government will have the necessary backing to conduct brave reforms and fulfil its main
promises to the people: get the economy out of the crisis and defeat corruption. These tasks may
prove difficult, though. The first plans announced by the new cabinet include a hike in the
already high value-added tax of 23%, introduction of new dividend and property taxes (excluding
the poorest), reduction in expenditure and generally a tighter fiscal discipline that would prevent

77 See Ralchev, Stefan. Serbia and Croatia Face Chance to Warm Ties and Lead Western Balkans Closer to EU.
Sofia: Institute for Regional and International Studies, February 2010. Available at: http://www.iris-
bg.org/files/iris-ralchev-serbia%20%26%20croatia%20waremr%20ties-feb%5C%2710.pdf.
78 European Commission, Commission Staff Working Paper. Croatia 2011 Progress Report, p. 16.
79 See for example “Kosor: Croatia Won’t Drop Genocide Lawsuit against Serbia”, BalkanInsight, 26 September
2011, available at http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/croatia-to-continue-genocide-lawsuit-against-serbia.
80 “Serbia, Croatia to Cooperate in Military Exercises”. BalkanInsight, 27 October 2011. Available at:
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/serbia-croatia-to-cooperate-in-military-exercises.
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cuts in Croatia’s credit ratings.81 According to experts, the government faces three urgent issues
that have to be addressed: company insolvency, a growing annual deficit and a big external debt.82

Certainly, the biggest external challenge for Croatia will be all 27 EU member states to ratify its
accession treaty in time. But this may not be a concern. The troubles that the EU finds itself in at
this point may have an astonishingly positive effect on Croatia’s bid and, vice versa, Croatia’s
membership may in fact be a breath of fresh air for the Union. After all, a new, proud 28th

member will prove to the suspicious markets and global actors that the EU idea is far from dead
and that the supranational wonder that the EU is lives on vigorously and irreversibly.

81 Pavelic, Boris. “Croatia to Increase VAT, Cut Budget”. BalkanInsight, 29 December 2011. Available at:
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/croatia-to-increase-vat-cut-budget.
82 See Pavelic, Boris. “Croatia’s New Leaders Face Bleak Economic Outlook”. BalkanInsight, 2 December 2011.
Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/croatia-s-new-leaders-face-bleak-economic-outlook.
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THE WESTERN BALKANS IN 2010/11:
DEPARTURES IN DEMOCRATISATION AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION IN

EUROPE’S SOUTHEAST

KOSOVO

GORAN STOJKOVSKI

Overview of 2010-11 developments – democracy and European integration

As a result of a more balanced policy of official Prishtina, given the Kosovo political elite decides
to conduct such a policy, in the medium term Kosovo will be able to enjoy its independent status
in its full expression. Just as Serbia advances in it European integration, Kosovo will progress in
the United Nations and will get closer to the European Union. Belgrade was placed in a position
to quit not only its insistence on renewed negotiations on the status of Kosovo but also its
endeavours to amend the existing aspects of this independence. Serbia still does not recognise
Kosovo’s declaration of independence. However improbable the option for its tacit acceptance
of the practical state of affairs may look, scepticism tends to subside after retrospection: Serbia at
one point renounced the Kumanovo Agreement, Resolution 1244 of the UN Security Council
and the Ahtisaari Plan, but subsequently those were endorsed by Belgrade. Indeed the line
between “We will not recognise independence” and the consent to negotiate on all other
disputed issues is very thin. The agreement reached in direct negotiations for the customs seal of
independent Kosovo practically proves that.

After the International Court of Justice in The Hague ruled that Kosovo’s declaration of
independence did not violate international law, the chances for renewed negotiations on the
status and for an outcome acceptable to Belgrade vanished. The insistence of Serbian nationalists
on the abolishment of Kosovo’s independence contradicts the fact that Belgrade hasn’t got the
necessary leverage in international relations to achieve the craved court ruling. Belgrade has
sufficient diplomatic capacity to slow down the process of Kosovo’s international recognition but
does not have resources to annul its independence. New status negotiations are an impossible
option. In addition, Serbia still lacks a national consensus on a clear and integrated strategy for
Kosovo.

Serbia strives to strike various favourable agreements for North Kosovo and the territories
around Serb monasteries who would have special, parallel relations with Belgrade. ‘The issues of
sovereignty, territorial integrity and internal constitutional order however are not subject to
negotiations,’ is the position of official Prishtina. Serbia was relying on some follow-up
concessions after it removed the part on Kosovo’s independent status from the draft resolution
submitted last year to the UN by Belgrade. In the definition of search for ‘mutually acceptable
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solution to all debatable issues via peaceful dialogue’ Belgrade saw an opportunity for a
favourable resolution of the Kosovo Serbs’ status and that of the Serbian monasteries, including
the territorial aspects. By successfully averting the clash with the EU and several influential
UNSC members via the submission of amendments in the Resolution of 9 September 2010,
Belgrade hoped to gradually place Prishtina into a position it, in turn, to also demonstrate more
political capability for cooperation and concessions in the direct talks. However, the EU’s
insistence on the Serbian government’s discontinuation of the parallel institutions in North
Kosovo thwarted Belgrade’s strategies. This position of the EU was clearly presented by German
Chancellor Angela Merkel during her visits to Zagreb, Prishtina and Belgrade in August 2011,
and one more time in December 2011. In this light, the reached agreement between Prishtina and
Belgrade on 2 September in Brussels on Kosovo’s customs seal is a lucid sign Serbia has chosen
its European future, as Prishtina got the feeling of the first step in the direction of international
recognition of its sovereignty in economic relations by official Belgrade.

However, the things were going in the wrong direction when the violence in the north of
Kosovo, day after day, was increasing. Tens of German and Austrian soldiers were injured in
December 2011 when hundreds of local Serbs were clashed against NATO forces on the
barricades on north Kosovo. The consequences were not too late: the European Union on 9
December postponed granting Serbia a status of candidate for EU membership.

“In our direct talks we made it clear what we want. There’s a need to find a solution for free trade, and
border cooperation, and we are not interested in having (Serbia’s) parallel structures in Kosovo,” the
German Chancellor said at a press conference at Pristina airport.83

Democratic development

The principle that all EU-inspiring countries should adhere to the basics of good-neighbourly
relations, regional cooperation and dialogue is equally valid for both Serbia and Kosovo, and the
UN Resolution of 9 September provides for the leading role of the EU as a mediator in the
negotiations between the two countries. As can be seen in the example of Macedonia, the EU
will not accept new members which have long-lasting external arguments and are not ready to
solve them in cooperation and dialogue. To fulfil this basic EU principle, both Belgrade and
Prishtina should demonstrate will, democratic development and political maturity.

Elections

The Kosovo elections saga went on for more than half a year. The snap parliamentary and the
two times re-run presidential votes were practically a test for the viability of Kosovo’s institutions
and the democratic maturity of its political elite. The political crisis which erupted through 2010
and 2011 was overcome with the mediation of the representatives of the United States. The
political elite elegantly escaped a vicious circle by electing the Kosovo Police deputy director,
Major General Atifete Jahjaga, for President of the Republic. After the parliamentary vote to elect
her on 7 April, she became the firs woman head of state of Kosovo. The basic cause of such
crises is the inclination of political actors not to follow constitutional procedures, thus inducing
the institutions to keep silent and react only if publicly attacked or used by a political adversary
who, in turn, tends to react only after he has lost in a given situation. The indicators for such a
nature of Kosovo politics were visible two times: first, with the election of former president

83 “Germany Urges Peace in Kosovo”. Balkan Insight, 19 Decembre 2011. Available at:
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/german-chancellor-merkel-visits-kosovo
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Fatmir Sejdiu who forcefully resigned after a Constitutional Court decision the President of the
Republic cannot at the same time be a political party member; and second, with the election of
Bexhet Pacolli, who had to wait for three votes in parliament to get a simple majority of 61 and
who, like his predecessor, had to forcefully resign after the Constitutional Court ruled his election
was violated.

After the resignation of ex-president Sejdiu the divergences among the various political groups
within the then-ruling coalition led to deep departures regarding fundamental government
policies and the economic hardships, so the crisis swelled to more than institutional or political.
The situation culminated in the withdrawal of the Democratic League of Kosovo (LDK) of
Fatmir Sejdiu from the coalition, leaving the Democratic Party of Kosovo (PDK) of Prime
Minister Hashim Thaci to rule on its own. It threatened to grow into an all-encompassing crisis:
political, institutional and societal. The snap elections were supposed to solve the pending issues.
The deep political division, however, is not only characteristic of the Kosovo Albanians but also
of Kosovo Serbs and those in Serbia proper. The political elite in Belgrade was hesitating
whether to call on the Kosovo Serbs to take part in the elections, as the Kosovo Serb political
leaders themselves were sending contradictory messages about that.

The community’s calls to the leaders to focus on reforms, the strengthening of public
administration and the fight with corruption and organised crime remained a voice unheard, as
during the entire year political players formed and broke up coalitions, adapting to or fighting
over posts and functions. Still, the election of the ‘non-partisan’ presidential candidate Jahjaga,
supported by the ruling PDK and New Kosovo Alliance (AKR) as well as by opposition
Democratic League of Kosovo (LDK), is an important step to achieving national consensus –
something quite needed in Kosovo politics, indispensable for the progress of the young republic.
The new coalition government led by Hashim Thaci which also comprises, among other partners,
representatives of the Kosovo Serbs, stands as a good sign that politicians, after all, have drawn
some lessons from the crisis. In 2012, Kosovo faces new election as the parliament is expected to
amend the constitution to make presidential election a popular vote; also, there is a coalition
agreement envisaging an early election to be held in 2013, a year ahead of the regular.

Above all, Kosovo needs to improve legislation on its electoral system, together with the
behaviour of its political parties on the whole. EC noted these weaknesses in the progress report
on Kosovo published in October 2011:

The assembly followed the decisions of the Constitutional Court on the re-election of the President. There
were serious shortcomings in the process of general elections. Kosovo needs to take urgent steps to address
these by simplifying the system, making it more transparent, and investigating and prosecuting cases of
electoral fraud.84

Party politics

As in the other Western Balkan countries, there is inconsistency between the citizens’ priorities
and the slogans of the political elite in Kosovo, too. ‘We expect economic changes and jobs. The
fight against corruption and the high unemployment rate are the main issues of interest for the
people,’ would say most Kosovo citizens during and after the election campaign when asked
about the most sensitive problems. ‘Integration into the EU and UN and, of course, better life
for Kosovo citizens,’ would be the most common answer of politicians when asked about the

84 KOSOVO 2011 PROGRESS REPORT (∗Under UNSCR 1244/1999) Enlargement Strategy and Main
Challenges 2011-2012, p.7; Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2011/package/ks_rapport_2011_en.pdf
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basic purpose of the series of early elections. The general wording of the politicians’ statements is
apparently in contradiction with the concrete issues touched upon in public opinion. The main
political parties have a hard time and cannot bring serious results in implementing the reforms
and consolidating the institutional system, because their energy is wasted on inter-party strife and
intrigue. The attention of leaders is focused predominantly on the occupied or anticipated
individual posts and functions.

In the behaviour and rhetoric of the parties, a lack of focus and specificity is visible regarding the
essential political issues, too. Bexhet Pacolli’s AKR is trying to polish its existing image of a
political entity only trying to protect the business interests of it leader. AKR, i.e. it leader Pacolli,
remains a target of wide public criticism for his past business ties with the Kremlin and his
inactivity in the decade-long Kosovo independence struggle. AKR’s significance currently lies not
so much with its proposed political ideas but with its participation in the ruling majority and the
fact that Hashim Thaci’s government would not survive without its support. In this light, the
biggest political burden and public responsibility falls on the shoulders of Prime Minister Thaci,
leader of the PDK. PDK has the duty and bears the political responsibility to solve an incredibly
harsh, seven-pronged puzzle, comprising: a) negotiations and solution of accumulated problems
with Serbia; b) implementation of reforms required by the EU and needed for Kosovo’s EU
progress; c) devising of a working way to integrate the Serbs from North Kosovo; d) balance
among the political interests and objectives of the ruling coalition partners, particularly those of
the Serb partners, on whose support the parliamentary majority depends; e) fight with the
widespread corruption and organised crime both in society and in the party; f) balance between
the international missions and public opinion; and g) maintenance of the thin parliamentary
majority confronting a powerful opposition. Thaci was also unable to enjoy for long the crisis his
main political rival LDK fell into after the death of its landmark leader and statesman, Ibrahim
Rugova. LDK recovered and is currently the second political force in parliament, neck and neck
with the PDK with its 27 deputies. All in all, the ruling PDK counts on a 65-seat majority in the
120-seat parliament. Thaci’s position, however, worsened, after the Marxist-Leninist, nationalist
and anarchistic street movement Vetevendosje (Self-Determination) made it to parliament and
became the third most represented political party in the country. The ruling majority’s positions
are also jeopardised by the possibility that the currently opposition Alliance for the Future of
Kosovo (AAK) renew its old collaboration with LDK. Like its rival PDK, AAK also grew out of
the ranks of the former Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) and has it emblematic figure shrouded
with the KLA glory – Ramush Haradinaj. Nevertheless, Thaci’s true pains come from inside,
from his own party. The abuse and corruption-investigated by EULEX party members and
former ministers Fatmir Limaj and Ahmet Shalja have been lately seriously attacking the leader
Thaci, especially after he did not take Limaj as government minister. Additional attacks were
launched by Jakup Kranici, the parliament speaker, who, defending his combat comrade Limaj,
accused Thaci of having been elected as party leader in a non-transparent manner and a hasty
procedure.85 It turns out that the respected KLA warrior Limaj does constitute a threat to Thaci’s
position and the unity of the party.

As mentioned above, Kosovo Serbs, like their Albanian counterparts, have internal divisions and
lack of unity on essential issues. In the pre-election period, the Serb representative form Central
Kosovo, Rada Trajkovic, urged Belgrade not to hesitate and call upon the Kosovo Serbs to vote,
as Serbia would be criticised by the EU that it destabilised Kosovo. At the same time, however,
Serb organisations in North Kosovo completely opposed Trajkovic’s call and urged the Serbs
from the South to boycott the elections in the ‘pseudo-state Kosovo.’ Anyhow, it is the Serbian

85 See: “Thaci Loses Grip on Kosovo’s Ruling Party”. Balkan Insight, 3 August 2011. Available at:
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/thaci-loses-grip-on-kosovo-s-ruling-party
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Independent Liberal Party (SLS) upon which Thaci’s premiership depends, and SLS is the
indicator for him to boast he is, after all, on the right way to integrate the Kosovo Serbs.

Institutions

Kosovo’s citizens have the impression that the five-pronged power structure of KFOR-EULEX-
Prishtina-Belgrade-UNMIK produces political and institutional confusion on the ground.
According to the constitution and the other laws, the government in Prishtina behaves as any
other government of an independent state, exercising sovereign power over the country’s
territory. This, however, functions with a number of limitations in practice. The central
government in Prishtina still cannot establish sovereignty over the north of the country and the
Serb enclave, where parallel institutions exist backed by Belgrade. Often Prishtina’s actions are
restricted by the international community. Kosovo need regulation of its fundamental political-
legal contradiction: the acting UNSC Resolution 1244 of 1999 giving authority to UNMIK is in
conflict with the basic sovereignty principle of an independent state. On the other hand, until
Prishtina regulates its relationship with Belgrade it will need the presence of international
peacekeeping and administrative institutions on its territory. What is more, KFOR, EULEX and
UNMIK play a substantial role in the build-up of Kosovo’s statehood. Therefore Kosovo will be
relieved of international presence only when it finds the formula to integrate Serb enclaves and
regulates it relations with Belgrade. In the end, Kosovo did agree to receive the ‘controlled
independence’ option.

The real pressure, however, has been exerted not on Kosovo’s fledgling institutions but on the
missions of the international community which become target of scolding and suspicion by both
Kosovo’s and Serbia’s authorities as well as by ordinary Kosovars and Serbs. In any case, were it
not for the efficient presence of KFOR in the security sector, the expert logistics provided by
EULEX in building the institutional system and the reliable and neutral administration of
UNMIK , the local institutions, with their humble capacity and experience, would have hardly
contributed to the stability of the system after the declaration of independence. It is only with the
help of KFOR and EULEX that control of the unstable situation in and around the Serb
enclaves becomes possible.

The international community, through its missions on the ground, successfully guides the process
of the ongoing construction of the Balkans’ youngest state. The process of gradual transfer of
state functions to the Kosovo institutions proceeds successfully. The issuing of identity
documents for the citizens, ID cards and international passports, by the local institutions (after
UNMIK transferred this authority to the Kosovo institutions) testifies to this positive
development.

And Kosovo, like its neighbours in the Western Balkans, earnestly adopts the necessary laws but
implements them either late and slowly or does not apply them. Here is how this phenomenon
looks in practice:

There has been limited progress with public administration reform. The revised public administration
strategy for the period 2010-2013 which was adopted by the government in September 2010 has not yet
been implemented… The Ombudsperson of Kosovo remains a weak institution, due to the lack of political
support  to ensure its proper functioning and financial independence… Kosovo needs to build a
professional public administration free of political interference. This is a key European Partnership priority
and needs to be a high political priority. Strengthening the capacity of institutions in charge of public
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administration on the one hand and of independent institutions on the other, notably the Ombudsperson,
is of the utmost importance.86

Corruption and organised crime

A study by Transparency International, EU Anti-corruption Requirements: Measuring Progress in
Albania, Kosovo, FYR Macedonia and Turkey, says:

The low number of and lack of technical support for judges, as well as a lack of professionalism are core
issues for the judiciary in Kosovo. Civil servants have little training, political interference in the recruitment
process is rampant and low wages function as disincentive to attract qualified personnel. In addition, there
is a lack of transparency in public procurement, which has raised suspicions over corruption in a number of
recent contracts. The Assembly also faces difficulties fulfilling its oversight role of the government, due to a
lack of staff capacity. The inability for the media and civil society to monitor government and the Assembly
presidency is also a problem.87

Related to the same study, the Kosovo chapter of Transparency International, Kosova
Democratic Institute, points to political parties, the business sector and the Central Election
Commission as the weakest spots in the system: “They are all marred by problems such as:
deficient legislation, significant gaps in the implementation of existing laws as well as frequent
political/government interference in their activities.”88 Still more precise in his statements and
assessments is this organisation’s executive director Ismet Kryeziu, who says:

Development of democracy in Kosovo continues to encounter difficulties and be hampered by the culture
and the institutional non-transparent actions, followed by the phenomenon of corruption. Corruption is
tremendously spread throughout Kosovo, and as a result of unsatisfied actions by the institutions, its level
is only increasing.89

The reasons for the thriving corruption and organised crime in Kosovo, however, are multiple.
The problem confronted by the institutions has many dimensions, the most important of which
is inter-institutional intolerance: a) the worsened relations and poor coordination between
EULEX and the national institutions; b) the negative public opinion on EULEX, reflecting
directly the criticisms by most leading politicians, representatives of the government and KLA
veterans; c) the suspicions of both Albanians and Serbs that EULEX is not doing its job or is
favouring the rival community; d) the criticism EULEX has taken from other international
missions in Kosovo:

“The lack of confidence between EULEX and the Kosovo institutions undermines the efforts of the
mission to fulfil its mandate. The citizens’ satisfaction with the work of EULEX has been abruptly falling,”
scholars of the situation say.90

86 KOSOVO 2011 PROGRESS REPORT (∗Under UNSCR 1244/1999) Enlargement Strategy and Main
Challenges 2011-2012, p.9,10; Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2011/package/ks_rapport_2011_en.pdf
87 Transparency International. EU anti-corruption requirements: measuring progress in Albania, Kosovo, FYR
Macedonia and Turkey. June 2011, Brussels. Available at:
http://www.transparency.org/news_room/latest_news/press_releases/2011/2011_06_21_cimap_report_launch.
88 Kosova Democratic Institute (KDI) / Transparency International Kosova (TIK). Political Parties, Business
Sector and Central Election Commission – are the weakest pillars of the system, 27.07.2011; Available at:
http://www.kdi-
kosova.org/en/index_ftempl.php?subaction=showfull&id=1311787098&archive=&start_from=&ucat=4&
89 Ibid
90 Bota sot. Bie kënaqshmëria me punën e EULEX-it, 29.05.2011, available at:
http://www.botasot.info/def.php?category=3&id=121128
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The EU’s law enforcement mission has started to abruptly lose public trust after it began
investigations of government officials for alleged abuse and especially after it arrested 12 former
KLA members on suspicions of ordering and conducting torture in a military camp in Kosovo in
1999. Among the detainees was Fatmir Limaj, former minister of transport and telecoms. Despite
the help provided by EULEX in the development of Kosovo’s legal institutions and the rule of
law in the country, the launched investigations and the pursuit of war crimes and organised crime
suddenly sapped the popularity of the mission. The hesitation and impossibility of EULEX to
establish the rule of law in the Serb enclave in North Kosovo completely deprived the mission of
popular confidence as regards law enforcement and fight with organised crime. EULEX’s
command could not respond adequately to the criticism by both the Kosovo state leadership and
other international representatives. Interior Minister Bajram Rexhepi accused EULEX in
inefficiency regarding the Serb-dominated North. The Kosovo President Atifete Jahjaga, in
connection with the EU’s recommendation on the ‘trade crisis’ between Kosovo and Serbia,
named EULEX as the body to counter the re-emergence of a situation of thriving crime and
smuggling in the Serb enclaves. The International Civilian Representative Pieter Feith also
criticised the EU’s mission for it insufficient activities to promote rule of law.

But Brussels has also expressed concern about high-level criminal activity and the rule of law in
Kosovo. The European Commission’s progress report on Kosovo published in October 2011
read: “Overall, Kosovo's capacities to fight organised crime are still at an early stage. Serious
efforts are needed to address these challenges, in particular witness protection.”91

The crossfire of criticisms and accusations demonstrates how difficult it is to impose the rule of
law and to establish integral management of the border in a situation of ongoing political dispute
about the independence of Kosovo and the country’s disintegrated territory.

European integration

Key developments in 2010-11

Despite the common democratic deficit in the society and the elite which was clearly visible
during the political crisis with the presidential institution, the manifested hostility towards the
EULEX mission and the widespread corruption – the fact that a consensus was reached for a
non-partisan figure to become president and that three ethnic Serbs stand as government
ministers demonstrates that Kosovo has the potential for positive change.
The soft distancing of the government from ex-minister Limaj and rest of the EULEX
corruption and abuse suspects also shows that Kosovo politicians have the capacity for hard and
unpopular yet indispensable compromises for the sake of the fight against corruption. The
process of establishing customs and legal control in North Kosovo is an additional step on the
road to overwhelming organised crime and corruption. Regretfully, these steps are far from
placing Prishtina in the final phase of its fight with these phenomena. The lack of control over
North Kosovo is a setback in confronting organised crime but the data in a series of reports by
both international and domestic institutions (Freedom House, Transparency International, World
Bank, Kosova Democratic Institute, etc.), including the European Commission’s progress report,
testify to the spread of the phenomenon across all of Kosovo, not skipping parties nor
institutions.

91 KOSOVO 2011 PROGRESS REPORT (∗Under UNSCR 1244/1999) Enlargement Strategy and Main
Challenges 2011-2012, p.58; Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2011/package/ks_rapport_2011_en.pdf

http://www.botasot.info/def.php
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Reform progress

Kosovo has not been successful in achieving a sustainable progress. It has been slow in handling
the weaknesses pointed out by the EC. It is hard to give a general good evaluation of reform
progress in a situation where the traditionally weak education system produces each year some
30,000 new young graduates who pour in the existing sea of the 45% jobless. Like Macedonia,
Kosovo attained considerable progress in endorsing anti-corruption legislation but its application
in practice continues to be very weak, inefficient and ineffective.

Despite some provisions, the EC notes that the government has achieved some progress in local
self-government reform:

There has been some progress in the reform of local government administration. Kosovo has achieved
significant progress as regards decentralisation. In April, the government extended the decentralisation
action plan for two more years. The Ministry of Local Government Administration conducted a capacity
assessment of municipalities, covering a full range of public services. Its findings need to be addressed and
a mechanism put in place for regular updates.92

Setbacks

Kosovo’s politics suffers from the typical maladies of the Western Balkans: a) lack of strong
political will to tackle problems as a result of a lack of political and statehood tradition; b)
corruption among the political elite; c) restricted autonomy of the various institutions; and d)
post-conflict syndrome.

Kosova Democratic Institute’s report Assessment of Institutional Integrity – Kosova 2011 describes
how politics infringes the autonomy of the judiciary and how difficult it is for the checks and
balances system to function here:

However in practice, the judiciary is unable to maintain its independence from politics. Moreover, judges
are often subject to intimidation and violence and are left unprotected by state institutions. The resources
of judiciary remain low and do not allow for creation of effective and impartial judiciary. Another problem
is fragmentation and lack of coordination and clarity of competencies between institutions that deal with
the justice system, for example the Ministry of Justice, KJC, Judicial Institute, Special Prosecutor’s Office of
Kosovo and European Union Rule of Law Mission (EULEX).93

Post-conflict syndrome has various dimensions, one of which is essential and provokes a series of
political and social complications. Namely, this is the post-conflict statute of the demilitarised
former KLA. Its former structures understandably enjoy social admiration. The authority of the
former guerrilla fighters and commanders still has tangible impact on public opinion. The
citizens’ belief that EULEX cannot deliver in the establishment of rule of law in the country
crystallised not long after the EU mission had launched investigations against state officials for
abuse. These state officials, former KLA fighters and commanders, immediately tried to exert
pressure on people’s perceptions, resulting in a severe blow to the prestige and authority of
EULEX. The ex-KLA people’s influence thus has also impeded progress reform in Kosovo.

92 KOSOVO 2010 PROGRESS REPORT (∗Under UNSCR 1244/1999) Enlargement Strategy and Main
Challenges 2010-2011, p8; Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2010/package/ks_rapport_2010_en.pdf
93 Kosova Democratic Institute (KDI) / Transparency International Kosova (TIK). Assessment of Institutional
Integrity – Kosova 2011 (with support by UNDP); p.32, Available at:
http://www.kdi-kosova.org/publications/NIS2011en.pdf

http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2011/package/ks_rapport_2011_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2010/package/ks_rapport_2010_en.pdf
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Stabilisation of the situation can be reached only with strengthening of the judicial system and
machinery of justice. Unfortunately, the judicial system of Kosovo remains weak – a fact noted
by many monitors of the situation there and the EC (noted in the latest progress report).

International aspect

Kosovo’s status as defined by UNSC Resolution 1244 became void after the International Court
of Justice in The Hague ruled Kosovo’s Declaration of Independence does not contradict
international law. The two documents generated a new situation in which Kosovo, Serbia and the
international community all found themselves in awkward positions. Currently, Kosovo’s
government with the help of the international missions on its territory has to work for starting a
process of cancellation of Resolution 1244 as a result of the new political and legal circumstances,
i.e. the new factual state of affairs. This, however, requires some form of normalisation of
relations with neighbouring Serbia. Prishtina is currently in negotiations with Belgrade. Albeit on
‘purely technical issues and exclude problems with the status of Kosovo,’ these talks bode well.

Perspectives

Kosovo’s struggle for a place in the UN continues. The realisation of this high end requires
statesman’s wisdom, extreme political endeavours and shrewd diplomatic skills. Kosovo is a
young state which has a serious deficit of such kind of resources. This can be successfully
compensated for by cooperation with the international democratic community, but above all – by
conducting moderate and balanced policies. As a rule, only integral states become members of
the UN and other international organisations – states which exercise sovereign power over their
entire territories, with developed, functional and democratic institutional and political systems. By
attracting local Serbs for active participation in national policy-making the Kosovo government
has shown it is on the right way to the realisation of the historically most significant foreign
policy end for a new state – membership of the United Nations. This end, however, can be
attained only if the policy of ‘integration inside for integration outside’ becomes part of the
political programme of not only one or two cabinets but an imperative of national policy-making.
Political consensus and societal unity are indispensable for that.

http://www.kdi-kosova.org/publications/NIS2011en.pdf
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THE WESTERN BALKANS IN 2010/11:
DEPARTURES IN DEMOCRATISATION AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION IN

EUROPE’S SOUTHEAST

REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA

GORAN STOJKOVSKI

Overview of 2010-11 developments – democracy and European integration

As a result of the unresolved dispute with Greece about its name, the Republic of Macedonia has
been blocked in its process of European Union and NATO integration. Opinions on the current
situation have been opposed. On the one hand, it is believed that Greece pushes forth some
unreasonable expectations when demanding from a sovereign state to change its name; on the
other hand, there are some attitudes that Macedonia itself – resulting from a lack of political
tradition and statehood experience – has been having a hard time orientating itself in the
confusing games of the international relations system and the entangled network of complex
interest interaction in international politics. The truth, as always, lies somewhere in the middle.
The emphasis in the current analysis will be placed on investigating the causes of the manifested
frailties and internal conflicts of Macedonia, as well as on the identification of its developmental
opportunities. The conflictual and immature state – it is an embodiment of more than one or two
weaknesses; the conflict itself is just the most visible manifestation of those weaknesses.

Democratic development

Macedonia’s foreign policy – not adequate to the ongoing developments in international relations
and often characterised by conflict and defiance – is an indicator for the national elite’s inability
to reach a political and national consensus at home rather than an inherently inadequate process.
Although the domestic elite regards this foreign policy as a functional reaction to external
disturbances caused by Macedonia’s neighbouring states, the problem has deeper roots. The
currently employed policy of confrontation and polemics with every state (instead of a policy of
dialogue and partnership) is in practice an expression of internal frailty. Confrontation outside
serves to neutralise contradictions inside. The elite cannot build a national consensus because it
cannot attain a societal integration. The people in Macedonia have developed a strong feeling that
they have unprotected – and unable to be protected – civic interests where the state not only fails
to be a guarantor but is seen as a factor impeding democratic development.

Given the weak position of the society, how does the elite succeed in obtaining legitimacy, i.e. the
votes of these disaffected citizens? The answer is relatively simple: by propagating a sense of
impasse and lack of a better, or indeed any, alternative as well as by a subtle and imposing spread
of common fear. Such an approach would include theses such as, “as the rumour has it, there is an
aggressive pressure from an external threat to the identity and the very survival of the nation and the state”, “the
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closeness to a political party guarantees the progress of you and the people close to you, preserves your employment,
solves your and your family’s problems, secures your existence and survival, while on the contrary, there is an all-
encompassing regress and failure”,  “anyway, you have nowhere to go any more – it is already late to emigrate”
and “well, you have no alternative, all are frauds, you have to choose the lesser evil.” Some more cunning and
creative governments combine this with alluring the citizens with an attractive (gaudy)
nationalism and the elevating of national pride via relevant projects as well as via ‘legal bribe’ –
allocating subventions, benefits, stipends and social transfers to certain groups. The problem with
this type of policies is that they are made possible by loans and budgetary indebtedness for the
citizenry and the state and not as a result of economic growth and investment. These
characteristics more or less are not unique to one Macedonian government only but are rather
typical of the behaviour of the country’s entire political elite – from the declaration of
independence in 1991 to the present day.

Elections

Several tens of political parties competed at the snap general election which took place on 5 June
2011 in Macedonia but it was eventually a game between two basic coalitions: one led by the
ruling VMRO-DPMNE party (Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organisation – Democratic
Party of the Macedonian National Unity) and the other led by the main opposition party SDSM
(Social-Democratic Union of Macedonia). In fact VMRO-DPMNE faced a three-pronged
opposition: a) the leftist SDSM-led coalition; b) a group of several smaller parties declaring
themselves as right-wing; and c) a group of Macedonian Albanian parties. The decision of Branko
Crvenkovski, current SDSM leader and former Macedonian president, to run in these elections
had a strong motivating effect for the undecided voters and those who had decided not to vote.
This effect can be clearly seen in a comparative analysis including previous polls and is
manifested in: a) the increased voter turnout; b) a considerable rise in the number of voters for
the SDSM-led coalition; and c) an increased number of voters for its adversary, the ruling
VMRO-DPMNE-led coalition, that is of those who believe Crvenkovski is the ‘father of the
criminal and predatory transition’ and who had had no intention to vote before his decision to
run and traditionally do not vote for the right-wing. On the other hand, VMRO-DPMNE’s call
to the right-wing voters that “every vote cast for any party but VMRO-DPMNE is an indirect vote for
Branko Crvenkovski” managed to stop the potential outflow of votes from VMRO-DPMNE to the
‘right-wing’ parties of former prime minister Ljubco Georgievski and former interior minister
Ljube Boskovski and to the recently formed party of General S. Angelovski (all formerly
associated with VMRO). The second message sent to the electorate by both SDSM and VMRO-
DPMNE, that “a vote cast for the small parties is a vote thrown to the garbage”, had its negative
impact on the potential voters of a centrist liberal option at the elections, an adversary of VMRO
and SDSM – the Liberal Democratic Party. The refusal of the leaders of all smaller parties to run
in a coalition (because of great expectations) caused a scattering of votes which left each of them
without a single mandate in the new parliament. Hypothetically, the sum of the votes cast for
each of those parties shows that if they had been in a coalition they would win between 7 and 12
mandates, or some 10% of the total number of mandates in the 123-seat Macedonian Sobranie.

In addition, by mobilising the electorate and the resulting high voter turnout the big parties raised
the ‘price’ of the deputy mandate (between 7,000 and 8,000 votes per constituency according to
the D’Hondt method). This turned out to be an unattainable threshold for parties with small and
underdeveloped organisational infrastructure.

There was a disputed struggle for the Albanian votes, too. In the course of the campaign, the
leaders of the Albanian parties kept blaming themselves about ‘who is the bigger vassal to
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Gruevski and a servant of the politics of VMRO-DPMNE, which holds the Euro-Atlantic
perspectives of the Albanians hostage by not resolving the dispute with Greece’

Despite the great expectations and confidence of Rufi Osmani for a convincing and impressive
election result, the star of the “political martyr of the 1990s” seemed to have faded: his party
National Democratic Revival managed to win only two mandates. Osmani, however, can boast a
success of a different type. He managed to sweep out of the stage all other small Macedonian
Albanian parties, including New Democracy led by the until-then regarded as favourite former
health minister and and presidential candidate Imer Selmani. Not surprisingly, the true clash at
these elections took place between Ali Ahmeti’s DUI and Menduh Thaci’s Democratic Party of
the Albanians (DPA) – the two big parties which dominate the Albanian electorate in Macedonia.
In the traditionally hard competition between these two rivals, the victory again, as has been the
case since 2002, went to Ahmeti. The star of the 2001 insurgent is still shining with a blaze
attracting votes and trust. Subsequently, DUI continued its alignment with VMRO-DPMNE, and
the two parties formed a relatively stable government.

In conclusion: despite the victory of the coalition led by the ruling VMRO-DPMNE, obviously
the votes given for others parties and coalitions are showing the gradual decline of the until
recently hyper-popular VMRO-DPMNE. Moreover, the coalition led by the Social Democrats
significantly improved its position in the 123 seat parliament, increasing its seats from 27 to 42,
and VMRO-DPMNE no longer has an absolute and independent majority.

Party politics

Since 2006, the VMRO-DPMNE-led government has been carrying out an incessant PR
campaign – before, during, after and between all election cycles. VMRO-DPMNE has bet on the
Skopje 2014 project94 and on its image as a firm and adamant player in the ‘name dispute’, as well
as on the ‘investment’ made in several social groups: generous subsidies for farmers and stipends
for students, raise in the remuneration in public administration and just another raise of pensions
and introduction of new benefits for the elderly. This wins elections. SDSM has been attacking
these policies of its rival, arguing that the extravagant Skopje 2014 project annoys the people and
that the 300,000-strong army of unemployed and the citizens’ frustration with Macedonia’s lack
of Euro-Atlantic perspective will oust Gruevski from power. As on now, SDSM admits about its
wrongly conceived election strategy. The former SDSM leader and prime minister, Vlado
Buckovski, explains the post-election situation:

94 The Skopje 2014 project constitutes a large-scale and radical refurbish of the capital, a construction effort of
the government to erect new museums, a National Theatre, a Philharmonic Society building, a Constitutional
Court building, a Foreign ministry building, bridges spanning the Vardar river and new building facades in
Baroque and Classical Antiquity style. The government has been feverishly placing numerous statues and
monuments of figures from the recent and not-so-recent past of Macedonia all over the city. The crown of the
project among them is a grandiose 30-metre statue of Alexander the Great accompanied by an Arc of Triumph
positioned in such a way as to connect the central Macedonia Square with the National Assembly. The project
aims to promote Macedonia’s national history and culture and to show its fight for statehood and national
consolidation. The government believes it so affirms the Macedonian identity in times when the future of the
Republic’s name is jeopardised. Actually by erecting the monuments and naming the central motorway in the
country (part of the Pan-European Corridor X), the city stadium and the Skopje International Airport after
Alexander the Great or his father Philip II, the government is retaliating in the ‘name dispute’ with Greece. The
government is questioning Greece’s exclusive right over antiquity with the argument that “all who live in the
geographic region of Macedonia share its common past.” Because of lack of transparency regarding the investor
in Skopje 2014, in this case the government, no one can tell what exactly the cost of the project is. The
opposition’s accusations have been that just in the middle of a global financial and economic crisis “the
government has been squandering funds in the range of 500 million euros.”
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“How can one counteract Gruevski and his perpetual campaigning? That was an unbreakable
mysteryfor SDSM in the past period, and it will be even harder in the future…The second biggest problem
for SDSM and the opposition was the shift in public opinion with regard to Skopje 2014. … Today,
however, I at least am of this opinion, the things are changing in favour of VMRO-DPMNE. Many who
were sceptical when watching the construction of the Skopje 2014 facilities, the holes and puddles around
the monuments, now have started to change their opinion. Today, then the Warrior on Horse is arrived [the
Alexander the Great monument], when the most debated project, the Arc of Triumph, is in its final phase,
when the Constitutional Court building on the left bank of the Vardar dominates the skyline – the criticism
has died down. The pace at which the facilities were being completed and monuments erected reveals that
VMRO-DPMNE regarded them as a major trump card in the election competition, which, were it not for
the SDMS’s call for early poll, would take place in the spring of next year.”95

A leitmotif covertly and silently hung over the early elections of 5 June 2011 was the unresolved
dispute with Greece about the name of the Republic of Macedonia. The voting majority of the
Macedonia electorate laid its preference on the VMRO-DPMNE coalition. This outcome
forebodes continuity in the current status quo policy towards the Greece dispute. It is wrong,
however, to believe that solely VMRO-DPMNE and Nikola Gruevski are the setback, factor and
key to the solution or failure to solve the ‘name dispute’. The majority in Macedonia – the Slavic
Macedonian citizens and the political parties representing them – believe that whoever agrees to a
compromise with Greece, i.e. accedes to a change in the current name of the Republic, will
sooner or later have their name written down in ‘golden’ letters on the wall of shame and traitors.
Macedonian politics is a no-win game, that is, the winner will have to ‘eat his head’: if Gruevski
does not solve the ‘name issue’, he will doom his country’s future; if he solves it – he will be the
betrayer of Macedonian identity, the Macedonians and everything Macedonian. Thus every leader
feels the potential danger of a mass, popular discontent after which he will be accused of state
treason and stigmatised for good – he and his party. Therefore, any movement toward the
solution of the dispute is only possible after a level of national and inter-party consensus
that the problem should be treated not as a partisan issue and issue of party calculations
for election strategies but as a national problem. In other words, Macedonians frighten each
other with potential state treason charges and a historic betrayal of kin, fatherland and name,
while at the same time playing a mimicry for the international community that, “if it weren’t for
the resistance of the opposition, ‘we, the convinced Macedonian pro-Europeans and NATO-men
would have quickly and easily made a compromise and put an end to the prolonged dispute’.”
The logic of ‘the election winner changes the name of the fatherland’ dissuaded and disrupted the
enthusiasm for success in many a political player. The more experienced hoped not so much for a
victory as for a post-election situation in which VMRO-DPMNE would be compelled, due to
weaker election results, to make compromises in the formation of a parliamentary majority. The
opposition parties and coalitions hoped for a situation in which they, as political opponents of
VMRO-DPMNE, would influence the formation of the new government. In other words, in case
of a narrow VMRO victory and insufficiency of mandates to form a majority, the opposition
parties would be willing to trade votes in return for a VMRO-DPMNE government formally
conceding to a compromise with Greece, thus absolving themselves of any political and historical
responsibility.

The Left, personified by the SDSM, believes that for the 20 years of existence of independent
Macedonia, it has made not once or twice hard compromises which it will have to carry as a
historical burden in Macedonian politics in the future and that it is now the Right’s turn to take
on part of the historical responsibility for promoting the all-Macedonian interests and the

95 Buckovski, V. “Leb I Igri: Pocna esenskata polusezona [Bread and Games: .The autumn half-season has
begun]” Dnevnik, 26 August 2011. Available at
http://dnevnik.com.mk/default.asp?itemID=36697A913DFF7341A273A1BE28413EB4&arc=1

http://dnevnik.com.mk/default.asp
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existence of the Macedonian state. The Right, or VMRO-DPMNE, however, is convinced that
the ‘name dispute’ requires such an essential compromise which any politically responsible agency
cannot accede to make. Moreover, VMRO-DPMNE, as a declared nationally representative and
conservative party in whose name the adjective ‘Macedonian’ is contained, cannot be the
formation that concedes and accedes to a form of self-cancellation. SDSM believes, on the
contrary, that VMRO-DPMNE should be the party to make the compromise because if SDSM
did, VMRO would never recognise such an outcome and would attack such a decision ‘from the
street’ – with mass protests. SDSM is building an image of the party with more political prudence
and insight regarding the solution of the dilemma of an integrated or not Macedonia, compared
to the vision of VMRO that a un-integrated Macedonia is not such a fatal option after all as is the
option with the change of name.

Notwithstanding a general positive assessment about the election process, EC did take note of
the case which had aroused public opinion: a member of the special 'Alpha' mobile police unit
was charged with the murder of a young man during a post-election rally in the centre of Skopje
on 6 June.96 In June and July thousands of mainly young people protested in Skopje almost every
day over the death of the young man and against police brutality.

In conclusion: With their obsession with the classicism of the ancient Greek period, the ruling
parties as if are trying to impose Greek elements into Macedonian identity, which according to
the prevailing beliefs is Slavic. And on the opposition side, one more time the ex-prime minister
Buckovski repeated his assessment: “SDSM, in a series of wrong estimates and moves, saved
VMRO-DPMNE from defeat, and once again extended its governing mandate for another four
years”.97

Institutions

The polemical foreign policy, however, serves as an instrument of the elite to divert the criticism
of the citizens in a situation of growing dissatisfaction with the weak, inefficient, biased and
compromised domestic institutions operated by the massive, politicised and clunky bureaucratic
apparatus. The social division comes not only along the line of the deep ethnic and political
differences and the national identity issue, but rather as a result of the citizens’ disappointment
that they don’t see in the elite the agents of change nor leaders devoted to genuine reform. The
opposite is happening: citizens suspect that the elite itself is responsible for the existence of
widespread corruption, nepotism, omnipresent clientelism, and massively favoured party cadres
in all spheres of life. The result is frustrating: a general loss of trust in the institutions and
conviction that no single administrative business, even if trivial, can be completed by the citizen
unless he “has someone in the administration, or an acquaintance from a political party, be it even opposition
one”, who can speed things up in the system. It is generally known in the public space that the
ordinary citizen makes use of the public services extremely hard because the staff in the public
administration (including in the health care and judicial systems) serves with priority relatives
friends and acquaintances – theirs or those of their compatriots in the political party. These
grievances actually show that the public administration system has become a ‘closed, self-serving
institutional circle’. Clientelism has become a serious societal problem. Almost every evening

96European Commission. The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia  2011 Progress Report/ Enlargement
Strategy and Main Challenges 2011-2012.; p.15 Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2011/package/mk_rapport_2011_en.pdf
97 Buckovski, V. “Uspesna ili zagubena godina [Successful or lost year]” Dnevnik, 23 December 2011.
Available at:
http://dnevnik.com.mk/?ItemID=36933764AD840A42BA4F711E91AC331F

http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2011/package/mk_rapport_2011_en.pdf
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television news emissions show citizens complaining that it is an open secret that business with
the administration is effectively done only after a phone call by the local party boss to the
relevant public officer or administrative servant appointed by the party.98

The excessive, outrageous, intense and incessant politicisation of the institutions is not only the
target of the critical domestic public opinion and the opposition parties but also of the European
Commission and the U.S. Department of State. Following is how official Washington perceives
the situation in Macedonia as spoken out by Secretary of State Hillary Clinton in a letter to
Macedonia’s new Foreign Minister Nikola Poposki:

“Macedonia has achieved considerable progress in the last 20 years but critical task remain in order to
create a stable, prosperous multiethnic democracy. At our meeting with Prime Minister Gruevski in
February, we talked about the United States’ growing concern about the deficit of transparency, the
selective law enforcement and compulsion, the problematic use of detainment and the deficit of
independent judicial institutions in Macedonia. We are also concerned that court trials remain susceptible to
politicisation and face pressure from both the politicians and the government.”99

In January 2008 the Law on Lustration took effect in Macedonia. The Constitutional Court made
amendments to it several times, as, for example, it ruled the definition of lustration would not
include the period after the democratic changes. Just as the Constitutional Court made
amendments and cancelled texts in the Law, the Lustration Commission was ‘lustrating’ state
officials. To begin with, it ‘lustrated’ none other but the Chairman of the Constitutional Court
itself. In the following period, the Commission carried on with the lustration of people suspected
for having collaborated with the secret services of the former communist regime. The
impression, however, after the lustration cases so far is that the Commission has been targeting
only people close to the opposition and has not found a single suspect from the ranks of the
government or close to some of the parties of the ruling majority, let alone someone close to
VMRO-DPMNE. Two of the members of the Commission argue that the Chairman
permanently starts ‘lustrating’ procedures against persons (politicians or even civic activists) who
were former government’s functionaries or former politicians (all of them were belonging to the
opposition). According to them, it remains unclear why the Commission does not deal with
potential agents from current politicians. The Chairman currently holds his position out of legal
mandate, which expired several months ago.

Corruption and organised crime

Almost all public opinion polls show a growing concern of the citizens about the expanding
corruption and the presence of organised crime. Statistical data and the prevailing public opinion
show a perceived sense of discrepancy between the levels of corruption and criminality, on the
one hand, and the indictability of these phenomena, on the other. A great proportion of the
citizens believe there is a criminal link between politics and the oligarchy created during the
transition period, that is, that organised crime at the highest level exists. The irony in this case is
that one of the ruling parties, the Democratic Union, presented in 2006, before coming to power,
a special programme for the fight against corruption and organised crime and promised it will be
an essential component of the government’s programme. The DECRI programme (abbr. from
‘decriminalisation’) takes a central place on the party’s website even now. But after almost six

98 The meaning of ‘party boss’ employed here is that described by Max Weber in his seminal lecture, “Politics as
a Vocation.”
99 “Na Vladata Ima Koj Da I Pise [There’s Someone to Write to the Government]”, Nova Makedonija, 20 August
2011. Translation from the Macedonian. Available at:
http://www.novamakedonija.com.mk/NewsDetal.asp?vest=81911188521&id=9&setIzdanie=22361
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years since the DU came to power there is no assessment to what extent the party has tackled the
phenomenology of organised crime and corruption. Here is what party documentation says about
the phenomenon:

In the Republic of Macedonia organised crime and corruption are of an immense scope and seriously
jeopardise the economic development and legal order of the state…There is a connection between the
criminal business lobby and the political establishment, and firm owners (and politicians don’t lag too much
behind) became rich in a classic criminal manner to the detriment of citizens and the general economic
growth of the country. This criminality formed thirty or so oligarchs in the country who, via their influence
on legislative initiatives and political decision-making exclusively in favour of their businesses (which have
had monopolistic position over the last 10 years), exercise total control over capital, the banking system, the
economy and the state top. This kind of organised crime has inflicted tremendous damage on the state, and
they paralyse the system as a whole. It is particularly dangerous, as in such a way economic growth is
blocked and huge social differences appear.100

In 2010 the state revenue administration launched a widespread tax inspection campaign of most
of the commerce firms owned by Velija Ramkovski, including his company Media Plus which in
turn owns several influential media outlets in Macedonia: a television station, several newspapers
and weekly magazines. The Ministry of the Interior joined the inspection with regular servicemen
and special tasks units. The government presented the campaign as a case of handling of a
classical organised crime group specialising in financial fraud and tax evasion. The Ministry of the
Interior called the case with the code name “Spider Web” and even showed a scheme of
correlations among the involved subjects in the form of a spider web in whose centre the media
owner was placed. In the course of the court trial the Public Revenue Authority and the
Prosecutor’s Office charged Ramkovski with tax evasion in the amount of several millions of
euros. The Prosecutor’s Office claims that the media outlets in this case have been only the cover
for tens of commercial firms with intensive activity among with financial embezzlement. As a
result of the government’s campaign, the media outlets were closed down in the summer of 2011.

There is one other, different version for the Spider Web case than the one sold by the
government. The opposition holds that the strike on Media Plus constitutes above all a revenge
of the government on the owner of the company whose media bitterly criticised the
government’s policies, as well as a blow on critical public opinion in the country as a whole.
Several international watchdogs commented the case, too. The international NGO Reporters
without Borders explains:

An influential businessman and media baron, Ramkovski was an unconditional supporter and partner of
Prime Minister Nikola Gruevski’s government from 2006 to 2008 but distanced himself in 2009.
Thereafter, Plus Produkcija became the bugbear of the government, which found it hard to accept A1’s
outspoken criticism.101

In practice, however, the Ramkovski case is a classic paradigm of the situation in the country
where the links of the oligarchs of the transition with politics have been a standard trait. The
government would have been far more convincing if instead of the vigorous and rough campaign
had launched a legislative initiative to prevent the formation of rings of commercial firms around
the media outlets, i.e. to limit the ability of media to serve as a camouflage for the business of
commercial companies. Moreover, there could be a legislative initiative to prevent media owners
from being political party leaders at the same time, but currently three coalition partners in the

100 Democratic Union. Project DECRI. Skopje. Available at:
http://www.demokratskisojuz.org.mk/?ItemID=73788A7D22EF904A8DC113D4ED6758F4

101 Reporters without Borders. Disastrous summer for Macedonian media, with TV station and three dailies
closed, 17.08.2011. Available at: http://en.rsf.org/macedonia-disastrous-summer-for-macedonian-17-08-
2011,40797.html
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ruling majority own media. Unfortunately, neither the government nor the opposition are honest
in these mutual accusations regarding press freedom, as in Macedonia it has been the case that
the owners of the most influential media are in the ruling coalitions – now in the VMRO-led
coalition and before in the SDSM-led coalitions.

Only at the end of 2011 did the Government propose a draft law to regulate the media. The
initiative, however, was rejected even by the Association of Journalists. In its progress report on
Macedonia for 2011, the EC did not fail to note the real problem in the Macedonian media
situation that the “editors and journalists have faced increasing undue political pressure and
intimidation. In this context, journalists and editorial policies are easily influenced, resulting in
widespread self-censorship.”102

In December 2010 Transparency International Macedonia published the report Global Corruption
Barometer 2010 showing poll results according to which some 75% of the citizens of Macedonia
believe that over the previous 3 years the corruption level has either increased or remained the
same but with a tendency to go up.103 In 2011, the Department for Statistical Research at the
Vienna unit of UNODC, along with the Statistical Bureau of Macedonia, published a report on
the corruption in the country. The report reviews the data of Transparency International
Macedonia, compares briefly the two studies and presents new data and conclusions after the
conducted investigation. The UNODC and partners’ study pay special attention to three
phenomena: a) citizens’ perceptions of the corruption phenomenon; b) level and frequency of
corruption practices in public administration; and c) reasons fo paying bribes. The report says
about those three phenomena:

One important result of this study is that a considerable number of citizens of the Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia (146,000, or 10.8% of the adult population between 18 and 64) have been directly
or indirectly involved in a case of corruption of an official in the 12 months before the study.

The basic reasons for giving a bribe in the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia are to speed
up the procedure (50%), to finalise the procedure (12%) or to receive good treatment (11%). Despite that,
12% give bribes for no particular reason. Almost half of the bribes (45%) are paid in cash, and one-fourth
(25%) in the form of food or beverages. The public sector corruption concerns are confirmed by the
experience of those who have started work in the public administration in the 3 years before the study: 6%
of them have got the job with the help of a bribe. The offering of goods, services and money in order to get
votes was registered during the parliamentary and local elections in 2008 and 2009: 5% of the citizens at
each of these elections were approached with such an offer. The average paid bribe in the Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia is 28,813 Macedonian denars, or 470 euros.

It is visible that in almost one-third of the contacts (32%) with public officials which have led to
money payment or gift exchange the bribe was offered by the citizens, while in more than 60% of the cases
the bribery occurred after a request. Some 15% of the cases involve a request via a third party, an
intermediary. People can, for example, give a bribe in the procedure for the issue of a new ID card or a
passport - to speed up the procedure, to pay less than the official fee, to obtain information or receive
better treatment.104

102 European Commission. The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia  2011 Progress Report/ Enlargement
Strategy and Main Challenges 2011-2012.; p.17 Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2011/package/mk_rapport_2011_en.pdf
103 Transparency International Macedonia, Global Corruption Barometer. Skopje, 9 December 2010. Available
at:
http://www.transparency.org.mk/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=649&Itemid=77
104 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime. Корупцијата во Поранешна Југословенска Република
Македонија: Подмитувањето искусено од населението [Corruption in the Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia: Bribery As Experienced by the Population]. pp. 7-8, 13, 18, 20. Available at:
http://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-
analysis/statistics/corruption/Corruption_Report_fYR_Macedonia_Macedonian_web.pdf
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The study was conducted in August-September 2010 in face-to-face interviews with randomly
selected citizens. The study is financed by the European Commission and the Norwegian
government. The conclusions of UNODC, the State Bureau for Statistics and Transparency
International Macedonia show that they strikingly overlap with the grievances of citizens about
the widespread clientelism and corruption already mentioned above in section c. Institutions.

European integration

From year to year the EC keeps repeating the remarks and reproves Macedonia because of its
tardiness in the implementation of reforms. Actually, the latest Report for 2011-2012 noted its
progress (“there was progress as regards…”), but the EC’s way of assessing achievements often
includes formulas such as: “were made efforts, but was not successful”; or “no practical steps
were undertaken to prevent future similar occurrences”; or “However, gaps and ambiguities
remain, especially in relation to provisions for complaints of administrative resources”; or
“Additional efforts are needed in order to prepare…”; or “also needs to strengthen its capacity to
develop policy on…”; or “Significant additional efforts are needed at…”;…and similar phrases.

Key developments in 2010-11

Shortly after the publication of the EC progress report on Macedonia, in November 2010, the
opposition organised protest marches throughout the country, with discontent culminating in a
march along the Skopje streets. The tension went on for several months, after which the
opposition left the parliament and demanded early elections. It is difficult to fathom why the
elite, both before and after the EC report publication, fails or is reluctant to synchronise its
behaviour with the basic recommendation of the EC:

The work of the parliament has continued on the basis of dialogue, a key priority of the accession
partnership. It adopted numerous pieces of legislation related to the accession to the European Union.
Nonetheless there were some difficulties in the relations between the main political forces…

After one year of discussions the amendments to the rules of procedure were adopted in
September. These should strengthen parliamentary cooperation in the future by setting out clearly the right
of the opposition to table issues on the parliament's agenda. However, during the reporting period there
was little dialogue on sensitive political issues. In response, the opposition groups decided to stop
participating in formal coordination meetings from April to September. The opposition DPA, which has 5
MPs, continued the boycott of parliament which it began in August 2009.105

After an initial snub and some vacillation, the ruling VMRO-DPMNE decided that, after all, it
would be good for it to organise a snap poll. In the meantime, calculations gave unfavourable
prospects, as surveys showed an accelerated drop in the VMRO-DPMNE’s rating with a
tendency to produce weak election results and an unknown outcome in a year when the regular
elections were scheduled to take place. IN its report, the EC reiterated its decision to start
accession negotiations with Macedonia after finding a compromise solution with Greece while at
the same time recommending continuation of reforms in several key sectors. Instead of a year
devoted to accelerated reform, the year after the EC report publication turned into an election
year. The reform pace slowed down while the parties entered an exhaustive, tense and cruel
election campaign.

105 European Commission. The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 2010 Progress Report/ Enlargement
Strategy and Main Challenges 2010-2011. pp. 7-8, Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2010/package/mk_rapport_2010_en.pdf
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In the progress report of Macedonia for 2011, the EC practically repeated the criticisms from the
previous report for every observed sector and, what was new, noted that the ruling majority
undertook intensive parliamentary activities during the period of a boycott of the parliament by a
majority of opposition parties:

The ruling Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organisation (VMRO-DPMNE) and Democratic Union for Integration
(DUI) coalition, which had a two-thirds and a 'Badinter majority' (majority among both the majority and
non-majority communities), were able to continue to enact laws despite the boycott. Amendments to the
Constitution, the Electoral Code and the Law on Lustration were among over 200 acts enacted without the
opposition.106

However, that which caused real national and political quake in the country was the omission by
the EC to use the adjective “Macedonian” throughout the whole progress report. Moreover, the
EC now openly and directly indicated that further progress in the integration process depends on
solving the name dispute with Greece. Macedonia has kept its insistence on beginning
membership negotiations, but the European Council did not set a date for it because the name
issue remains unresolved. Actually, the move has once again been indirectly blocked by Greece.

Reform progress

Macedonia failed to attain some more tangible progress in 2010-11, as political parties were
competing in an election campaign during almost the entire period from November 2010 to
September 2011. In the period observed, the government did not present evidence for progress
in the key areas for EU integration as set by the EC:

As regards reform of the public administration, a key priority of the Accession Partnership, progress
was partial and mainly confined to legislative aspects. The political and operational responsibility for
management of public administration remains fragmented. The High Committee on public administration,
formally led by the Prime Minister, meets on a monthly basis to address the reform needs in the field. The
Committee's conclusions, however, have not been systematically and effectively implemented.107

In fact, the ruling majority did adopt laws and acts setting rules for the functioning of the public
administration but could not point to concrete achieved effects and respective solutions of the
problems explicitly identified by the EC. A positive step was the introduction of an electronic
system for evaluation of the service and the officials’ performance involving the pressing of one
of three smiley face buttons placed on the desks and counters of the servants in public
institutions. The customer chooses among three expressions: ‘smiling’, ‘serious’ and ‘frowning’
and thus states how satisfied he or she is with the service and the work of the state employee.
This assessment influences the status of the servant, who is rewarded or penalised according to
the number of ‘smiling’ and ‘frowning’ evaluations he or she gets. Also, customers have the
opportunity to react and give feedback for the quality of service via the website of the respective
institution. By the time of writing, however, these innovations were not introduced in all
institutions and cities/towns. Actually the government often emphasises a given progress by
pointing out the innovations in one or two institutions in the capital turning a blind eye on the

106 European Commission. The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 2011 Progress Report/ Enlargement
Strategy and Main Challenges 2011-2012. Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2011/package/mk_rapport_2011_en.pdf
107 European Commission. The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 2010 Progress Report/ Enlargement
Strategy and Main Challenges 2010-2011. p. 9, Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2010/package/mk_rapport_2010_en.pdf
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public criticism that the situation in the country is far from resembling that in the government
accounts.108

Setbacks

The old problem remains: the laws come to life hard or not at all. The ruling majority tends to
handle well what is easier and is unwilling or unable to handle what is necessary: it swiftly
prepares and efficiently adopts draft laws which subsequently are either applied difficultly or late
or don’t have any positive effects or are attacked by the Constitutional Court or are returned for
amendments – they just don’t come to life. In other words, the ruling majority is adopting in a
speedy procedure and at a good pace the so-called ‘European’ laws which fail to change the
society and the situation in the country for the better. Following are the EC’s remarks and
recommendations for reforms and amendments as put in the 2010 progress report:

The Special Group on Public Administration Reform held its first session in September 2010.
However, the recruitment procedure under the Law on public servants does not guarantee a merit-

based recruitment procedure, nor does it establish when an external rather than an internal recruitment
procedure will apply. Also, there is no probationary period and promotion is not clearly linked to staff
appraisals. The capacity of the CSA to take on the new competences conferred by the Law on public
servants is insufficient in terms of expertise, budget and available infrastructure.

The Law on civil servants allows certain rights and responsibilities of civil servants in some
institutions to be regulated differently. This fragments the legal framework applicable to civil servants,
allowing for too many exceptions. Two out of eleven laws governing these institutions have been partially
harmonised with the Civil Servants Law. Salary-related provisions in particular remain inconsistent. The
final stage of the civil servant's recruitment does not guarantee a transparent, merit-based selection, as it
leaves too large room for discretion. Similarly to the Law on public servants, the application of the external
versus internal recruitment procedure is not specified.109

By the time of writing of this analysis, Macedonia was unable to attain a tangible progress in the
removal of the stated weaknesses. On 11 October the census was cancelled because of flawed
methodology, which caused chaos on the ground. The old suspicion between Macedonians and
Albanians was rekindled: they permanently accuse each other that, on the one hand, the
Albanians are attempting forgery to increase their numbers, whilst, on the other hand, some
Albanians insist that the Macedonians want to artificially lower the number of Albanians in the
country.

International aspect

Macedonia has been in a latent and perpetual dispute (with varying intensity) with almost every of
its neighbours, with the one with Greece on the ‘name’ issue being the most painful. If we
provisionally determine that the disputes with the other neighbours are softer and have a better
potential for being dealt with, the dispute with Greece is such that it places Macedonia in a
seriously unfavourable international position. Macedonia is thus in no position to make use of its
invitation to join NATO or the EC’s recommendation to start accession talks, as it cannot
circumvent the unanimity principle valid in decision-making in those two organisation. The
dispute is political, but Macedonia tried to transform it into legal by filing a suit at the

108 „Не очекувајте смајли да светне [Don’t Expect Smiley to Turn on]”, Nova Makedonija, 1 September 2011,
Skopje. Available at:
http://novamakedonija.com.mk/NewsDetal.asp?vest=911195353&id=9&prilog=0&setIzdanie=22370
109 European Commission. The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 2010 Progress Report/ Enlargement
Strategy and Main Challenges 2010-2011. pp. 9-10, Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2010/package/mk_rapport_2010_en.pdf
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International Court of Justice in The Hague. On 5 December, Macedonia won its lawsuit in the
International Court of Justice against Greece. The Court ruled that Greece breached a 1995 UN
Interim Accord when it blocked Macedonia from joining NATO in 2008. Greece has reasons to
be worried, but Macedonia has much more. If Greece is determined to ignore the ruling or to
withdraw from the Interim Accord or to continue blocking Macedonia’s progress to integration,
then it will be too hard for any party to turn the situation in favor of Macedonia. In this case it
seems that the ruling will not help the dispute resolution but do exactly the contrary. Greece may
have to pay some political price if it repeats the offence at some future point, but in fact in
international relations nothing stands above the state's sovereignty. Nobody can compel a
sovereign state to do something if the state will not. Neither Greece nor Macedonia can be
forced to do something against their national interests. International law, however, is often
powerless to solve problems belonging to the sphere of politics. Therefore, Macedonia can rely
on legal support of its position in the dispute with Greece, but, at least for the time being, a true
progress can be attained only through the political negotiations taking place under the UN
auspices and the mediation of U.S. diplomat Matthew Nimetz. In the meantime, while in
relations with other neighbours the status quo mainly was maintained, during 2010-2011
Macedonia has improved relations with Turkey (a fact also noted by the EC).110

Macedonia is bound to comply with international political aspects as directly or not they have
their impact on the domestic political and societal development in the country as a whole. The
present analysis reveals that if there is not an external standard, indicator or an evaluator present
such as the EC, for example, the country shows a serious deficit of own capacity to really reform
problematic sectors such as public administration, the judiciary, the corruption and clientelism,
media freedom, etc.

Perspectives

This year Macedonia made a grand celebration of its 20-year anniversary as an independent state.
In practice, however, the major political parties keep governing according to the same model
during all the years of the transition. It is not the government or the opposition but the
Macedonian political elite as a whole that faces difficulties in achieving tangible positive results
from the implemented policies that were supposed to promote the international position of the
country and the citizens’ common interests in European standards. The intense, sharp and
endless rivalry between the two major parties not only fails to produce a national consensus but
actually thwarts every effort and chance for the necessary national unification. The way political
struggle takes place in Macedonia suggests that the political factors taking part in it consciously or
not turn into destabilising factors. The current period is so sensitive that Macedonia badly needs
political and societal consensus. What certainly can unify the citizenry is if they can see that their
political representatives uniting around three most important national priorities: 1) The fight
against corruption and organised crime; 2) The political disempowerment and appropriation of
political influence of the oligarchy created during the transition; and 3) Integration of the country
into EU and NATO. It is supposed and expected that the elite in a state is the highest instance
taking care of security and stability in the country, of the betterment of its citizens. It’s now the
Macedonian political class’s turn to show it.

110 European Commission. The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 2011 Progress Report/ Enlargement
Strategy and Main Challenges 2011-2012. p. 23, Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2011/package/mk_rapport_2011_en.pdf
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THE WESTERN BALKANS IN 2010/11:
DEPARTURES IN DEMOCRATISATION AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION IN

EUROPE’S SOUTHEAST

MONTENEGRO

STEFAN RALCHEV

Overview of developments in 2010/2011

Tiny Adriatic republic Montenegro has, since it became an independent state in 2006, been
quietly moving forward from state reorganisation to European Union membership, unlike its
problematic neighbours and despite the EU’s internal troubles and Montenegro’s own domestic
underperformance in some key areas. In a country of a little more than 600,000 people, reform
may need less effort to embrace, and politics may seem more predictable. Montenegro has been
ruled by the omnipotent Democratic Party of Socialists (DPS) most of its transition years, and its
leader and Montenegrin flagman Milo Djukanovic only retired from statesmanship functions in
late 2010 (though he kept the DPS leadership). In December 2010, the EU Council confirmed
Montenegro as a candidate country, and a year later it set a date for opening of accession talks
with the country. If Montenegro fulfils some remaining commitments in the spheres of the rule
of law and the fight against corruption and organised crime, it will start the membership
negotiation process in June 2012. A big fuss along the way was the adoption of a new election
law, required by the European Commission, but a bargaining ground for governing party and
opposition until September 2011, when it was finally adopted. Montenegro, however, has shown
continuing weaknesses in its judiciary and handling of corruption, and media freedom has been a
novel concern in 2011 with frequent arsons of newspaper-owned vehicles. But while neighbours
Bosnia and Kosovo are far behind in the EU queue and Serbia faced a frustrating delay in
obtaining a candidate status that same December 2011, Montenegro seems to be smoothly
navigating after its other neighbour and EU champion, Croatia, into fulfilling all conditions for
membership.

Democratic development

According to Freedom House’s Nations in Transit 2011 report, Montenegro’s democracy score
worsened a notch to 3.82 in 2011 from 3.79 a year earlier (on a scale of 1 to 7 where 1 is highest
democratic level and 7 is worst). The main driver of this slight deterioration was an increased
pressure on the media from business and political circles. Generally, the report describes
Montenegrin democratic governance as dominated by personalities and less influenced by
institutions; the electoral process as still subject to influence by the governing coalition of DPS
and the Social Democratic Party (SDP); Montenegro’s civil society as vibrant yet with uneven
presence, both regionally and thematically; the media milieu as having an improved legal setting
but in practice having deteriorated because of pressure attempts at outlets; local governance as
heavily dependent on Podgorica; judicial independence as containing considerable gaps; and the
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fight against corruption as lacking efficiency, coordination and independence.111 In a regional
context, Montenegro’s score renders the country an average performer on a par with Macedonia,
ahead of Kosovo (5.18), Albania (4.04) and Bosnia (4.32) but behind Croatia (3.64), Serbia (3.64),
Romania (3.43) and Bulgaria (3.07).

In its 2011 progress report on Montenegro, the European Commission states in the section on
democracy and the rule of law that “Establishment of the legal and institutional set-up required
for an independent country is complete. The political consensus on State-building has been
further consolidated”; “Parliament's role of oversight and control of the government has been
strengthened, in particular in the areas of security and defence. A number of hearings, including a
control hearing, were held. The number of parliamentary questions increased. Measures have
been taken to improve transparency and interaction with civil society”; and “Overall, with the new
government in office, government coordination and policy-making has further improved,
particularly the quality of consultations with civil society.”112 In the section on civil and political
rights, the report concluded that “progress has been made on improving the legal and regulatory
framework and enforcing civil and political rights in Montenegro. However, shortcomings remain
with the fight against ill-treatment and impunity, access to justice and the prison system. The role
of law enforcement authorities in protecting media freedom remains to be strengthened, in line
with European standards and the case law of the European Court for Human Rights. The quality
and sustainability of the dialogue between the State institutions and civil society representatives,
in particular with NGOs dealing with the most vulnerable groups, remain to be further
strengthened.”113

In reality, Montenegrin citizens are getting more and more discontent with the level of
democracy in their country. According to a survey published in August 2011 and conducted five
months earlier, a little over sixty percent of the respondents said they were either “not satisfied”
or “not very satisfied” with Montenegro’s democratic development, while 12.4% said they were
“very satisfied”. The main setbacks for Montenegrin democracy were crime, corruption, poverty
and a weak economy, the surveyed people said.114

Elections

No elections were held in Montenegro in 2011, in spite of talk about a possible early
parliamentary vote after the resignation of Milo Djukanovic in December 2010. Nevertheless,
elections and, more specifically, election legislation were an important topic in 2010/11. Certain
amendments to the electoral law were a requirement set by the European Commission if
Montenegro was to be offered an accession negotiations date, and the ruling parties and the
opposition were at odds about those amendments for most of 2011. The changes were to put
into legal practice the constitutional commitment to fair representation of minorities by making
use of a system of affirmative action for representation in parliamentary elections of all
minorities; “[t]hey improve the technical side of voting and offer better safeguards for equality of
votes.”115 The apple of discord regarding this necessary piece of legislation was that some

111 Freedom House. Nations in Transit 2011. “Montenegro”, p. 390-2. Availale at:
http://www.freedomhouse.org/sites/default/files/inline_images/NIT-2011-Montenegro.pdf.
112 European Commission. Commission Staff Working Paper. Montenegro 2011 Progress Report, p. 5-8.
Brussels, 12 October 2011. Available at: http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/press_corner/key-
documents/reports_oct_2011_en.htm.
113 Ibid., p. 17.
114 “Majority of Montenegrins Dissatisfied with Democracy”. BalkanInsight, 8 August 2011. Available at:
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/survey-suggests-montenegrins-are-dissatisfied-with-progress.
115 See European Commission, p. 5.
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opposition parties, especially those representing the Serb minorities, tied their support for it to an
agreement on a separate law on education which would provide for the word “Serbian” to be
included in the name of a school subject. This departure caused seven failed attempts of the
Montenegrin legislature to pass the electoral law, jeopardising Montenegro’s progress on the EU
track and bringing about talk of early elections and parliament boycott by the opposition.116

However, agreement was reached in the end, and in early September the vital legislation
adopted.117

Party politics

Milo Djukanovic’s Democratic Party of Socialists has been the invariable factor in the politics
and governance of Montenegro in the last 20 or so years. Currently in the ruling Coalition for
European Montenegro with the Social Democratic Party (SDP), the Bosniak Party (BS) and the
Croatian Civic Initiative (HGI), the DPS is the most powerful formation with a tight grip on
power in Podgorica and across the tiny country. During the transition period (the FR Yugoslavia,
the Serbia-Montenegro and the post-2006 independence years), the opposition has comprised
parties such as People's Party of Montenegro (NS), Democratic Serbian Party of Montenegro
(DSS), New Serbian Democracy Party (NOVA) and Socialist People's Party of Montenegro
(SNP). In this light, Montenegro’s domestic party life may seem a little tedious when compared to
that of other Western Balkan countries. Djukanovic’s step-down in December 2010 brought
some unrest to the Montenegrin political scene, with some forecasts floated linked with possible
early election and change of course in the Adriatic republic. But Djukanovic kept the helm of his
party, and consistence has been the keyword in state governance, too. In a January 2012 interview
for Al Jazeera Balkans, Milo Djukanovic said he didn’t plan to return to his country’s executive,
saying he had achieved all his political goals, become a professional politician and may settle on a
business career.118 He also mentioned he was concerned with the problems in the opposition.

Institutions

Montenegro’s institutions have been improving in functionality and efficiency ever since the
country obtained its independence in 2006. As institutional development has been predominantly
linked with Montenegro’s EU path, the European Commission’s judgement on its institutions
has been highly regarded all along and can be taken as a measure for their advancement. The
Commission has insisted on two main aspects of Montenegro’s institutional life: public
administration and judiciary reform. In the 2011 progress report on Montenegro, the
Commission said that:

Overall, Montenegro has taken important steps to address the main challenges posed by the public
administration reform. The Government adopted and started to implement a public administration reform
strategy. An improved legal framework in the area of civil service and state administration aiming at efficiency,

116 See Remikovic, Drazen. “Montenegro Opposition Vote against Ne Election Law”. BalkanInsight, 1 August
2011. Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/montenegro-opposition-vote-against-new-election-
law; “Montenegro Opposition Party Considers Calling Early Election”. BalkanInsight, 5 August 2011. Available
at http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/montenegro-s-opposition-seeks-early-elections and “Montenegro
Opposition Considers Boycotting Parliament”, BalkanInsight, 30 August 2011. Available at:
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/opposition-considers-boycotting-parliament.
117 Fison, Maryrose. “Montenegro Government Passes Landmark Electoral Law”. BalkanInsight, 9 September
2011. Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/montenegro-government-passes-landmark-electoral-
law.
118 See “Recite Al Jazeeri – Milo Djukanovic [Tell Al Jazeera – Milo Djukanovic]”. Al Jazeera Balkans, 6
January 2012. Available at: http://balkans.aljazeera.net/video/recite-al-jazeeri-milo-dukanovic.
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de-politicisation and merit-based recruitment has been adopted. Legislation regulating administrative
procedures has been amended and a further comprehensive reform has been launched. The Human
Resources Management Authority has been strengthened. Preparations for implementation of the adopted
legislation have to be stepped up and focus on enforcing de-politicisation, professionalism and effectiveness
and impartiality of the administration, including through merit-based recruitment and promotion. The
capacity of the Ombudsman and of the State Audit Institution needs to be further enhanced. Implementation
of the Public Administration Reform Strategy needs to take due account of the need to rationalise
administrative structures and strengthen administrative capacity, notably in areas related to European
integration, while ensuring the financial sustainability of public administration.119

Regarding the judiciary, it concluded:

Overall, progress has been made in the area of judicial reform. The legal framework regarding the
independence of the judiciary and the autonomy of the public prosecution office has been improved at sub-
constitutional level and the process of constitutional reform has advanced. Provisions on the accountability of
judges and prosecutors have been strengthened. Significant efforts will be needed in the period ahead to
ensure completion of the legal reform and effective implementation of the newly adopted legislation. A
country-wide single recruitment system based on anonymous tests for first-time judicial appointments
remains to be established. Systematic training for all judges and prosecutors, in particular on new legislation
and EU law, has yet to be put in place. Efforts to reduce the case backlog before courts have been stepped
up, but the methodology used needs to become more consistent. The lack of adequate infrastructure and
equipment continue to hinder judicial efficiency. Full publicity of court rulings needs to be ensured. The
judiciary still has to demonstrate its independence, accountability and efficiency in practice, particularly by
producing convincing results, including final decisions on corruption and organised crime cases at all levels.120

Yet dissatisfaction and true concern about the proper functioning of the judiciary do exist. A
November 2011 journalistic investigation by BalkanInsight showed that “Convicted rapists in
Montenegro … routinely receive minimal jail terms of around three years, while their victims face
years of trauma and distress.”121

Media

The state of media freedom in the Balkans has been raising concerns among international
watchdogs. The Paris-based organisation Reporters Without Borders said in its latest 2011-2012
World Press Freedom Index that

The economic crisis accentuated the Balkan media’s problems – use of the media for private or criminal
interests, unfair competition in very small markets, and self-censorship by a growing number of badly paid
journalists. Judicial officials – many of them poorly trained, allied with the government and often corrupt –
seem more interested in harassing the media than ending impunity for those who threaten or physically attack
journalists. This was the case, for example in Bosnia-Herzegovina (58th), Montenegro (107th), Albania
(96th) and Macedonia (94th), which lost 40 per cent of its media with the closure of Plus Produkcija, a
company that owned three dailies and the leading privately-owned TV station [bolding mine].122

As mentioned earlier, it was solely problems with the independence of the media that decreased
Montenegro’s overall democracy score in Freedom House’s Nations in Transit 2011 report. The
Independent Media score worsened from 4.00 to 4.25, and the section on the media situation in
Montenegro (the report covers developments in 2010) summarised:

119 European Commission, p. 9-10.
120 Ibid., p. 12.
121 Kulidzan, Jelena. “Rough Justice for Balkan Rape Victims”. BalkanInsight, 8 November 2011. Available at:
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/rough-justice-for-balkan-rape-victims.
122 Reporters Without Borders. “Europe and Ex-USSR”. 2011-2012 World Press Freedom Index, p. 1. Available
at: http://en.rsf.org/press-freedom-index-2011-2012,1043.html.
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2010 saw improvements in laws governing the media, with the adoption of a new Law on Electronic Media
and amendments to the criminal code that mandated publication of court verdicts in defamation cases as an
alternative to fines. These have not been followed by improvements in practice. TV Vijesti finally received a
broadcast frequency but incurred substantial losses during its two-year battle with the state to get it. Pressures
on independent media continued: in 2010 there were 64 ongoing processes against the two independent
dailies, Dan and Vijesti, with nearly €1.5 million (US$2.1 million) in fines at stake. Although this year there
were no physical attacks on journalists, cases from previous years are yet to be effectively processed.
Meanwhile, there is evidence of more subtle pressures on publications to align themselves with certain actors,
or lose funding. The main political party, the Democratic Party of Socialists, is withdrawing all advertisements
from the daily Vijesti, and state-owned companies are dramatically reducing advertisements in Vijesti, Dan,
and Monitor in favour of the state-owned daily, Pobjeda. In combination with the general recession, this has
worsened the situation for key independent media.123

In the summer of 2011, there was a sequence of arsons of vehicles owned by daily newspaper
Vijesti. Journalists, editors and public figures then came up with a statement that, since no results
were produced from the investigation into the incidents, they were politically-motivated, and
blamed for them organised crime circles connected with DPS leader Milo Djukanovic. The DPS
declined to comment. Several journalists have also complained of threats after doing investigating
reporting on organised crime.124

Corruption and organised crime

The fight against corruption and organised crime are two of the key areas which the EC set as
priorities for Montenegro to step up efforts in. In the 2011 progress report, the Commission
concludes that

Overall, implementation of the government's anti-corruption strategy and action plan, part of the key priority
identified in the Opinion, has continued. The strategic and legislative frameworks have been strengthened in
the key areas of political party financing, conflicts of interest, whistleblowers, incrimination and public
procurement. Risk analyses of areas vulnerable to corruption were completed with a view to further fine-
tuning prevention policies. The technical and administrative capacity for preventing and fighting corruption
has been upgraded. Steps have been made to establish a solid track record of proactive investigations,
prosecutions and convictions in corruption cases at all efforts, which is part of the Opinion key priority on
anti-corruption. Yet, efforts need to be stepped up to further develop it. The number of final convictions, in
particular for high-level corruption cases, remains low. Use of special investigative measures continues to be
impeded by the lack of adequate equipment and specialised human resources. Inter-agency coordination and,
in particular, cooperation between prosecutors and the police need to be further improved. Implementation
of the legislative framework remains uneven. The newly enacted provisions in the areas of conflict of interest
and political party financing need to be implemented with determination. There continues to be a need for
stronger monitoring of corruption and conflicts of interest in the judiciary. Corruption remains prevalent in
many areas and continues to be a serious problem.125

According to Transparency International’s 2011 Corruption Perception Index, Montenegro

Two major corruption-related cases shook Montenegro in 2010/11. The first, the so-called
Zavala case, erupted in December 2010 and involved 11 suspects, mainly high officials of the
ruling Democratic Party of Socialists, DPS: “It concerns illegal construction of hotels on the
island of Zavala near Budva. The accused, including the former mayor of Budva, Rajko Kuljaca,
also a member of the DPS, are charged with damaging the state to the tune of more than a
million euros by signing harmful contracts for hotel construction with Russian investors.

123 Freedom House, p. 391.
124 Remikovic, Drazen. “Newspaper Arsonist Strikes Again in Montenegro”. BalkanInsight, 29 August 2011.
Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/newspaper-arsonist-strikes-again-in-montenegro.
125 European Commission, p. 14.
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Indictments were filed December [2010] and the trial is ongoing.”126 The second affair was more
recent (December 2011) and originated outside Montenegro. It concerns bribes Deutsche
Telekom paid to Montenegrin officials when its subsidiary Magyar Telekom was acquiring
Montenegro’s state-owned telecoms operator. The scandal broke out when the United States
Department of Justice and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) brought charges
against Deutsche Telekom and Magyar Telekom for violating the federal Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act: “in Montenegro… 7.35 million euros ($9.51 million) was paid in 2005 to
consultants under four sham contracts, under a plan to help Magyar buy state-owned phone
company Telekom Crne Gore AD on favourable terms, the SEC said.”127 As a result,
Montenegro’s organised crime prosecutor Djurdjina Ivanovic said she would launch a probe into
the accusations.128

In regard to organised crime, Montenegro came first under the spotlight when in the 1990s Milo
Djukanovic was connected with cigarette smuggling between Italy and Montenegro. In 2010/11,
a major scandal was about alleged telephone calls between Prime Minister Igor Luksic and
Foreign Minister Milan Rocen with suspected drug-lord Darko Saric. The call listing in Saric’s
monthly bill, indicating he called the two government officials, was published in the daily Dan in
December 2011 and caused a lot of tumult. Luksic and Rocen denied all accusations.129

European integration

Montenegro’s prospects on the path to EU membership have been increasingly good ever since it
gained independence in 2006, and the country is the second closest to integration after Croatia.
The European Commission defined in 2010 seven key tasks for Montenegro to attain before it
can start accession negotiations. These are: improvement of the legislative framework for
elections; public administration reform; strengthening rule of law; fight against corruption; fight
against organised crime; enhancing media freedom; and implementation of anti-discrimination
policy. Based on its evaluation of the progress Montenegro had made, the Commission
recommended in October 2011 that the country start accession talks. In December 2011, the
Council set June 2102 as the start date for talks, pending Montenegro is even more successful in
the areas of the rule of law and the fight against corruption.

Key developments in 2010/11

 December 2010: European Council confirms Montenegro as a candidate country;
 September 2011: Parliament adopts new electoral law;
 October 2011: European Commission recommends opening of accession talks with

Montenegro;

126 Remikovic, Drazen. “Montenegro Pledges Action on EU Corruption Concerns”. BalkanInsight, 25 October
2011. Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/montenegro-pledges-action-on-eu-corruption-
concerns.
127 “Deutsche Telekom in $95 million bribery settlement”. Reuters, 29 December 2011. Available at:
http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/12/29/us-deutschetelekom-charges-idUSTRE7BS0KS20111229.
128 Milosevic, Milena. “Montenegro Promised Telekom Bribe Probe”. BalkanInsight, 6 January 2012. Available
at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/montenegro-promises-telekom-bribe-probe.
129 Government of Montenegro. “Montenegro’s PM Lukšić and FM Roćen deny ever having contact with
fugitive Darko Šarić”. Press release, 4 December 2011. Available at:
http://www.gov.me/en/News/110280/Montenegro-s-PM-Luksic-and-FM-Rocen-deny-ever-having-contact-with-
fugitive-Darko-saric.html.
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 December 2011: Council sets June 2012 as negotiations’ start date on condition of more
efforts in rule of law, fight against corruption.

Reform progress

The Commission said in its 2011 progress report that Montenegro had achieved progress in most
areas. Progress was visible in the seven key priority areas, too, with more efforts needed in the
rule of law (especially the judiciary) and the fight against corruption and organised crime.
Regarding the key requirement for electoral reform, the report said:

Overall, the legislative and institutional framework for elections has been considerably enhanced, in line with
the recommendations made by the Venice Commission and OSCE/ODIHR. Parliament's functioning has
further improved. Consensus between parliamentary parties on EU-related matters remains high. Progress has
been made on strengthening parliament's legislative and oversight functions, by means of stronger support to
parliamentary committees, better planning of parliamentary work and closer oversight, notably in the areas of
defence and security. However, further sustainable efforts are needed to consolidate parliament's legislative
and oversight role and to enhance its administrative capacity. Parliament's capacity and means to scrutinise
draft legislation against the EU acquis need to be upgraded. The role of the National Council for European
Integration in Montenegro's EU integration process remains to be further developed. Parliament's
cooperation with civil society is to be further enhanced.130

A procedure to amend the Constitution in the sphere of the judiciary was launched by the
government in June 2011. In July the parliament endorsed the decision in principle and obliged
its Committee for Legal and Constitutional affairs to prepare the constitutional amendments.
Several alternative amendments were submitted to the members of parliament, too. “The
amendments envisage new arrangements on the set-up of judicial institutions, aimed at limiting
political influence in appointments and broadening judicial independence, notably through the
increase of the number of Judicial Council members coming from the judiciary and a new
appointment procedure of the Supreme Court President, involving the Judicial Council.
Provisions enhancing the capacity and the independence of the Constitutional Court are also
envisaged.”131

According to a new criminal law adopted on in September, prosecutors will be able to carry out
investigations into cases of crime and corruption themselves and will not have to wait for the
police to turn in a report, as was the case before. “Officials believe it is a good example of reform
and that Montenegro must move further in this direction.”132

Setbacks

The setbacks on Montenegro’s path to EU membership are of domestic and external nature. As
already described, the main areas of difficulty at home have been the rule of law and the fight
against corruption and organised crime. Montenegro has to devote more efforts in these, so that
accession talks can start in June 2012 as planned. A potential drawback for Montenegro may be
the adopted new approach in negotiation after the conclusion of the talks with Croatia: the most
difficult chapters regarding justice and corruption will be opened at the beginning of the process
(not at the end as it used to be), so that the Commission will be able to monitor these areas all the
way through.

130 European Commission, p. 7.
131 Ibid., p. 10-11.
132 Remikovic, Drazen. “Montenegro Pledges Action..”.
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Other potential hurdles are of external nature. The Netherlands, as with all other candidate and
potential candidate countries, has been traditionally very critical and suspicious of real progress in
Montenegro. In November 2011, it was not even clear the Dutch parliament would not block the
country’s planned start of membership negotiations.133 So Dutch discontent and the increasing
German sternness in dealing with Western Balkan candidates may slow down Montenegro.
Another potential problem is linked with Montenegro’s neighbours (Kosovo and Bosnia). As put
by the European Parliament’s foreign policy committee in January 2012, Montenegro is paying
the price of slow progress on the way to the European Union because of its unstable
neighbours.134

International aspect

Montenegro’s cooperation in regional context has been progressing. The Commission’s 2011
progress report summarises that “Overall, Montenegro continues to satisfy the Stabilisation and
Association Process conditionality on cooperation with the ICTY and regional cooperation,
despite some outstanding bilateral issues.”135 Those issues are predominantly petty
misunderstandings on lower level with Serbia, with whom Montenegro formed a state union up
until 2006. They include Montenegro’s recognition of Kosovo, Serbian minority concerns in
various legislation and issues regarding the Serbian Orthodox Church on the territory of the
country.

The EC report says about Montenegro’s bilateral relations:

Montenegro continues to maintain good bilateral relations with other enlargement countries and the
neighbouring EU Member State Italy. However, delimitation of borders with Croatia, Serbia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina and Kosovo remains pending. The agreement on dual citizenship with the former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia remains the only agreement of this kind with another country in the region.

Relations with Albania have remained good. Cooperation between the two countries focused on economic
and trade relations.

Relations with Bosnia and Herzegovina have continued to improve. Three agreements were signed relating
to border crossings for local and international transport and defence. Agreements on cooperation in the field
of tourism and exchange of data with regard to social insurance entered into force.

Montenegro continued to maintain good relations with Croatia. The two countries signed an agreement on
the extradition of citizens sentenced for corruption and organised crime. A number of technical meetings
have been held to prepare the joint submission of the Prevlaka border delimitation to the International Court
of Justice, but no substantial progress has been achieved to date. The temporary agreement continues to
function smoothly, but a permanent solution is necessary.

Relations with the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia remained good. Bilateral agreements were
signed on economic and social cooperation and on cooperation in the fields of education, science and
technology. Agreements on bilateral investment protection and on coordination of social security systems
were concluded. Furthermore, the two countries have also signed an agreement on extradition of citizens
involved in organised crime, corruption and money laundering.

Relations with Serbia remained good, overall. Cooperation is developing, in particular in the economic,
environmental and scientific fields. Serbia opened a consulate-general in Herceg Novi. However, some issues
concerning the dissolution of the State Union still remain to be solved, such as finalisation of the distribution
of assets and liabilities and citizenship rights, particularly concerning dual citizenship.

Montenegro continued to maintain good relations with Kosovo. A bilateral agreement relating to
registration of displaced persons from Kosovo living in Montenegro entered into force on 29 June. A

133 See “Dutch May Block Start to Montenegro-EU Talks”. Balkan Insight, 24 November 2011. Available at:
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/dutch-to-block-start-of-montenegro-s-eu-accession-talks.
134 “Nestablilni susjedi blokiraju evropski put CG [Unstable neighbours are blocking Montenegro’s European
path]”. Al Jazeera Balkans, 24 January 2012. Available at: http://balkans.aljazeera.net/makale/nestabilni-susjedi-
blokiraju-evropski-put-cg?utm_source=ajbbalkan.
135 European Commission, p. 23.
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readmission agreement was signed on the same day. Yet, the demarcation process has not progressed,
notwithstanding the existence of a commission specifically responsible for it. The issue of explicit recognition
of the Montenegrin minority in Kosovo remains pending.136

Perspectives

Montenegro’s perspectives in democratisation and European integration remain positive. The
country’s state-building endeavour has been completed successfully, and reform towards true
European democracy is progressing. Unless something unforeseeable happens or Montenegro
fails in its last-minute efforts in the rule of law and corruption areas, the country will start
accession negotiations with the EU in June 2012. The EU, on its part, will have to strive to
abandon its introvert phase linked with the Eurozone crisis and pay more attention to and reward
its prospective members from the Western Balkans. A potentially worrisome trend in
Montenegro and all across the region, including Balkan EU members Bulgaria and Romania, is
the worsening media situation. Maybe both the Montenegrin government and the EU should
dedicate more time to analysing and rectifying the problems in this sphere, apart from addressing
the other important issues.

136 Ibid., p. 22-23.
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THE WESTERN BALKANS IN 2010/11:
DEPARTURES IN DEMOCRATISATION AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION IN

EUROPE’S SOUTHEAST

SERBIA

STEFAN RALCHEV

Overview of developments in 2010/11

The year 2011 was replete with events for Serbia, both promising and bleak, but the single most
longed development – obtaining a candidate status for membership in the European Union –
remained unattained. The reasons for that, as always, can be sought both in Serbia and in
Brussels (or, lately, Berlin); however, in this specific case, Serbia’s relations with a third party –
Kosovo – may have had the biggest holding effect on its EU bid. And by relations here it is
meant the whole set of determinants and aspects attached to the complex domestic and
international situation linked to the territory of the former Serbian province – official
negotiations, law and order, institutions, minority rights, trafficking and organised crime. The
problems effusing from that have also held Kosovo back in its state-building and EU aspirations.

In 2011, Serbia showed its resolution for a European future by surrendering the last two and
most sought war crimes fugitives from the 1990s Yugoslav wars to the UN court in The Hague.
Ratko Mladic and Goran Hadzic had been a major setback in Serbia’s cooperation with the
International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) and thus a tripping stone in its
EU integration process. Serbia placed high hopes on the fact that the perceived biggest obstacle
on its EU path had been removed. But it turned out it was too early for revelling. Clashes over
customs control between Kosovo Serbs and Kosovo policemen and customs officials in North
Kosovo along the border with Serbia and the injury of KFOR soldiers in July and September
tarnished the until-then decently proceeding dialogue between Belgrade and Prishtina on
technical issues that would allow normal bilateral exchange of citizens and goods. Improved
dialogue with Kosovo was a condition set by the EU for Serbia to get a candidate status, and
indeed for Kosovo to start discussing visa facilitation for its citizens with the bloc. Apart from
playing against both sides’ EU efforts, the clashes prevented the establishment of the rule of law
along the border, the formalising of customs interactions and the pushing out of shady organised
crime interests. This gave rise to speculations that this is exactly what the purpose of the clashes,
disguised under Serb indignation at Pristina’s attempts to establish its influence in the North, had
been in the first place.

In the course of the year, pre-election campaigning also started to take place, ahead of the general
vote in spring 2012. However, the main point of contention among the various parties was not
about how to handle the murky economic situation in light of the crisis, but again Kosovo and
the problems arising there. The Democratic Party (DS)-led coalition government was reshuffled
in April, straining relations among the main partners. Although new alignments are expected
ahead of the elections, future coalitions are still unknown, with every party being wary of
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preliminary commitments. An important factor in the election campaign will be the EU’s
decision in February whether to grant Serbia a candidate status (though likely without a starting
date for accession talks), as public support for EU membership has been waning to its lowest
since 2003 and a positive decision would be a boost for European-oriented parties.

Regardless of who will govern Serbia after the general poll, the country will likely continue to face
the dilemma of the last several years: ‘Shall it be EU, or shall it be Kosovo?’ It has been possible
and repaying so far to push on both fronts, and that is what the DS-led government has been
doing. While rigorous in implementing the EU-required reforms and in cooperating with The
Hague, Serbia has been adamant in its statements it will never recognise Kosovo. An epitome of
this ambiguity and vagueness of direction was a nostalgic summit of the Non-Aligned Movement
the government organised in Belgrade in September 2011. But this duality will soon have to be
done away with and a clearer course taken, as a dim picture exists of ‘Neither EU, nor Kosovo.’

Democratic development

In line with Serbia’s general endorsement of democracy and human rights respect after the fall of
Slobodan Milosevic in 2000, the country marked a progress in the period 2010/11, mostly
precipitated by increased dedication to EU-required reform. According to the Nations in Transit
2011 report by Freedom House, Serbia’s Democracy Score was improved to 3.64 in 2011 from
3.71 the previous year (on a scale of 1 to 7 where 1 represents the highest level of democratic
progress and 7 the lowest). The improvement was mainly on account of a more efficient fight
against corruption and stepped up civil society activity regarding consumer protection, restitution
and labour issues. The report highlights Serbia’s acknowledgement of the need to start a dialogue
with Kosovo despite a refusal to recognise its secession, the efforts at modernising its institutions
and upholding the rule of law amidst a hard economic situation and the improved tone in
relations with neighbours.137

In the conclusions to its progress report on Serbia issued in October 2011, the European
Commission also noted a tangible progress Serbia has made in the spheres of democracy and
human rights:

In the light of substantial reforms over the last years, Serbia has considerably progressed towards fulfilling the
political criteria related to the stability of institutions guaranteeing democracy, the rule of law, human rights
and respect for and protection of minorities, set by the Copenhagen European Council in 1993, as well as the
conditions of the Stabilisation and Association Process… The legal and institutional framework for the rule of
law is comprehensive, including in the areas of the fight against corruption and organised crime where initial
results were achieved. The legal framework for the protection of human rights and minorities is well
developed and has started being implemented.138

However, some specific sentiments remain present in Serbian society which the state has been
unable to address fully. Despite existing democratic legislation regarding minorities, its
application in practice may have been problematic, given various signals visible in the Serbian
media. Throughout 2010/11, there have been several appeals from representatives of Bosniak
and Albanian minorities from Serbia’s southern regions for more rights. The leaders of the two
communities also called for boycott of the official census in Serbia that was completed in mid-

137 Freedom House. Nations in Transit 2011. “Serbia”, p. 482-3. Available at
http://www.freedomhouse.org/images/File/nit/2011/NIT-2011-Serbia.pdf.
138 European Commission. Conclusions and Recommendations of the Commission's Opinions on the membership
applications by Serbia (extract from the Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European
Parliament "Enlargement Strategy and Main Challenges 2011-2012", COM(2011)666). October 2011. Available
at: http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/press_corner/key-documents/reports_oct_2011_en.htm.
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October 2011.139 In the same vein, representatives of the LGBT community in Serbia felt
discriminated against after the National Security Council banned a Gay Pride Parade scheduled
for October in Belgrade citing concerns about probable violent clashes between gay marchers
and far-right groups. They claimed the authorities had capitulated to hooligans.140 The march was
supported by numerous EU embassies and international organisations even though clashes did
erupt in a similar march in 2010.

Elections

No elections were held in Serbia in 2011, but the second half of the year saw a gradual animation
of the domestic political scene in view of the regular elections scheduled for the spring of 2012.
The upcoming poll is to be the first in a decade that will ensue after a full term in office of the
incumbent government. According to a public opinion poll held in December 2011, as much as
43% of Serbs are not sure yet they will go to the ballot box at all. The main contenders and those
most likely to pass the 5% threshold for parliamentary representation are expected to be ruling
Democratic Party (DS), the Serbian Progressive Party (SNS), the Democratic Party of Serbia
(DSS), a coalition led by the Socialist Party of Serbia (SPS), the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP)
and the coalition United Regions of Serbia (URS).141 The closest battle is expected to take place
between neck-and-neck competitors DS and SNS. AT this stage, Serbian parties have been
reluctant to engage in pre-election coalitions and have not ruled out post-election alignments with
various potential partners. The main possibilities according to speculation in the media have
connected DS with the party led by current labour minister Rasim Ljajic, (SDP) and foreseen a
new Reversal centrist and hard-line pro-EU coalition among LDP, the Serbian Renewal
Movement (SPO) and smaller parties; a leftist coalition between SPS and the Pensioners’ Party
(PUPS); and an independent campaign by URS.142

In terms of the character of the campaign and the prevailing issues at this initial stage (officially,
even the poll date has not been determined yet), several trends have been visible. For one,
domestic analysts believe that relatively little time has been spent by political actors on discussing
remedies for the economic crisis, compensating for it with arguments about Kosovo and the
troubles connected with it.143 Second, commentators observe a blurring of policies, with DS
rhetoric shifting more to the right and toward nationalism, while the traditionally national-
oriented opposition (mainly SNS) has been displaying a more moderate image.144 A third opinion
about the campaign is that Serbia’s failure to obtain a EU candidate status will not significantly
hurt the preferences for the DS. And purely technically, there have been observations that the
campaign this time has “turned nasty” at a very early stage, with smearing posters finding their

139 Barlovac, Bojana. “Ethnic Albanians and Bosniaks to Boycott Serbian Census”. BalkanInsight, 30 September
2011. Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/ethnic-albanians-and-bosniaks-to-boycott-census-
over-language.
140 Barlovac, Bojana. “Ban on Gay March Divides Opinion in Serbia”. BalkanInsight, 3 October 2011. Available
at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/lgbt-serbia-capitulated-to-hooligans.
141 Cerovina, J. “Готово половина бирача не зна за кога би гласала [Almost half of voters undecided for
whom to vote]” Politika, 20 December 2011. Available at:
http://www.politika.rs/rubrike/Politika/201865.sr.html.
142 See Andric, Gordana. “Serbian Liberals Mull Pro-European Coalition”. BalkanInsight, 26 October 2011,
available at http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/liberals-to-form-pro-european-movement, and  “Ko ce s
kim na izbore [Who with whom in the elections]?”. B92, 23 December 2011, available at:
http://www.b92.net/info/vesti/index.php?yyyy=2011&mm=12&dd=23&nav_id=568257.
143 Krivokapic, Snezana. “Serbia Poll Rivals Offer Few Clues for Fixing Economy. BalkanInsight, 23 November
2011. Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/crisis-what-crisis.
144 Andric, Gordana. “Serbia Election Rivals Blur Policies to Lure Voters”. BalkanInsight, 27 October 2011.
Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/election-rivals-blur-policies-to-lure-voters.
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place across Belgrade.145 A development worth noting is the plans of far-right nationalist
organisation Dveri to run in the election on the “family values” ticket.146

Party politics

Inter-party processes have naturally been defined within the framework of the forthcoming
general elections. Two more important government changes took part in 2011 which, however,
did not lead to serious repercussions in the ruling coalition in parliament and in the DS itself. In
February Mladjan Dinkic, economy minister and leader of DS’s pro-economy coalition partner
G17 Plus, was sacked by Prime Minister Mirko Cvetkovic for bad work performance.
Subsequently, G17 Plus aligned with other smaller regional parties to form URS. In December
Deputy Prime Minister Bozidar Djelic of the DS resigned after Serbia failed to obtain an EU
candidate status.

While platform differences among major Serbian parties do exist regarding the economy and the
role of the state, the major differentiation in 2010/11 has again been stance on Kosovo. The
party spectrum has been divided in three discernible camps. First, there are the rightist and more
nationalistically oriented parties to whom the secession of Kosovo was the biggest disaster that
could happen to Serbia and who have been supporting the idea that Kosovo should be always
regarded as part of Serbia. For these parties, reflecting the mentality of people in small towns and
villages across the country, Kosovo should be a priority and EU membership should be sacrificed
for this end. These include the main opposition SNS; the Serbian Radical Party (the party from
which SNS originated); and the ultra-nationalist Dveri organisation. Second, there is a newly
noticeable pair of parties which are extremely liberal and pro-European and for which Kosovo is
already a closed page and Serbia should move on and join the European family of nations at
whatever price. The LDP and SPO believe that Kosovo is a burden for Serbia and should have
its own path. Their supporters draw from big cities such as Belgrade and Novi Sad in the richer
and more liberal northern province of Vojvodina. And then there is the middle ground which has
been embodied by the ruling DS. DS’s stance has been perfectly reflected in Serbia’s ambiguous
foreign policy: both EU and Kosovo are priorities; the EU is an important goal and EU-required
reforms should be accelerated but Serbia will never recognise independent Kosovo. This policy
has been feasible so far but inevitably one day its two prongs will become self-cancelling.

Kosovo is likely to dominate the rest of the election campaign to the detriment of serious debates
on the economy and fiscal health of Serbia. In February 2012 the EU Council is to decide
whether to grant the country candidate status, and this will provoke EU-related discussions for a
period of time. Also, talk about political coalitions before and, most importantly, after the
elections will probably abound. As one commentator mentioned, in Serbia the programmatic and
values component is not essential in coalition formation, so many outcomes are possible.147

Institutions

145 Andric, Gordana. “Serbia Election Fight Turns Nasty”. BalkanInsight, 23 November 2011. Available at:
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/election-fight-turns-nasty.
146 Barlovac, Bojana. “Serb Far-Right Group Prepares Poll Debut”. BalkanInsight, 26 August 2011. Available at
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/serbia-s-far-right-dveri-readies-for-elections.
147 Valtner, L. “Pomirice se, ali posle izbora [They will make it up, but after the elections]”. Danas, 15
December 2011. Available at:
http://www.danas.rs/danasrs/politika/pomirice_se_ali_posle_izbora.56.html?news_id=230263.
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According to the latest EC progress report, “Serbia has a comprehensive constitutional,
legislative and institutional framework which overall corresponds to European and international
standards.” More specifically, “Parliament has become far more effective in its legislative activity
under the current legislature”; “There has been a gradual improvement in parliament's role of
oversight and control of the government”; “Overall, Serbia has a well-established functioning
system of executive power”; “A law on fiscal decentralisation was adopted in June 2011 which
aims at providing municipalities with additional funding through allocations stemming from the
income tax”; “The legal framework providing for public administration reform (PAR) is largely in
place in Serbia and administrative capacities are generally well developed, in particular at central
level”.148

On the other hand, “In spite of… recent improvements, the government's capacity for strategic
policy planning has yet to be developed. Inter-ministerial and inter-agency coordination need to
be improved and compartmentalisation reduced”; “Further efforts are needed in order to make
effective use of the regulatory impact assessment and improve public consultation in the
legislative process, particularly with regard to civil society and local self-government”; “A
stronger political commitment and a strengthened strategic approach to [public administration]
reform are needed. Enhanced coordination is necessary because responsibilities are divided
between several actors, and the monitoring of PAR implementation needs to be improved”.149

The report sums up public administration and judiciary matters:

Overall, administrative capacity is in general well developed at central level and a strategy for public
administration reform is in place under the auspices of a Council reporting to the Prime Minister. There is a
need for further alignment of legislation and more effective implementation of the existing legal framework
and strategy. Progress remains slow and is affected by a lack of coordination among stakeholders and
insufficient managerial capacities. The establishment of a merit-based recruitment and career system is not yet
complete and appointments remain vulnerable to politicisation. Public administration is weak at the local
level. Independent regulatory bodies have been established in all important areas. The followup of their
findings and decisions should be strengthened… Overall, substantial reforms of the judiciary have been
pursued in Serbia since the adoption of the national strategy in 2006, and were intensified in 2009 and 2010.
Independence and self-administration were strengthened with the establishment of the new High Judicial and
State Prosecutorial Councils. The restructuring of the court network, including the creation of an
administrative court, and a new law on enforcement of court decisions were appropriate steps for increasing
the efficiency of the judiciary. The initial significant shortcomings identified in the re-appointment procedure
are in the course of being addressed through a review process, for which there are clear guidelines. The review
process remains to be satisfactorily completed in a transparent manner, in line with these guidelines. At the
same time, the Serbian judiciary still faces a number of challenges. Constitutional and legal provisions on
appointments, promotion and dismissals in the judiciary will need in due course to be brought into line with
European standards. Further efforts are needed in order to increase public confidence in the judiciary,
improve the effectiveness of disciplinary proceedings, reinforce the execution of judgements and further
reduce the large backlog of pending cases.150

There have also been criticisms in the media about the justice system shielding criminals151 and
the record number of government agencies.152

148 See European Commission. Commission Staff Working Paper: Analytical Report Accompanying the
document Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council. Commission
opinion on Serbia’s Application for Membership of the European Union. 12 October 2011. Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/press_corner/key-documents/reports_oct_2011_en.htm.
149 Ibid.
150 Ibid.
151 See Anastasijevic, Dejan. “Serbian Justice: Open to Negotiation?”. BalkanInsight, 10 November 2011.
Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/serbian-justice-open-to-negotiation.
152 See Latkovic, Natasa. “Drzimo rekord po broju agencija [We hold a record in agency numbers]”. Blic, 10
January 2012. Available at: http://www.blic.rs/Vesti/Politika/300537/Drzimo-rekord-po-broju-agencija.
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Media

Freedom House’s Nations in Transit 2011 report leaves Serbian media situation with an unchanged
rating of 4.00. In its reasoning, the organisation says:

With Serbia’s media sphere in an advanced stage of privatization, continued diversification of the media
industry in line with market trends offered consumers a wide range of information sources. The scope and
accessibility of media formats slightly improved with the expansion of online options, while the market for
traditional print and broadcast media did not change significantly, despite the financial impact of the
economic downturn and diminished revenue from advertisers. Serbia’s controversial Law on Public
Information remained in place, but without significant impact on media outlets.153

Freedom House mentions as worrying the continued physical attacks on journalists and the still
felt political pressure on some media, particularly in small towns.

One development in 2011 was the adoption by parliament in the second half of the year a new
media strategy. The strategy has been shrouded in controversy from the start. Its original draft, as
prepared by media experts, was subsequently modified to the dissatisfaction of journalists, and a
prime ministerial supervision group was created to monitor the process of its creation.154 The
media strategy was also kept unannounced to the public until its endorsement, which created the
impression of lack of transparency. The document was adopted by parliament (as it was part of
Serbia’s EU agenda) but became de facto useless with the voting of Serbia’s 2012 state budget
where no money was earmarked to implement it.  “The strategy anticipated the withdrawal of the
state from media ownership, the establishment of six regional public broadcasters and the
possibility for national minority councils to retain the right to establish media in minority
languages.”155

Another controversy in Serbian media life was ignited by the intention of German media group
WAZ to withdraw from the Balkans, including Serbia. WAZ owns stakes in three major Serbian
newspapers: Politika, Vecernje novosti and the Novi Sad-based Dnevnik. After it became known it
would seek to sell them, another newspaper, the tabloid Kurir, was rumoured to be interested in
taking over those stakes. However, according to independent journalist associations and some
politicians (from the liberal and pro-EU parties LDP and SPO), Kurir was too small to make
such a major acquisition and thus a third party was using it to obtain the stakes; they claimed that
party was the government.156

The blurriness of Serbian media ownership has emerged as one of the most serious problems
lately. An ongoing journalist strike at one national broadcaster, Avala TV, has provoked an
investigation into the problem by pan-Balkan online media outlet BalkanInsight. The investigation
showed how Avala’s ownership was impossible to trace; that Serbian laws are partially to blame
for it; that there is a real danger for monopoly ownerships all across the media spectrum; and that
this problem has caused serious concern among democracy watchdogs such as the Organisation

153 Freedom House, p. 483-4.
154 See Barlovac, Bojana. “Serbia’s Media Strategy Sparks Fresh Controversy”. BalkanInsight, 26 August 2011.
Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/serbia-s-media-strategy-sparks-controversy.
155 Ristic, Marija. “Serbian Budget Ignores Media Strategy”. BalkanInsight, 9 January 2012. Available at:
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/serbian-budget-ignores-media-strategy.
156 “Smajlovic: Ko stoji iza Kurira? [Smajlovic: Who is behind Kurir?]” B92, 15 December 2011. Available at:
http://www.b92.net/info/vesti/index.php?yyyy=2011&mm=12&dd=15&nav_category=12&nav_id=565850.
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for Security and Cooperation in Europe and the European Commission, the latter insisting it was
not helpful for Serbia’s EU bid.157

Corruption

As with other Balkan countries, corruption has been a key issue for Serbia and a constant
presence in the EU’s critiques. The Commission’s 2011 progress report on Serbia summarises:

Serbia has put in place the legal and institutional framework to combat corruption, including an Anti-
Corruption Agency and a new law on funding of political parties in line with European standards. The
Minister of Justice was appointed anti-corruption coordinator. The authorities have launched a review of the
outdated strategy and action plan for the fight against corruption. Steps have been taken towards
specialisation of the law enforcement agencies and a greater number of cases have been prosecuted.
Corruption remains prevalent in many areas and continues to be a serious problem. Stronger political will is
needed in order to significantly improve the performance in combating corruption. The competences and
capacities of the Anti-Corruption Agency need to be strengthened. Law enforcement authorities need to
adopt a more pro-active approach in investigating and prosecuting corruption and the judiciary needs to
gradually and significantly build up a track record of final convictions, including in high level cases.

Corruption watchdog Transparency International has been even more critical. Its latest
Corruption Perception Index survey showed that Serbia’s score has deteriorated to 3.3 in 2011
from 3.5 a year earlier (on a 0 to 10 scale, where 0 is total corruption and 10 is lack of
corruption). According to the Serbian branch of the organisation, the main reasons for that are:

 Violation of endorsed anti-corruption laws and of the legal balance by adopting contradictory or
unclear regulations;

 There is no learning based on already revealed corruption cases and patterns of corrupt behaviour;
 Extra-institutional powers of political parties influencing the work of the entire public sector;
 Insufficiently transparent process of decision-making, inability of citizens to influence it, and

unregulated lobbying;
 Redundant procedures and state interventions which increase the number of corruption-prone

situations;
 Inadequate capacity of law implementation supervisory and control bodies; discretionary authority in

determining the matter of inspections.158

An ongoing criticism regarding corruption has been about privatisation and that it has been a
source for enrichment rather than a meaningful economic act: Serbia has cancelled almost 30%
of all privatisation deals because of corruption or mismanagement.159 Some specific cases of
alleged irregular activities and controversies in 2011 include the arrest of former health agency
chief Svetlana Vukajlovic for alleged abuse of state funds in the procurement of swine flu
vaccines160 and the planned merger of the Public Procurement Office (a watchdog supervising
tenders issued by the state) with the finance ministry, which would potentially increase

157 Barlovac, Bojana. “Murky Serbian Media Sector Masks Monopoly Risk”. BalkanInsight, 12 January 2012.
Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/murky-serbian-media-sector-masks-monopoly-risk.
158 Transparency Serbia. “Presentation of Corruption Perception Index of Transparency International for 2011”.
Available at:
http://www.transparentnost.org.rs/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=162%3Aprezentacija-
indeksa-percepcije-korupcije-transparency-international-za-2011-godinu&catid=14%3Avesti&lang=en.
159 See Dojcinovic, Stevan. “Serbian Privatisation: Criminals Still Cashing In”. BalkanInsight, 4 November
2011. Available at http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/serbian-privatisation-criminals-still-cashing-in.
160 See “Ex-health fund official arrested over swine flu vaccines”. B92, 20 September 2011. Available at:
http://www.b92.net/eng/news/crimes-article.php?yyyy=2011&mm=09&dd=20&nav_id=76471.
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opportunities for corruption.161 On the positive side, Serbia’s Directorate for the Management of
Confiscated Property has shown impressive results since its inauguration in 2009, putting to good
use confiscated criminal assets worth 350 million euros.162

European integration

Serbia has been firmly on the path to EU accession ever since the Democratic Party has been in
power. The cornerstone moments in the process in 2010/11will be listed below, but two
important issues that characterise it are, invariably, the EU’s, notably Germany’s, criticism for
Belgrade’s tacit support for parallel institutions in Kosovo and the ever shrinking public support
for membership among Serbs. Despite frequent assurances by EU politicians that Serbia’s
membership will not be conditioned on recognition of Kosovo, Germany has made it clear in the
second half of 2011 (after the problems in North Kosovo) that Belgrade’s support for parallel
Serb institutions there should stop and dialogue with Prishtina continued. Serbia was keen to
comply on both counts. To the former attested moves by North Kosovo Serbs to apply
massively for Russian citizenship as they felt Belgrade was not defending adequately their interest.
And the latter was repaired with a renewed dialogue between Belgrade and Prishtina in
December. On the domestic scene, the troubles in Kosovo, again, have driven down Serbs’
popular support for EU membership to an all-time low – 44.5% in November 2011. But things
went in the positive direction with the New Year, and support rose to 51% in January 2012.

Key developments in 2010/11

The important developments that portray Serbia’s European bid in 2010/11 include: (1) The
submission of the membership questionnaire to the European Commission in January 2011. (2)
The capture of the most wanted and last war crimes fugitives, Ratko Mladic and Goran Hadzic,
to the UN tribunal in The Hague in May and July, respectively; the move removed one of the
biggest obstacles for Serbia as cited by the EU. (3) The positive Commission report on Serbia’s
progress in October 2011; it recommended that Serbia be granted a candidate status for
membership. (4) The deal with Kosovo on border issues reached in December 2011 just in time
for the European Council; Serbia hoped it would be enough for the Council to accept the
Commission’s recommendation. (5) The European Council decision not to grant candidate status
on 9 December, 2011, and subsequent the resignation of Deputy Prime Minister Bozidar Djelic.
The Council is to decide in February 2012 whether to grant the status and start accession talks,
based on the dialogue with Kosovo.

Reform progress

The EC progress report stated that Serbia has made progress in almost all spheres of its
integration with the EU (See above sections for details). Regarding the most problematic issue –
Serbia’s dealings with Kosovo – the EU Council has welcomed advancement in the matters of
customs, university diplomas, public registries, freedom of movement, cadastre and integral

161 See Krivokapic, Snezana. “Serbia Tender Agency Merger Stirs Corruption Fears”. BalkanInsight, 23
September 2011. Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/procurement-agency-opposes-merger.
162 See Barlovac, Bojana. “Serbia Puts Criminals’ Assets to Good Use”. BalkanInsight, 22 November 2011.
Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/serbia-acquires-e35%C3%A5-million-worth-seized-
property.
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border management.163 The Serbian parliament passed in September 2011 three very important
bills, required on its EU path. By a large majority, Serbian MPs voted for the bill on public
property and the bill on restitution of property and indemnification.164 After complaints on the
restitution legislation by the Hungarian minority which allegedly was discriminating against them,
parliament modified the law in November, thus precluding any possible Hungary veto in the bid
for candidate status.165 The third legislation was a new Law on Criminal Procedure, introducing
prosecutorial investigations and hopefully improving cooperation between police and
prosecutors. This law came into force in January 2012.166

Setbacks

As already mentioned, the biggest setback for Serbia in its firm resolution to pursue the EU goal
in 2011 has been the problematic relation with Kosovo and the resulting problems on the
ground. The issue has several dimensions. First, Serbia’s dual strategy featuring both a firm EU
dedication and a stubborn decisiveness to obstruct Kosovo and not cooperate with it whenever
possible has shown first symptoms of backfiring. The support for parallel Serbian institutions in
the North has indirectly led to clashes in the summer of 2011, when Prishtina tried to install its
own rule of law in the Serbian-populated areas. Local Serbs, relying on the support of Belgrade,
attacked Prishtina’s customs officials and EU and NATO soldiers and built barricades on the
roads to the border cross-points. Of course, there are speculations that the clashes were incited
by organised crime groups who saw the establishment of the rule of law and order along the
border, and indeed any increased presence of statehood in Kosovo, as threatening to their
interests. But the support that Belgrade has been tacitly granting the North Kosovo Serbs to
challenge the Kosovo institutions has invariably played its part.

The second dimension is directly linked to the first and pertains to the people on the spot. While
Serbs living in enclaves south of the Ibar river (and even around Prishtina) have been
participating in Kosovo’s public life and have representatives in the parliament and government,
the North Kosovo Serbs have been boycotting every joint action with the rest of Kosovo, let
alone institutional participation. They do not recognise any Kosovar institution and have their
own, do not participate in elections and when they felt Belgrade was not giving them sufficient
support due to its EU priorities, they applied for Russian citizenship.167 North Kosovo Serbs also
planned to hold a referendum in February 2012 asking whether to acknowledge the Kosovo
institutions or not, but they are considering postponing it after calls from Belgrade that it would
harm Serbia’s EU bid.168

On the other hand, the European Union itself has had a dual approach to Serbia, thus hurting its
progress along the membership path. The Commission acknowledged in the progress report of
October 2011 that the country has done very well and that it should be granted a candidate

163 See Milosevic, Milan. “Ausweis, bitte”. Vreme, 8 December 2011. Available at:
http://www.vreme.com/cms/view.php?id=1023359.
164 See Barlovac, Bojana. “Serbia Adopts Last EU Must-do Laws”. BalkanInsight, 27 September 2011. Available
at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/serbia-adopts-last-bills-from-eu-must-do-list.
165 See Barlovac, Bojana. “Serbia Meets Hungarian Demands on Restitution”. BalkanInsight, 24 November
2011. Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/serbian-parties-agree-on-disputed-rehabilitation-act.
166 See Ristic, Marija. “Serbian Criminal Law Changes Take Force”. BalkanInsight, 16 January 2012. Available
at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/new-criminal-legislation-from-monday.
167 See Barlovac, Bojana. “Kosovo Serbs Urged to Emigrate to Russia”. BalkanInsight, 17 November 2011.
Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/russia-reviews-kosovo-serbs-request-for-citizenship.
168 “Serbs to consider postponing referendum”. B92, 19 January 2012. Available at:
http://www.b92.net/eng/news/politics-article.php?yyyy=2012&mm=01&dd=19&nav_id=78355.
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status. At the same time, countries such as Germany and the UK have voiced serious remarks
against Serbia, mostly connected with the unrest in Kosovo,169 thus preventing a logical
advancement of the country. The impression among Serbian decision-makers has been of a
Europe having ‘double standards’ and “moving the goalposts for Serbia regarding consideration
for EU membership.”170 Another external setback for Serbia and the Western Balkans on the
whole in their EU bid has certainly been the debt crisis that has taken over the Eurozone and
absorbed the attention of EU decision-makers. This introvert period of the EU may cost it a lot
on the external front. And finally, the unexpectedly high number of asylum seekers, mostly
Serbian and Macedonian Roma people, that flooded some EU capitals has made the Europeans
even more suspicious about the Balkans and their readiness to fulfil their new EU obligations.

International aspect

Serbia has marked progress in its relations with neighbours, as advised by the European Union.
The EC progress report of October 2011 recapitulates:

Overall, Serbia generally complies with its international obligations and the conditions of the Stabilisation and
Association process. The arrest and transfer of Radovan Karadzic, Ratko Mladic and Goran Hadzic to the
Hague tribunal represent major successes for Serbia's cooperation with the ICTY, which has greatly improved
since 2008 to reach a fully satisfactory level. Regional cooperation has improved and Serbia made significant
progress in its bilateral relations with other enlargement countries, particularly Croatia and Bosnia and
Herzegovina, while continuing to have good relations with neighbouring EU member states. A number of
outstanding bilateral issues, in particular regarding border demarcation, remain to be addressed. Serbia does
not recognise Kosovo's unilateral declaration of independence. It maintains its structures in Kosovo and
organised parallel municipal by-elections in May 2008, which is inconsistent with UNSCR 1244/1999. On the
basis of the UN General Assembly resolution adopted on 9 September 2010, which had been tabled jointly by
Serbia and the 27 EU Member States, a process of dialogue between Belgrade and Pristina started in March. It
has been conducted in a generally constructive spirit until September and it has led to agreements on several
issues: free movement of goods and persons, civil registry and cadastre. The agreements reached to date need
to be implemented in good faith. Further results remain to be achieved to implement, as a matter of priority,
the principles of inclusive and functioning regional cooperation and to provide sustainable solutions on EU
acquis related matters in sectors such as energy and telecoms. All sides need to play their part in defusing the
tension in north Kosovo and allow for free movement of persons and goods, for the benefit of the people of
the region.171

Perspectives

The most important and imminent event on Serbia’s 2012 calendar will be the EU foreign affairs
Council in February, when EU leaders will decide whether to grant the country a status of
candidate for membership. This decision will depend much on what Serbia does in normalising
its relations with Kosovo. Dialogue is mandatory, and any continued sabotaging on the part of
North Kosovo Serbs involving clashes with KFOR peacemakers, setting up of barricades or
holding a referendum on whether to recognise Kosovo’s institutions will only act against Serbia’s
European future. Despite a tangible possibility of deterioration in the coming months (as always
in the spring, passions in and out of Kosovo are on the rise), there are promising signs, too. A
freedom of movement deal between Kosovo and Serbia entered into force in December 2011,

169 See “Merkel says wants ‘no parallel structures in Kosovo’”, Reuters, 19 December 2011, available at
http://ca.reuters.com/article/topNews/idCATRE7BI0S820111219, and “Britain Links Kosovo to Serbia’s EU
Bid”, BalkanInsight, 16 November 2011, available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/tadic-cameron-
on-serbia-s-eu-candidacy.
170 See “Ljajic: EU Has ‘Unjust Policies towards Serbia’”. BalkanInsight, 12 August 2011. Available at:
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/ljajic-hague-condition-was-a-front-for-kosovo.
171 European Commission. Commission Staff Working Paper…, p. 37
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allowing Kosovo citizens to cross the border only with their ID cards and automobile registration
plates (Belgrade did not recognise them earlier).172 Indeed, many Kosovo Serbs have started
acquiring Kosovo license plates, as it will be easier and cheaper for them to use.173 Also, Serbs
living south of the Ibar river have declared they are against a referendum on the institutions.174

Regarding the EU efforts specifically, many Serbian experts believe the failure to obtain candidate
status is not a ‘big deal’ for the country and it will not significantly alter the support for the
different parties ahead of the spring 2012 election: Most voters have already chosen whom they
will support and why, “and concerns over the economy and public services will outweigh the
hazy goal of EU entry.”175 Indeed, fears of renewed economic downturn and stagnation have
already started to worry economists, with some reviewing forecasts from 1.5% to zero growth in
2012.176

The European goal for Serbia is visible on the horizon and even more valid after the date for
Croatian full membership was set for July 2013. EU leaders, for their part, are not to miss the
opportunity to grant Serbia a candidate status in February 2012, albeit probably without setting
an accession negotiations start date. With staunchly pro-EU parties such as LDP and SPO
expected in the next parliament, parties willing to let go of nostalgic looks to the south in
exchange for bright perspectives in the west, and with generally pro-EU parties like the DS and
even SNS, Serbia’s hard efforts and devotion in 2011 are to see fruition in the coming years.

172 Ristic, Marija. “Kosovo, Serbia Freedom of Movement Deal in Force”. BalkanInsight, 26 December 2011.
Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/kosovo-serbia-freedom-of-movement-deal-in-force.
173 “Srbi traze tablice Kosova [Serbs look for Kosovo registration plates]”. B92, 23 December 2011. Available
at: http://www.b92.net/info/vesti/index.php?yyyy=2011&mm=12&dd=24&nav_category=640&nav_id=568529.
174 “Srbi sa juga KiM protiv referenduma”. B92, 30 Dece,ber 2011. Available at:
http://www.b92.net/info/vesti/index.php?yyyy=2011&mm=12&dd=30&nav_id=570180.
175 See Andric, Gordana. “Serbia’s EU Bid: Not as Bad as It Looks”. BalkanInsight, 19 December 2011.
Available at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/not-as-bad-as-it-looks.
176 Ristic, Marija. “Experts Predict Serbian Stagnation NextYear”. BalkanInsight, 9 December 2011. Available
at: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/experts-predict-serbian-stagnation-next-year.
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THE WESTERN BALKANS IN 2010/11:
DEPARTURES IN DEMOCRATISATION AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION IN

EUROPE’S SOUTHEAST

CONCLUSION

STEFAN RALCHEV

The present study was an attempt at a descriptive and analytical snapshot of the processes of
democratisation and European integration in Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Kosovo,
Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia. In their assessment, the authors have relied on the factual
data and conclusions of the regular annual European Commission progress reports on the
candidate and potential candidate countries, the reports of other specialised international
organisations such as Freedom House, Transparency International and Reporters Without
Borders and on media monitoring in the respective countries. The study encompasses the period
roughly from October 2010 to January 2012.

The important analytical conclusions after the completion of this effort are several. First, it is no
longer obvious that the term ‘Western Balkans’ is useful in describing as a group the number of
countries from the Balkan Peninsula aspiring to join the European mainstream. The divergence
in progress and the surfacing particularities in each country’s situation may render the ‘Western
Balkans’ label irrelevant very soon. With Croatia joining the Union in 2013 and with no
improvement visible on the horizon in Kosovo, Macedonia and Bosnia, what would we mean by
referring to ‘the Western Balkans’? Kosovo and Macedonia are clearly in the middle of the
peninsula and in the east of the ‘Western Balkans’ as defined now. Bosnia is in the West and just
as problematic, while Serbia and Montenegro start taking on themselves the negative of the term,
as their reform efforts are not paying off as they wished.

Second, in this light, the EU should abandon any group labels and deepen its individual work
with countries and even regions. It definitely should go easier with the harshness employed for
good performers such as Serbia, for example. The finger-pointing and tough tone used by Angela
Merkel in her last visit to Belgrade frustrated Serbian politicians and society to a worrisome point.
The EU is not as attractive as it used to be for obvious reasons concerning its internal problems,
and such attitude can only turn away important allies as Serbia from its destined EU path. At the
same time, if certain approaches do not work on state level as in Bosnia, maybe a more flexible
tactic aiming at entity and municipal levels will be effective. Bosnian Serbs will hardly recognise
Sarajevo as their primary allegation any time soon, so it may be useful if they get some form of
EU support that does not go through Sarajevo (they already agreed on the Law on State Aid
envisaging central distribution, so this sign of willingness to cooperate on EU matters should be
taken in mind). The eastern log of Republika Srpska is visibly poorer than the western around
Banja Luka, so some form of business cooperation with EU support may be promoted on
municipal level between neighbouring municipalities in RS and the Federation. Overall, the EU
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should grant Serbia a candidate status and start accession talks with Montenegro in 2012; urge
Bosnia to apply for membership, now that it has agreed on a state government, and send it the
Questionnaire; and be vocally insistent on reform in Albania and Macedonia which seem to have
been stagnant for already too long periods of time. Kosovo is a specific case and will need
specific attention, too. Croatia’s accession in the EU in 2013 will serve as a stimulus and guiding
light for all those countries, and the EU should capitalise on that.

Third, a worrying trend across the region has been the decreasing media freedom. Unclear
ownership and monopolisation have caused concern among domestic and international observers
alike. Threatening of journalists and car arsons have been more and more frequent even in EU
members such as Bulgaria. The EU should be a propeller for improvement in this important area
of democracy.

And last but not least, the expected renewed recession or at least stagnation in the Balkans in
2012 and the ongoing Eurozone troubles are a big threat to the integration efforts of all those
countries, as they diverge the attention from already launched important processes and reforms
and consume essential energy both in Brussels, the EU capitals and the Balkan capitals. Support
for EU membership throughout the Balkans has been dwindling in the face of all economic
hardships, and the EU politicians and even societies have neglected their neighbours in the
Southeast in order to deal with their own fiscal and economic woes. A timely re-dedication to
enlargement is need, or all invested resources and built relationships will start looking futile.


